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Introduction
I’m a huge fan of the new edition. An amazing upgraded 
setting, tighter core combat rules, a highly functional social 
influence system, interesting sample antagonists… the list 
could go on.

Unfortunately, I really struggled with some aspects of the 
system – the disparate rules for making or accomplishing 
things, the finickety and interwoven mechanics for Charms, 
the muddiness of which social rules to use for a given 
situation.

It occurred to me that it would be faster to produce a patched 
edition than it would for me to learn the whole tome off by 
heart and so, with Rule Zero firmly in mind, that’s exactly what
I did. The results are collected here for you to use, ignore, 
adapt, or otherwise make of what you will.

If you have any feedback, please feel free to comment on the 
unofficial Wiki pages or email me at 
deathbysurfeit@gmail.com. I’m always keen to hear new 
perspectives, and hopefully refine this work even further!

I hope you tell amazing stories together,

Mercury Locke (AKA Death By Surfeit)
aided and abetted by Tom Cole (AKA Hamst0r)

mailto:deathbysurfeit@gmail.com


Influence
Acceptable Influence Methodology

Abilities
 Bureaucracy is used for bargain attempts.

 Investigation is used for profile attempts (not a form 
of influence).

 Linguistics is used for all written influence attempts.

 Occult is used for warding attempts.

 Performance is used for inspire and instil attempts.

 Presence is used for convince, persuade, and 
threaten attempts.

 Socialise is used for read (not a form of influence), 
and organisational influence attempts.

If a Charm does not state the specific kind of influence it must 
be used on, it can be freely used on influence attempts from 
other Abilities, and combo’d with their Charms.

This does not apply to written influence attempts, which have 
their own Charms.

Bureaucracy
Acquisition
Acquiring a mundane item is now a [Social Attribute]+
[Bureaucracy or Larceny] acquisition roll, with a difficulty 
equal to the item's Resources rating. 

In order to provide an item, the market must be large enough, 
based on the item’s Resources rating:

● Nomads around a campfire
●● A village
●●● A town
●●●● A city
●●●●● A trade city

If the market is not large enough, a successful roll will instead 
tell the Exalt where the item can be found. If they journey to 
that location, they may acquire the item without a further 
check.

Acquisition rolls may be enhanced by any Charms that support
all influence attempts, and may be reattempted once per day.

Investigation
Investigation rules have been replaced by the following:

Search
A search action is done to locate any hidden items of note in 
an area. It works as described in the first half of the ‘case 
scene’ action in EX3.

Search attempts cannot be reattempted unless you receive 
direct evidence that points to something having been 
overlooked.

Case
A case action is done on the location of a battle, crime, or 
other significant event to discover more about what 
happened, and who was involved. It works as described in the 
second half of the ‘case scene’ action in EX3, except that it 
produces one actionable clue (about the event or its 
participants) if successful, and one further clue for each 
threshold success.

Blame Pool
Threshold successes also create a banked pool. If you case 
multiple locations, keep only the best result in your pool. 
These pooled dice may be added a single bargain, convince, 
persuade, or threaten attempt to convince someone of a 
person’s culpability, or get them to confess to as much - 
provided it is stunted appropriately. These bonus dice work 
whether or not the person is actually guilty of the charges laid 
at their feet.

Case actions cannot be reattempted until after you have used 
the banked successes.

Profile
A profile action is a way of discovering more about someone. 
To qualify for a profile attempt against someone, you must do 
one of the following:

 Spend a full scene interacting with them.

 Shadow them as a dramatic action lasting at least 
fifteen minutes.

 Search a private space belonging to them (e.g. home 
or office) for at least fifteen minutes.

The basic Difficulty of a profile attempt is equal to the 
subject’s Guile. Each threshold success will provide a 
potentially useful piece of background information against 
them.

Insight Pool
Threshold successes also create a banked pool. These may be 
added as bonus dice to a single read action against that 
character - provided it is stunted appropriately.

Profile actions against a character cannot be reattempted until
after you have used the banked successes.

Linguistics
Written Influence
Linguistics is used for all types of written influence attempts, 
and creates a document called a missive. Missives are 
targeted at either a specific person (and have no effect on 
others), or at a group (receiving the group penalty for 
influence). A person must actively choose to read a missive to 
be affected by any influence within it.

Written influence attempts cannot be combined with Charms 
from other Abilities, except through use of dedicated Charms 
(e.g. Power-Snaring Image).



Motes spent on creating a missive remain committed for as 
long as the Exalt wants the bonus to remain. If the missive was
targeted at a specific person, the motes are automatically 
released as soon as they read it (notifying the Exalt that it has 
been read).

Occult
Warding
Some Occult Charms allow you to make a warding attempt. 
This is a Charisma+Occult roll that cannot be resisted by 
spending Willpower unless the spirit has a higher Essence than
the Solar. If successful, it has effects dependent on the Charm 
that triggered it. Warding attempts replace the roll to bind a 
demon summoned by sorcery.

Non-Excellency Charms that support persuade attempts can 
be used to enhance a warding attempt.

Performance
There are no longer Charms for different types of 
performance.

Emotions
Inspire attempts create Emotions of the influencer’s choice 
(Anger, Sadness, Lust, etc). These are an Intimacy (neither Tie 
nor Principle) that is of Major strength unless stated 
otherwise. Emotions are not specific to a person, object, or 
event.

An Emotion lasts until the character expresses them with an 
appropriate Serious task. The player of that character chooses 
the nature of the task, based on their circumstances and 
characterisation. Until a suitable task is completed, the 
Emotion remains.

Emotions may affect a character's Guile in the same way that 
Intimacies affect Resolve. If a character's Emotion supports 
their goal for the interaction, mirrors their Tie toward the 
character reading them, or mirrors the nature of an Intimacy 
used to bolster their Resolve, the difficulty of a read action is 
reduced. If the Emotion opposes these, the difficulty of the 
read action is increased.

Presence
Beliefs
You may use Presence to convince someone of a fact or belief.
The resultant Belief becomes a Minor Intimacy (neither 
Principle, Emotion, or Tie), which behaves normally. Further 
convince attempts can be used to increase or reduce the 
strength of a person's Beliefs, using the same restrictions for 
building or decaying Principles.

Morale
Troops can have their Morale broken with a successful 
threaten action (or one provided by supernatural fear). For 
this purpose, they have Resolve equal to their Merit rating, 
and usually have a Major Principle that will be evoked in their 
defence.

If troops have their Morale broken, they provide no benefit to 
their commander until the battle is over, or their Morale is 
restored with a rally action. This is a special bargain, persuade,
or threaten action made with Charisma+War, at a difficulty 
equal to the Merit's rating. If successful, the troops return in 
(Merit rating) turns.

Seduction
Seduction attempts require an applicable Intimacy – usually a 
positive Tie toward the Exalt, or an Emotion of lust or awe - to 
be handled as a persuade attempt. Alternatively they can be 
handled as a bargain attempt, for more professional 
arrangements.

Sleeping with someone is usually a “Trivial” task. If the 
circumstances are awkward, it is instead a (highly pleasant) 
"Inconvenient" task. If it requires a person to break a law (such
as with committed spouses or Abyssals), this becomes a 
Serious task. If doing so requires them to give up their lifestyle 
completely (such as with Brides of Ahlat or Immaculate monks 
that have eschewed sensuality) it becomes Life-Changing.

After a successful seduction attempt, each person involved 
may make a single influence attempt against their partner(s) 
that cannot be resisted by spending Willpower, or with a 
Decision Point. Resolve is applicable as normal.

Socialise
Reading
The 'read intentions' action is replaced by the read action. 
When making a read action, the player may determine any 
one of the following about the subject:

 Their desired outcome for the current interaction.

 All Emotions they are currently experiencing.

 The nature of any Ties they have toward the player’s 
character, or that are otherwise applicable to them.

 The nature of any Intimacies they used (if any) to 
bolster their Resolve against a specific influence 
attempt that occurred previously in the scene. The 
subjects of Ties are only revealed if they are present 
on the scene.

 Whether they were being honest when they made a 
specific statement - receiving an answer of either 
"Yes", "No", or "Kind Of"

If you fail a read action against someone, you may not make 
further attempts against that person for the remainder of the 
scene. If taking part in a debate, or other form of contested 
influence where people take turns, making a read action is 
done in lieu of making an influence attempt.

Resisting Influence
You may resist any unacceptable influence automatically, for 
free. If an influence attempt does not employ any of your 
Intimacies, it can be resisted by spending a point of Willpower.
If your Resolve has been reduced by an Intimacy, you must 



have an Intimacy of equal strength that opposes the influence 
in order to resist it.



Organisations
Principled Organisation Methodology

This is a system for consolidating the characteristics of political
or practical groups.

Organisation Rules
Organisations have a statblock with several details:

Magnitude
This is a measure of the size of an Organisation.

● A farmer’s collective or insurgent cell.
●● A mercenary company or 
●●● A city-state government or spirit court.
●●●● A Celestial Bureau, Dynastic House, or the Lintha.
●●●●● The Thousand Scales or the Guild.

An Organisation’s Magnitude dictates the highest rating of 
Merits it can provide, and how easy they are to affect with a 
Cultural Project.

Leader
Each Organisation has one leader. The Organisation’s leader 
can:

 Apply their Resolve to determine the difficulty of a 
Cultural Project to affect the organisation.

 Use Cultural Projects to reassign Merits that the 
Organisation provides.

 Use specialist Charms that require them to be the 
leader.

The ‘leader’ may be a nominal head (such as Regent Fokuf), 
with the real power lying elsewhere.

Expertise
Each Organisation has an Ability that they favour. This 
provides a specific bonus to its members, if they call upon it 
with their Backing merit.

Principles
Organisations have Principles, much as people do. They do not
have Ties, Emotions, or Beliefs. Generally, it can be assumed 
that an Organisation’s Principles are held in equal strength by 
the majority of its mortal members.

Example Organisation:

Ten Scar Palm Society

This assassin’s society is much depleted after the sudden 
emergence of a Solar within their ranks.

Magnitude: 1
Expertise: Stealth
Leader: None

Principles:
We Are Executioners, Not Judges (Defining)

Every Head Has Its Price (Major)
We Do Not Kill For Pleasure (Minor)



Projects
Unified Project Methodology

This is a system for bringing together the disparate rules for 
Leadership, Craft, Socialise, and sorcerous works.

Project Rating
Projects are used to provide you with new or upgraded Story 
Merits. Projects have a dot-rating of the Merit level you are 
upgrading to, which determines its difficulty:

●: Difficulty 1, goal number 2, roll once/week.
●●: Difficulty 2, goal number 5, roll once/month.
●●●: Difficulty 3, goal number 25, roll once/season.
●●●●: Difficulty 4, goal number 50, roll once/year.
●●●●●: Difficulty 5, goal number 100, roll once/decade.
N/A-dot: At Storyteller discretion.

Starting Merits
You must already have a Story Merit one level lower than your
goal, which may be a different kind of Story Merit. When the 
Project completes, this will be replaced by the new higher-
level Merit. If it is impossible to have a Merit at the level of 
your project, you will need to replace one type of merit with 
another.

Example: If you want to create a powerful artifact from 
scratch, you will need to complete Projects that create lower-
levelled components or prototypes along the way (a 1-dot 
Project to acquire Relics, followed by a 2-dot project to turn 
them into a low-powered Artifact, and so on).

Repairing a First Age mechanism is represented by a Project to
upgrade the dormant device (typically a 3-, 4-, or 5-dot 
artifact) to its higher-levelled active state.

Supporting Merits
You may choose one or more of your suitable Story Merits to 
help you complete the project. These Supporting Merits will 
make it easier to complete, but you will lose one dot from 
each of them upon completion of the project.

You may offer Supporting Merits to other characters to help 
with their projects, but a merit can only be a Supporting Merit 
to one project at a time.

Project Types & Slots
There are three types of Project:

 Leadership: developing your power in Organisations, 
and their resources. Limited by Bureaucracy.

 Creation: creating artifacts, manses, expensive items, 
or sorcerous works. Limited by Craft.

 Cultural: expanding organisations or altering their 
behaviour. Limited by Socialise.

You may not have more project-dots of each type on the go 
than you have dots in its limiting Ability.

Project Rolls
A project roll is [Attribute]+[Ability]+[Specialisations]+[All 
Supporting Merits]. The Attribute and Ability used is 
determined by the nature of the stunt used.

You may make a project roll once per elapsed in-game time 
period. You may also roll for a single Project at the end of each
session (or for every ~4 hours of play), but does this will not 
allow you to complete the Project before at least one of its 
time periods has elapsed.

When you accrue successes equal to the goal number, the 
Project completes. The Merit is upgraded, and all Supporting 
Merits are reduced by one dot.

Complications
If you fail when making a project roll at the end of a session, a 
complication occurs. The ST should create a scene or segment 
of the next session where you deal with an unexpected 
challenge to the project’s success.

 If the challenge is dealt with especially well, you get a 
bonus project roll.

 If the challenge is dealt with satisfactorily, there is no 
further effect.

 If the challenge is dealt with badly, you will lose a dot 
from a Supporting Merit. If you have no Supporting 
Merits for the Project, the Project will fail and must 
be started again.

Conversion Projects
You can quickly turn one Merit into another by making your 
project a conversion Project. Upon completion, the 
contributing Merit is removed and replaced with either:

 A different Story Merit of the same rating. The project
has a dot-rating of (old Merit).

 A different Story Merit with a rating one lower. The 
project has a dot-rating of (old Merit-2).

Cultural Projects
Cultural Projects target an Organisation, rather than a Merit. 
They always have a dot-rating equal to the Magnitude of the 
Organisation. You may engage in a Cultural Project to:

 Increase the Organisation’s Magnitude by 1.

 Change the Organisation’s leader to another person, 
who must have at least the same amount of Backing 
in the organisation.

 Make an organisational influence attempt - an instil 
or persuade attempt that affects all members of the 
Organisation.

An Organisation’s leader may apply their Resolve to an 
organisational influence attempt if they are unwilling to 
accept the changes, and use the Organisation’s Principles to 
support a Decision Point.



If you want to use Charms to enhance an organisational 
influence attempt, they must be activated at the beginning of 
the Project and remain committed for the duration. Any 
special effects from Charms are applied to all members of the 
Organisation, including Exalts. 'Rank and file' members of an 
Organisation will never spend Willpower to resist effects from 
organisational influence.

Hostile Projects
You can use a hostile Leadership or Creation Project to attack 
the Story Merits of another character. A hostile Project of this 
type has a rating equal to the Merit being attacked. If it 
completes successfully, the Merit under attack will have its 
rating reduced by 1.

You can use a hostile Cultural Project to deplete the power of 
an Organisation. A hostile Cultural Project has a dot-rating 
equal to the Organisation’s Magnitude. If it completes 
successfully, the Organisation will have its Magnitude reduced 
by 1. If it was providing any Story Merits with a higher rating 
than this, those Merits will have their rating reduced also.

In both cases, you still need an applicable starting Merit that is
no more than one level lower than the Merit or Organisation 
being attacked. This Merit is not lost when the hostile Project 
completes.



Limit
Intimate Limit Methodology

This is an adjustment to make Limit more punishing, but also 
more personal. It replaces rules on Limit Break and Virtue 
Triggers.

Solars
Supernal Intimacies
Each Solar has a Supernal Intimacy, which defines them more 
than anything else. This is chosen from their Defining 
Intimacies during character creation (rather than a Limit 
Trigger and Virtue Flaw), and may be changed to another 
Defining Intimacy during play.

Gaining Limit
When the Solar acts against an Intimacy, they roll dice and add
the successes to their Limit. The number of dice rolled 
depends on the Intimacy in question:

 Roll one dice for Major Intimacies.

 Roll two dice for Defining Intimacies.

 Roll four dice for their Supernal Intimacy.

This roll is only made once per scene per Intimacy.

Limit Break
When the Solar is in Limit Break:

 They may not act against their Major or Defining 
Intimacies, unless there is an opposing Intimacy of 
the same strength or above that compels them to do 
so.

 Persuade attempts based on their Major or Defining 
Intimacies automatically succeed, and can only be 
resisted by a Decision Point.

 They may never act against their Supernal Intimacy.

 Persuade attempts based on their Supernal Intimacy 
automatically succeed, and cannot be resisted by 
Decision Points.

Ending Limit Break
The Solar can only end Limit Break by completing a Life-
Changing task in service of the Intimacy that triggered the 
Limit Break, or their Supernal Intimacy. Doing so removes all 
Limit, resets their Willpower to its permanent value, and 
restores all spent motes (that are not committed to Charms).

Abyssals
Gaining Limit
Abyssals gain Limit as Solars do, but do not have a Supernal 
Intimacy. Instead, when an Abyssal commits an Act Of Life, 
they roll one die and add the successes to their Limit.

Limit Break
When the Abyssal is in Limit Break:

 They may not commit an Act Of Life. Treat anything 
that would make them do so as unacceptable 
influence.

 They are surrounded by dark omens. They are clearly 
identifiable to everyone as a creature of darkness.

 Stealth is impossible.

 Influence attempts other than threaten are 
impossible.

Ending Limit Break
The Abyssal can only end Limit Break by killing (or annihilating)
one of their Ties, or by performing acts that weaken one of 
their Principles to nothing. Doing so removes all Limit, resets 
their Willpower to its permanent value, and restores all spent 
motes (that are not committed to Charms).

If an Abyssal loses all of their Ties and Principles, they die.

Infernals
Gaining Limit
Every time an Infernal neglects an opportunity to indulge their 
Urge, when they do not have an Intimacy that dictates against 
it, they roll a single die and add the successes to their Limit. 
The ST should inform players of Infernal characters whenever 
they feel their Urge; if they do not, Limit is not gained by 
omission.

Limit Break
When an Infernal is in Limit Break, they cannot resist any 
opportunity to indulge their Urge.

Ending Limit Break
The Infernal can only end Limit Break by completing a Life-
Changing task in furtherance of their Urge. The process of 
doing so will almost certainly distort, weaken, or destroy some
of their Intimacies.

Sidereals
Gaining Limit
Sidereals gain Limit as Solars do, but do not have a Supernal 
Intimacy. However, many Sidereal powers will add to their 
Limit.

Limit Break
When the Sidereal is in Limit Break:

 They connection to the world is weakened, and they 
no longer gain Merit dice from Story Merits.

 They are unable to use any form of Astrology other 
than Resplendent Destinies.

 They cannot be influenced by other Sidereals.

 They cannot influence other Sidereals.



Ending Limit Break
The Sidereal can only end Limit Break by completing a Life-
Changing task in service to their Maiden. Doing so removes 
their accrued Limit and resets their Willpower to its 
permanent value.

Lunars
Gaining Limit
Lunars gain Limit as Solars do, but do not have a Supernal 
Intimacy. Instead, when the Lunar spends Willpower to resist 
influence from their Solar bond-mate, roll the same amount of
dice and add the successes to their Limit.

Limit Break
When someone makes an influence attempt on a Lunar in 
Limit Break, the Lunar is treated as having the same Intimacies 
as them.

Ending Limit Break
The Lunar can only end Limit Break by completing a Life-
Changing task that they were persuaded to undertake while 
the Limit Break is in effect. Doing so removes their accrued 
Limit and resets their Willpower to its permanent value.

Dragon-Blooded
Gaining Limit
When a Dragon-Blooded's Willpower drops below their 
Essence, they enter Limit Break.

Limit Break
While a Dragon-Blooded is in Limit Break:

 They gain a special Emotion of [their element], which 
cannot be removed in any way.

 Acting against this Emotion costs a point of 
Willpower.

Ending Limit Break
At the end of the scene after the one in which Limit Break is 
triggered, it finishes naturally. Remove their accrued Limit, and
reset their Willpower to equal their Essence.



Merits
Crunchy Merit Methodology

This is an adjustment to make Story Merits really useful. It 
replaces the existing Story Merit rules.

Merit Dice
Story Merits often add bonus Merit dice to appropriate rolls. 
To use these dice, you must use a stunt that illustrates how 
the Merit assists you.

It is possible to receive dice from more than one Merit on a 
single action, but you may not add more than a total of five 
Merit dice. Merit dice are not considered as having come from 
Charms.

Merit dice are never applicable to a project roll. If you want to 
use a Merit for a Project, make it a Supporting Merit.

Revised Merits
Allies
When you are having difficulty doing something, you may call 
upon your Allies. You may do this a number of times each 
story equal to your Allies rating.

When your Allies respond, they will provide the chance to 
reattempt a task (if it would otherwise be impossible), and add
bonus dice equal to your Allies rating to the roll. This will take 
a form determined by the ST – they may intercede directly, 
provide you with something you can use, or send someone to 
assist.

Artifact
This merit is unchanged from as described in EX3.

Backing
Backing is provided by an Organisation, and can be acquired 
once for each Organisation.

You may add your Backing in Merit dice to:

 Any non-instantaneous rolls using the Organisation’s 
specialist Ability.

 Influence attempts against members of the 
Organisation.

 Rolls to notice a member of the Organisation in 
disguise, or someone disguised as a member.

You must add your Backing as a dice penalty to influence 
attempts toward anyone who has a negative Intimacy toward 
the Organisation.

You may not have more dots in a Backing merit than the 
Magnitude of the organisation it is with.

Breeding
This Innate Merit can only be taken by Dragon-Blooded.

You may add your Breeding in Merit dice to:

 Rolls to determine whether your child draws Second 
Breath.

 Seduction attempts against Dragon-Blooded 
characters.

Second Breath
To determine whether a child will draw Second Breath and 
become a Dragon-Blooded, roll the Breeding Merit of both of 
their parents. If at least one dice comes up as a success, they 
do so. The total number of successes becomes their offspring's
Breeding Merit. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, no Charms 
or effects can assist with (or detract from) this roll.

Contacts
Contacts can be acquired once for each Organisation.

You may add your Contacts in Merit dice to:

 Read or profile attempts against anyone within the 
organisation.

 Strategy rolls against a commander who is a member 
of that organisation.

Cult
This Merit is unchanged from as described in EX3.

Demesne
You control a place of power within Creation. This Story Merit 
can be taken multiple times.

●● You control a Demesne.
●●● You control a Demesne upon which a Manse has  
been built, and have its Hearthstone.
●●●● You control a Major Demesne.
●●●●● You control a Major Demesne upon which a Manse 
has been built, and have its Hearthstone.

You automatically detect any Essence expenditure within your 
Demesne. You may identify who used it and where 
(Perception+Occult, Difficulty 3), or the exact nature of the 
magic used (Difficulty 5).

When you are within a Demesne you control, you may add its 
rating (2 or 4) in Merit dice to:

 Motes regenerated per hour

 Motes regenerated per turn in combat

 All instantaneous rolls

When you are in a Demense you are attuned to (but do not 
control), or you are carrying the Hearthstone for your Manse, 
you receive the motes/hour bonus but no others.

Attempting to confront an Exalt within their Manse or 
Demesne is a very foolish idea.



Demons
Demons can be taken multiple times, for different demons, 
and is most typically granted by the use of Sorcery.

When you acquire Demons, pick a Speciality that best reflects 
the nature and capabilities of the Demon.

● A First Circle demon
●● A group of identical First Circle demons
●●● A Second Circle demon
●●●● A Second Circle demon, and attached demonic host
●●●●● A Third Circle demon

You may add your Demons in Merit dice to any roll, of any 
Ability, that matches the Demons' Speciality.

It is highly likely that other people will have Principles that, 
seeing you in the company of demons, will cause them to 
develop negative Ties or take direct action against you.

You may leave your Demons behind somewhere, suspending 
these effects until you are reunited.

Familiar
You may add your Familiar in Merit dice to:

 Search attempts.

 Track attempts.

 Gather food rolls.

You must add your Familiar as a dice penalty to all influence 
other than threaten attempts, while in civilised society.

You may leave a Familiar behind somewhere, suspending 
these effects until you are reunited.

Followers
Followers may be provided by an Organisation, and can be 
taken multiple times.

Each purchase of Followers are experts in an Ability. You may 
add your Followers in Merit dice to any non-instantaneous roll 
that is made using their expert Ability.

Example: A group of Occultists could help with setting up a 
ritual. They could not help with aiming a sorcerous spell, as it 
is an instantaneous check.

You must add your Followers as a dice penalty to:

 Attempts to evade detection.

 Attempts to outrun or outmanoeuvre someone.

In addition, you will need to make sure that they are fed and 
sheltered.

You may leave your Followers behind somewhere, suspending 
these effects until you are reunited.

Forces
Forces are provided by an Organisation, and can be taken 
multiple times.

You may add your Forces in Merit dice to:

 All War rolls.

 Threaten attempts.

You must add your Forces as a dice penalty to:

 Attempts to evade detection.

 Attempts to outrun or outmanoeuvre someone, other
than via strategy rolls.

In addition, you will need to make sure that they are fed and 
sheltered, and people will almost certainly treat you 
differently if you are bringing a small army into town.

You may leave your troops behind (and often do!), suspending 
these effects until you are reunited.

You may choose to make your troops cavalry. Having cavalry 
always allows you to make Cavalry strategy rolls, and they do 
not apply a penalty to outrun or outmanoeuvre people. 
However, they only provide (Merit-1) dice to appropriate rolls.

Mentor
Mentors may be provided by an Organisation, and can be 
taken multiple times.

When you do not know how to accomplish something, you 
may call upon your Mentor. You may do this a number of 
times each story equal to your Mentor rating.

When they respond, they will explain a good way of 
accomplishing what you want, as determined by the ST. They 
will not, however, resolve the problem for you.

Memories
This Innate Merit can only be chosen by Solar, Abyssal, or 
Infernal Exalted, representing unfiltered memories of their 
First Age selves. When it is taken, the player should agree the 
Supernal Intimacy of their First Age incarnation with the ST, 
which must be significantly different to their own.

You may add your Memories in Merit dice to:

 Rolls to identify a First Age artifact.

 Rolls to operate a First Age artifact.

 Rolls to challenge or introduce a fact about the First 
Age.

 Your Resolve against any attempts to decay your 
Principles or Ties.

You are also likely to experience flashbacks, as determined by 
the ST. If you act against your First Age incarnation's Supernal 
Intimacy, you must roll your Memories dice and add the 
successes to your Limit. When you are in Limit Break, you gain 
your First Age incarnation's Supernal Intimacy as a Defining 



Intimacy in addition to your own; this cannot be decayed for 
any reason.

Mount
This is a new Story Merit to reflect the benefits of having a 
mount to ride on, and can be taken multiple times – but the 
character can receive the benefit of one Mount at a time.

If a character has a Familiar or Demon that serves as a mount, 
both Merits should be taken to reflect this.

● A functional mount, such as a workhorse.
●● A capable mount, such as a warhorse.
●●● An exceptional mount, such as a giant wolf or 
simhata, or a workable flying mount.
●●●● A monstrous mount, such as a river dragon or tyrant 
lizard, or an impressive flying mount.
●●●●● A monstrous and supernatural mount, such as a Wyld 
behemoth or very friendly elemental dragon.

You may add your Mount in Merit dice to all Ride rolls. Flying 
mounts provide only (Mount-2) dice, but also many other 
benefits.

An aquatic mount provides the same bonus as a land one. 
Amphibious mounts provide only (Mount-1) dice, but can be 
used equally on land and sea.

You may leave your mount behind, suspending benefits from it 
until you are reunited.

Relics
You may add your Relics in Merit dice to rolls to identify any 
item or effect.

You must add your Relics to the Difficulty of:

 All Athletics rolls (they’re heavy!).

 Attempts to evade detection by magical sources.

You may leave your Relics behind in a laboratory or study, 
suspending these effects while you are not there.

Renown
When you take Renown, you should specify what you are 
renowned as. You may gain Renown multiple times, with 
different flavours.

You may add your Renown in Merit dice to all influence 
attempts that are directly supported by your reputation.

You must add your Renown as a dice penalty to all influence 
attempts that directly conflict with your reputation.

Example: Ha Ha Sushi has “Renown (Warlord) OOO”. If they 
tried to threaten a guard into letting them into a party, they 
would receive a bonus from their Renown. If they tried to 
threaten a sense of camaraderie and good cheer to 
accomplish the same, they would receive a penalty instead.

Example: Three Word Name has “Renown (Slave Liberator) 
OOO”. If they tried to threaten a Guild boss, they would 

receive a bonus from their Renown. If they tried to threaten a 
slave, they would encounter a penalty instead.

Resources
Resources are provided by an Organisation.

You may add your Resources in Merit dice to:

 All bargain rolls against non-spirit characters.

 All acquisition rolls in Creation.

Retainer
Each Retainer is an expert in a different Ability: choose this 
when taking the Merit.

Once per session, you may add your Retainer in Merit dice to 
any non-instantaneous roll that is made using their expert 
Ability.

Salary
Salary is a Story Merit that can only be chosen at character 
creation by Sidereal and Exigent Exalted, representing a 
regular stipend of celestial currency. It is provided by an 
Organisation (usually a Celestial Bureau).

You may add your Salary in Merit dice to:

 All bargain attempts against spirit characters.

 All acquisition rolls in Yu-Shan, the Underworld, the 
Deep Wyld, or Malfeas.

Scars
You have suffered great torment and temptation in your 
travels, and the burden of your decisions weighs heavily on 
you.

Once per session, you may add your Scars rating to your 
Resolve score.

Note: This is a new Story Merit, designed to accomplish two 
things: one, to give an alternative story reward where an 
Exalt's actions are noble but deeply unpopular; two, to balance
the slight boost to social influence provided by Merit dice.

Ship
Ship may be taken multiple times, and may be provided by an 
Organisation.

● A straightforward trading vessel.
●● A powerful trading vessel or light warship.
●●● A powerful warship, or a Haslanti skyship.
●●●● A First Age pleasure vessel, or a skyship enhanced 
with First Age technology.
●●●●● A First Age warship or skyship.

You may add your Ship in Merit dice to all Sail rolls. Skyships 
provide only (Ship-2) dice, and use this rating for Ram 
manoeuvres, but also provide many other benefits.

When you leave your ship in dock, you do not receive benefits 
from it until you are at sea (or in the sky) once more.



Strategy
Threefold Strategic Methodology

This is a system that abstracts together dramatic military, 
horseback, airship, or naval battles. It replaces the rules for 
Ambushes, Battle Groups, Command Actions & Naval Combat.

Mortals and other nameless hordes act, instead, as a backdrop
for the excitement of Exalt-on-Exalt combat.

Order Of Events
 All commanders decide on their intended Stratagem 

and make strategy rolls, if they qualify for them.

 The commander with the winning strategy roll 
implements their intended Stratagem if they have 
enough threshold successes.

 The Exalts involved roll Join Battle and face off 
against one another using normal combat rules, 
modified by the Stratagem.

 The consequence of losing battle (depleted Merits + 
any effect from Stratagems) is applied.

Strategy Rolls
Strategy rolls are made before battle begins, if combat is 
anticipated ahead of time. To make a strategy roll, you must 
be the Commander of your side, be aware that conflict is going
to break out, and have qualifying merits:

 Your side is bringing the Forces Merit to bear on a 
land battle (Infantry).

 All Exalts on your side are mounted (have the Mount 
Merit) in a land battle, or have flying mounts in a sea 
or air battle (Cavalry).

 Your side is bringing a cavalry-type Forces Merit to 
bear on a land battle (Cavalry).

 Your side control at least one Ship in a sea battle 
(Naval).

 Your side control at least one flying Ship in an air 
battle (Naval).

Each Commander decides on a desired Stratagem, then makes 
a strategy roll. Strategy rolls are subject to the following 
modifiers:

 -2 dice if you do not know who the opposing 
commander is.

 -2 dice if you do not know what forces the opposing 
commander is bringing.

The highest result subtracts theirs from the highest result from
a hostile Commander. If they have enough remaining 
successes to meet the threshold of their desired Stratagem, it 
is applied to the subsequent battle.

If you do not qualify for a strategy roll, you may not make one.
Your opponent's roll, if they qualify for one, will go 
uncontested. If you qualify for more than one type of strategy 
roll, you may choose which one to make.

Merits
Anyone can contribute their Forces Merit(s) to their 
commander, and the bonuses stack (up to the normal 
maximum of five Merit dice).

 Infantry strategy rolls are made with 
Intelligence+War, and use Forces Merits.

 Cavalry strategy rolls are made with 
Intelligence+Ride, and use Mount and Forces 
(Cavalry) Merits. 

 Naval strategy rolls are made with Intelligence+Sail, 
and use Ship Merits.

Losses
If a Forces, Mount, or Ship Merit is applied to a strategy roll 
and you are subsequently forced to flee the battle (or are 
killed), the Merit is reduced by one due to injuries, desertions, 
or damage.

 If cavalry Forces are reduced below a rating of two, it 
becomes a regular Forces unit until it is replenished.

 If a flying Mount is reduced below a rating of three, or
an amphibious Mount reduced below a rating of two, 
it loses these abilities until it is healed.

 If a flying Ship is reduced below a rating of three, it is 
grounded until it is repaired.

Stratagems
Stratagems are listed below. You must stunt a stratagem to 
make it clear how you are accomplishing the effects described.

Threshold 1
Circle Of Death: The battle takes place in a three-by-three 
range band square, from which neither side can escape 
without use of appropriate Charms.

Hidden Approach: The battle starts with both sides at short 
range from each other.

Keep Your Distance: The battle starts with both sides at long 
range from each other.

Pinned: If the opposing forces flee the battle, any Forces, 
Mount or Ship Merits they have brought have their ratings 
reduced by two rather than one. Alternatively, you may force 
them to leave behind a Mount or Ship.

Showdown: Neither side has access to their Forces, Mount, or 
Ship Merits during the battle. They cannot use [Command] 
Charms.

Strategic Placement: You dictate where in the vicinity the 
battle takes place, for environmental advantage and stunting 
benefits.



Threshold 2
Fortifications: The battle starts at long range, and the 
opposing force consider the battlefield to be difficult terrain.

Fusillade: Your opponents deduct the Merit(s) used in your 
strategy roll as a penalty to their Join Battle roll.

Mire Them: The battle starts at short range, and the opposing 
force consider the battlefield to be difficult terrain.

Skirmish: If you are forced to flee the battle, your Forces 
Merits are not reduced (Infantry rolls only).

The Runaround: Your opponents start with a fatigue penalty 
to Athletics checks equal to your Mount merit (Cavalry rolls 
only).

Threshold 3
Ambush: Your attacks in the first round of battle, against 
opponents with lower Initiative, are considered ambush 
attacks.

Attrition: The opposing commander's highest applicable Merit 
rating (Forces/Mount/Ship) is reduced by one before the 
battle begins. If your highest Merit is equal to or lower than 
the reduced rating, your Merit's rating is also reduced by one.

Hold At Bay: Each Exalt on your side may make a single 
influence attempt against one of your opponents. If they try to
interrupt, you may make a reflexive ambush attack against 
them before Join Battle is rolled.

Isolation: Your opponents lose access to their Forces, Mount, 
and Ship Merits during the battle. They cannot use [Command]
Charms.

No Escape: The battle takes place in a three-by-three range 
band square, from which your opponents cannot escape 
without use of appropriate Charms.

Not Today: The battle is avoided altogether.

Ram: The battle begins with ships alongside each other. If your
opponent's Ship has a lower merit rating than yours, it is 
crippled and loses its merit dice bonus until repaired (Naval 
rolls only).

Sea Of Blades: Your opponents have a -1 onslaught penalty for
the duration of the battle.

Other Stratagems
Ride, Sail, and War Charms can be created and used to 
increase the effects of these. STs should allow players to 
invent their own Stratagems, and agree the effects and 
threshold for them. 



Charms
Graceful Charm Methodology

Keywords
The following Keywords are used:

 Command: This Charm can only be used if you are the
commander of your side, and have a Forces or Ship 
Merit present in the scene.

 Counterattack: This Charm cannot be used in 
response to Clash actions, or other Counterattacks.

 Obvious: The Charm is obviously supernatural. 
Observers can identify the effect with a successful 
Perception+Occult check (difficulty: Charm’s 
minimum Essence). If anyone has a pertinent Lore 
speciality (such as ‘Anathema’), they will be able to 
instantly identify the Exalt type.

 Once/: This Charm can only be used once per time 
increment listed.

 Perilous: This Charm cannot be used while Crashed.

 Psyche: This Charm creates ongoing supernatural 
mental influence.

 Shaping: This Charm makes an ongoing change to the 
nature of its target.

Charm Format

Charm Title
Cost Type (Duration) [Keywords]
Minimum Ability, Minimum Essence, Prerequisite Charm(s)

Charm description: game mechanics are in bold, Game Terms 
are in capitals, and Other Charm Names are in italics.

Standards
Charms should:

 Do one or two things.

 Be summarised in no more than three sentences.

 Have an effect that cannot be represented by a 
normal skill check with bonus dice or successes.

 Have an effect that cannot replicated by a stunt.

 Avoid using a new mechanic where an existing one 
would suffice.

 Avoid requiring the ST to improvise a mechanic.

 Avoid providing free experience points.

 Avoid ‘weasel-wording’ an Exalt out of death.

Charm Trees should:

 Have weak but flexible foundation Charms.

 Have powerful but specialised higher-level Charms.

 Have a number of Charms available to support an 
action that reflect its probable volume of use.

 Be easily represented as a diagram.

 Avoid using Charms from other Abilities as 
prerequisites.

 Avoid using Charms with more than one Essence gap 
after their prerequisites.

Excellencies 
Each Exalt type has an additional Excellency unlocked at 
Essence 2, 3, 4 and 5. These are acquired automatically for any
Ability that they would have the First Excellency for. Solars do 
not automatically unlock all Excellencies for their Supernal 
Ability.

Second Solar Excellency
3m Supplemental
Essence 2

This roll is made as a radiant cascade. 9s provide a double 
success. Reroll any 9s or 10s, adding any additional successes 
to your total, until 9s and 10s no longer appear.

Third Solar Excellency
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Essence 3

Add the Solar’s Essence in automatic successes to this roll.

Fourth Solar Excellency
Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Essence 4



The Solar receives a free full First Solar Excellency in this 
Ability. Reset the use of a different Once/Scene Charm for this 
Ability.

Fifth Solar Excellency
Permanent
Essence 5

The cost of the First Solar Excellency for this Ability is reduced 
to 1m/2d.



Archery
Conjuration

Phantom Arrow Technique
1m Reflexive [Obvious]
Archery 3, Essence 1

The Solar creates a piece of ammunition with one of their 
Intimacies. Attacks made with this ammunition add the 
Intimacy’s strength to the attack roll if they are used for 
purposes directly supported by the Intimacy.

Adamant Arrow Technique
1m, 1wp Supplemental [Once/Scene]
Archery 3, Essence 2, Phantom Arrow Technique

The arrow enhanced by this attack cannot be removed from 
where (or whom) it lands, unless the Solar has given their 
permission (or died). The Solar instinctively knows where the 
arrow lies, and can automatically track or notice its bearer.

Solar Spike
3m, 1wp Simple [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Archery 5, Essence 3, Adamant Arrow Technique

The Solar makes a decisive Archery attack with a base damage 
equal to the Solar’s current Willpower, that does not reset 
Initiative on a hit. If the Solar is upholding an Intimacy with this
attack, multiply the base damage by the strength of the 
Intimacy.

Heart-Eating Incineration
3m, 3a Supplemental [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Archery 5, Essence 3, Adamant Arrow Technique

If this decisive Archery attack kills its target, it restores motes 
to the Solar equal to [target’s permanent Essence + the 
strength of any Intimacies the Solar has toward them]. If the 
target is not a spirit, their body and soul are completely 
destroyed.

Immaculate Golden Bow
5m, 1wp Simple [Scene]
Archery 4, Essence 2, Phantom Arrow Technique

The Solar summons a powerbow from their anima. It should 
have custom Evocations designed to match the Solar, the first 
of which is automatically unlocked.

Conjuration II

Fiery Arrow Attack
2m Supplemental [Obvious]
Archery 4, Essence 1, Phantom Arrow Technique

If this Archery attack deals lethal damage, the same amount of
fire damage will be repeated on each of the Solar’s following 
turns until the target is extinguished (a movement that 

requires a Dexterity + Athletics check: the flames are 
extinguished upon cumulative successes equal to the Solar’s 
Essence).

Dazzling Flare Attack
2m Supplemental [Obvious]
Archery 5, Essence 2, Fiery Arrow Attack

Every hidden character out to medium range from the Solar 
must re-check stealth to remain hidden. A target hit by this 
attack cannot make further stealth attempts until the arrow is 
removed.

Force Without Fire
3m Supplemental
Archery 4, Essence 2, Phantom Arrow Technique

If the withering attack does more Initiative damage than the 
target’s Stamina, the target is knocked back a range band.

Searing Sunfire Interdiction
4m, 1wp Simple [Obvious]
Archery 5, Essence 3, Force Without Fire

The Solar makes an Archery gambit: if they score more 
threshold successes than the target’s current Initiative, the 
target is knocked back a range band and loses their turn in the 
next round.

Precision

Sight Without Eyes
2m/2 dice Supplemental
Archery 2, Essence 1

Every two motes spent reduces any environmental or visibility 
penalties on this Archery attack roll by 2, or reduces the cover 
bonus to their target’s Defence by 1.

There Is No Wind
3m Supplemental
Archery 4, Essence 2, Sight Without Eyes

This Archery attack is considered to one range band closer 
than it actually is.

Unerring Feathered Lance
1m, 1wp Supplemental
Archery 5, Essence 2, Sight Without Eyes

Add any threshold successes on this decisive Archery attack 
roll to the attack’s raw damage.

Wise Arrow
2m Supplemental [Obvious]
Archery 3, Essence 2, Sight Without Eyes

This Archery  attack can be made against any target in range 
that the Solar is aware of, even if they are hidden, as long as 
they are not completely surrounded by barriers. Treat them as
having a cover bonus of +3.



Seven Omens Shot
2m Simple
Archery 5, Essence 3, Unerring Feathered Lance

The Solar makes a decisive Archery attack that converts any 
bonus aim dice into automatic successes.

Rapidity

Trance of Unhesitating Speed
4m, 1wp Simple
Archery 3, Essence 1, Sight Without Eyes

The Solar makes any number of decisive Archery attacks 
without having to aim, against any number of targets. Each 
attack must have at least 3 initiative committed to it. The 
Solar’s Initiative does not reset until after the last attack is 
made.

Flashing Vengeance Draw
2m Supplemental
Archery 5, Essence 1, Trance of Unhesitating Speed

This Archery attack, if made before the target’s first action in 
the combat, is unblockable.

Hunter’s Swift Answer
5m, 1wp Reflexive
Archery 5, Essence 2, Flashing Vengence Draw

Used after a successful disengage attempt, the Solar makes an
immediate Archery attack against the target of the disengage 
action.

Finishing Snipe
7m Reflexive
Archery 5, Essence 2, Flashing Vengeance Draw

Used when an opponent Crashes within medium range, this 
allows the Solar to make an immediate decisive Archery attack
against them. No aim action is required.

Shadow-Seeking Arrow
3m, 2i Reflexive
Archery 5, Essence 3, Finishing Snipe

Used when a Solar becomes aware of a previously hidden 
character, this allows the Solar to make an immediate Archery 
attack against them. No aim action is required.

Rapidity II

Accuracy Without Distance
1m, 1wp Reflexive
Archery 3, Essence 2, Wise Arrow

The Solar instantly completes an Aim action.

Arrow Storm Technique
4m, 1wp Simple
Archery 5, Essence 2, Trance of Unhesitating Speed

The Solar makes a single decisive Archery attack, which is 
applied to the defences of up to (Essence*2) targets; use the 
range band of the most distant target. The base damage for 
each attack is equal to the Exalt’s Archery.

Revolving Bow Discipline
6m, 1wp Simple
Archery 5, Essence 2, Arrow Storm Technique

The Solar may repeatedly make withering Archery attacks 
against a single target at close or short range, until either they 
miss or they Crash their opponent.



Athletics
Agility

Monkey Leap Technique
3m Reflexive [Obvious]
Athletics 2, Essence 1

The Solar may automatically move a range band in any 
direction, without requiring a check or incurring falling 
damage, as long as they have something to jump from. This 
counts as the Solar’s movement for the turn.

Leaping Tiger Attack
1m, 1wp Supplemental [Open]
Athletics 5, Essence 2, Foe-Vaulting Method

If the Solar used Monkey Leap Technique this turn to move 
into close range with this attack’s target, double its raw 
damage.

Soaring Crane Leap
Permanent
Athletics 3, Essence 1, Monkey Leap Technique

The Solar may continue to reactivate Monkey Leap Technique 
each turn to continue with the speed and direction of the 
original leap, whether or not they have anything to jump from.

Unbound Eagle Approach
4m, 1wp Reflexive (Scene)
Athletics 4, Essence 2, Soaring Crane Leap

The Solar may activate Monkey Leap Technique once each turn
without spending motes.

Eagle-Wing Method
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 3, Unbound Eagle Approach

Rather than jump from something to use Monkey Leap 
Technique, a Solar can lock on a living target and automatically
move toward it. If they are already within close range, this is 
an automatically successful rush.

Bonfire Anima Wings
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 4, Eagle-Wing Method

While the Solar’s anima is at bonfire level or greater, they gain 
1 Initiative for each range band they move with Monkey Leap 
Technique.

Mountain-Crossing Leap
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 3, Unbound Eagle Approach

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when using Monkey
Leap Technique to move three range bands in any direction, 
rather than just one. To do this in close range of opponents 

requires a disengage action, but knocks down any opponent 
with lower Dexterity+Athletics than the Solar’s Essence.

Godspeed Steps
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 4, Mountain-Crossing Leap

The Solar can spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Monkey Leap Technique to use it to move to, and rush, an 
opponent up to four range bands away.

Grace

Feather Foot Stance
3m Reflexive (Scene)
Athletics 2, Essence 1

The Solar can balance on any surface (including those that 
could not normally support their weight) without requiring a 
check. If the Solar finishes a turn without having moved at 
least one range band, this Charm ends immediately.

Spider Foot Stance
Permanent
Athletics 3, Essence 2, Feather Foot Stance

While Feather Foot Stance is active, the Solar can cling to walls
and ceilings as though they were the floor.

Graceful Crane Stance
Permanent
Athletics 4, Essence 3, Spider Foot Stance

While Feather Foot Stance is active, the Solar can reflexively 
lose 2 Initiative rather than experience knockback or 
knockdown.

Triumph-Forged God Body
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 4, Graceful Crane Stance

Avoiding knockback or knockdown with Graceful Crane Stance
no longer causes the Solar to lose Initiative.

Might

Increasing Strength Exercise
2m/dot Simple (Scene)
Athletics 3, Essence 1

The Solar can add dots to their Strength (increasing their dice 
pools, and the base damage of their decisive attacks). They 
may not add more dots than the lower of their Strength or 
Essence.

Armour Eating Strike
Permanent
Athletics 3, Essence 2, Increasing Strength Exercise

While the Solar’s Strength is increased by Increasing Strength 
Exercise, their attacks ignore Hardness equal to the number of 



dots added. Attacks made with weapons that do not apply 
Strength to their raw damage do not receive this bonus.

Thunder’s Might
5m Reflexive
Athletics 5, Essence 2, Increasing Strength Exercise

Used after a successful feat of strength, this allows the Solar 
to immediately throw an item they have hefted as a withering 
attack. This uses Strength+Athletics to attack, and has a base 
damage equal to the number of successes required by the feat
of strength.

Ten Ox Meditation
Permanent
Athletics 4, Essence 2, Increasing Strength Exercise

If the Solar has increased their Strength above 5 with 
Increasing Strength Exercise, they automatically meet the 
Strength requirement for any feat of strength.

Power Suffusing Form
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 3, Ten Ox Meditation

Whenever the Solar succeeds at a feat of strength, they gain 
motes equal to the Strength minimum of the feat.

Speed

Foe-Vaulting Method
3i Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Athletics 2, Essence 1

The Solar rolls Dexterity+Athletics vs the Evasion of an 
opponent in close range. If successful, they may make a 
reflexive surprise attack.

Lightning Speed
3m Reflexive
Athletics 4, Essence 2, Foe-Vaulting Method

If the Solar has not yet used their movement in this round, 
they can do so immediately. The Solar may use this to move 
out of range of an attack when it is declared; if they do so, the 
attacker may choose a new combat action.

One Extra Step
1i Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Athletics 5, Essence 3, Lightning Speed

The Solar may make a reflexive Move action.



Living Wind Approach
6m Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Athletics 5, Essence 4, One Extra Step

The Solar may activate this after a rush or contest of speed to 
change their total successes to one more than the highest 
result  rolled.

Onrush Burst Method
Permanent
Athletics 3, Essence 2, Foe-Vaulting Method

When the Solar succeeds at a rush, they may reflexively move 
up to two range bands to follow their target, rather than one.

Demon-Wasting Rush
Permanent
Athletics 5, Essence 3, Onrush Burst Method

Every time the Solar rolls a double result (usually 10s) on a 
rush check, they gain a point of initiative.



Awareness
Readiness

Awakening Eye
Permanent
Awareness 2, Essence 1

The Solar can make Awareness checks when they are 
Incapacitated or asleep, without penalty. They will wake up 
whenever they are in danger, even if they fail the Awareness 
check to identify what it is.

Surprise Anticipation Method
3m Reflexive
Awareness 4, Essence 2, Awakening Eye

The Solar may treat an incoming surprise attack as though it 
were a normal attack.

Senses

Keen Senses Technique
3m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Awareness 3, Essence 1

When activating this Charm, the Solar chooses a set of senses: 
sight; hearing and touch; or taste and smell. The Exalt gains 
two automatic successes on any check based just on that 
sense set, and their reach is extended: sight and hearing to 
extreme range, smell to medium range, and touch or taste to 
short range.

Sensory Acuity Prana
3m Simple
Awareness 4, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

The Solar makes a single Perception+Awareness roll, and 
applies the result to each thing within reach of their senses 
that would warrant a check.

Unsurpassed Taste And Smell Discipline
Permanent
Awareness 5, Essence 3, Sensory Acuity Prana

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance taste and 
smell, the Solar gains four automatic successes on taste- or 
smell-based Awareness checks, rather than two.

Unsurpassed Sight Discipline
Permanent
Awareness 5, Essence 3, Sensory Acuity Prana

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance sight, the Solar 
gains four automatic successes on sight-based Awareness 
checks, rather than two.

Eye of the Unconquered Sun
10m, 1wp Simple (Round) [Obvious]
Awareness 5, Essence 4, Unsurpassed Sight Discipline

The Solar’s gaze breaks all forms of disguise and stealth, and 
clearly reveals all objects regardless of what stands in the way.
The Solar rolls Perception+Awareness; a person can choose to 
dodge the Solar’s gaze if this is lower than their Evasion.

Unsurpassed Hearing and Touch Discipline
Permanent
Awareness 5, Essence 3, Keen Senses Technique

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance hearing and 
touch, the Solar gains four automatic successes on hearing- or 
touch-based Awareness checks, rather than two.

Dedicated Unerring Ear
Permanent
Awareness 5, Essence 4,
Unsurpassed Hearing and Touch Discipline

The Solar is instinctively aware whenever they are addressed 
by someone they have a Major or Defining Tie toward, 
whatever the distance, they are made aware. By spending 3 
motes, they can listen to what they have to say clearly, as 
though they were present.

Senses II

Blink
1m, 1wp Reflexive
Awareness 5, Essence 3, Sensory Acuity Prana

The Solar may reroll any Awareness roll. They retain the 
benefit of any Charms used to enhance the original roll, and 
can activate additional Charms (or increase expenditure on 
Supplemental Charms) to enhance the reroll.

Unswerving Eye Method
Permanent
Awareness 5, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

While the Solar has Keen Senses Technique active, they are 
automatically aware of any effort to hide or conceal something
within reach of their vision. If the feat is undetectable, they 
are left knowing that something is amiss - but not what it is.

Roused Dragon Detection
1m, 1wp Supplementary [Open]
Awareness 5, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

An attack enhanced by this Charm may be made against a 
stealthed target that the Solar knows is nearby, even if they 
do not know their location. Treat the target as having a cover 
bonus of +4 to their Defence.

Senses III



Genius Palate Summation
Permanent
Awareness 3, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance taste and 
smell, the Solar can make a Perception+Awareness profile 
attempt against someone who has prepared or served the 
Solar’s food or drink, by taking a small bite or sip of it..

Foe-Scenting Method
Permanent
Awareness 4, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance taste and 
smell, the Solar is automatically aware of each person’s 
presence within medium range. If the Solar has smelt them 
before, they immediately know their identity. This Charm does
not reveal exactly where they are, or break their stealth.

Living Pulse Perception
Permanent
Awareness 4, Essence 2, Keen Senses Technique

While using Keen Senses Technique to enhance hearing and 
touch, the Solar ignores visibility penalties to notice any 
stealthed character, as long as they are within medium range 
and moving.



Brawl
Concussion

Ferocious Jab
1m Supplemental
Brawl 3, Essence 1

Add the target’s Onslaught penalty to the base damage of this 
attack.

Wind And Stones Defence
3m Reflexive
Brawl 4, Essence 1, Ferocious Jab

If the Solar has more Initiative than their attacker, add the 
attacker’s Onslaught penalty to the Solar’s Parry or Evasion 
score.

Falling Hammer Strike
1m, 1wp Supplemental
Brawl 3, Essence 1, Ferocious Jab

If this attack causes damage, it prevents the target’s Onslaught
penalty from refreshing automatically on their next turn.

Ox-Stunning Blow
3m Supplemental
Brawl 3, Essence 2, Falling Hammer Strike

Any successes from this withering attack are not added to the 
Solar’s Initiative: instead, they are added to the target’s 
Onslaught penalty.

Bull-Felling Attitude
Permanent
Brawl 3, Essence 3, Ox-Stunning Blow

When the Solar uses Ox-Stunning Blow, successes from the 
attack are added to both the Solar’s initiative and the target’s 
Onslaught penalty.

Knockout Blow
2m, 1wp Supplemental [Once/Scene]
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Ox-Stunning Blow

If this withering attack Crashes its target, the target is 
immediately knocked unconscious for the remainder of the 
scene, becoming Incapacitated.

Cancel The Apocalypse
5m Reflexive
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Ox-Stunning Blow

Used when Crashing someone with a Brawl attack, the Solar 
immediately discovers all Brawl, Martial Arts, Melee, Strength 
and Stamina Charms that the target has active (permanent 
Charms are not ‘active’). They may choose one to immediately 
deactivate.

Control

Vicious Lunge
3m Supplemental
Brawl 3, Essence 1

Threshold successes from the attack roll for this Grapple 
gambit are added as bonus dice to the Initiative roll.

Oak-Curling Clinch
Permanent
Brawl 4, Essence 2, Vicious Lunge

When the Solar uses Vicious Lunge, threshold successes from 
the Initiative roll are also added as bonus dice to the control 
roll.

Crashing Wave Throw
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 2, Vicious Lunge

When the Solar aborts their Grapple control early to perform a
Throw, each round of control forfeited adds (Essence) dice to 
the damage roll, and hurls their opponent up to one range 
band.

Unbreakable Grasp
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 2, Vicious Lunge

The duration of the Solar’s control is no longer reduced by 
incoming attacks that do not cause damage.

Titan-Straightening Method
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Unbreakable Grasp

The Solar may Grapple opponents of any size without penalty.

Shockwave Technique
6m, 3a, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious]
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Crashing Wave Throw

The Solar performs a Throw, hitting every opponent within 
short range of the landing point with a withering attack. Apply 
the same attack roll and raw damage from the throw against 
the defences of each of these targets. The Solar only gains 
Initiative that the person thrown has lost.

Control II

Devil-Strangling Attitude
Permanent
Brawl 4, Essence 1, Vicious Lunge

The Solar may make Grapple gambit attack rolls with 
Strength+Brawl, ignoring cover and visibility bonuses when 
they do so.



Dragon Coil Technique
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 1, Vicious Lunge

When the Solar is Grappled by someone else, but wins the 
control roll, they gain control of the Grapple.

Savagery

Thunderclap Rush Attack
3m Reflexive
Brawl 3, Essence 1

The Solar immediately moves up to one range band and makes
a Brawl attack, regardless of their position in the Initiative 
order. This uses their next turn. The Brawl attack cannot be 
defended against with Clashes, unless these are provided by 
Charms.

Hammer On Iron Technique
4m, 1wp Simple
Brawl 5, Essence 2, Thunderclap Rush Attack

The Solar makes up to (Essence) decisive attacks, dividing their
Initiative as evenly as possible between them. Each attack 
adds dice to its base damage equal to the health levels 
inflicted by the last attack in the sequence.

Fivefold Fury Onslaught
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Hammer On Iron Technique

When using Hammer On Iron Technique, the Solar may instead
make up to (Essence+1) attacks, and each attack adds dice to 
its base damage equal to the total number of health levels 
inflicted so far in the sequence.

Rampage Berserker Attack
7m, 3i, 1wp Simple [Once/Scene]
Brawl 5, Essence 4, Fivefold Fury Onslaught

The threshold successes on this withering attack do not add to
damage: instead, an attack lands and base damage is repeated
for each threshold success.

One With Violence
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 2, Radiant Solar Focus

Whenever the Solar Crashes an opponent, they gain 5 bonus 
Initiative.

Striving Aftershock Method
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, One With Violence

Whenever the Solar knocks down an opponent, they gain 
(Essence) bonus Initiative.

Supremacy of War Meditation
3a Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Brawl 5, Essence 4, Striving Aftershock Method

The Solar resets use of their Fourth Brawl Excellency.



Ascendant Battle Visage
15m, 3a, 1wp Simple [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Brawl 5, Essence 5, Supremacy of War Meditation

The Solar may reflexively activate any Brawl Charms with an 
anima level cost without paying any anima levels, motes, or 
Willpower. They receive no Initiative damage unless it is done 
from close range. Whenever they successfully Clash an attack, 
they may immediately teleport to close range of the attacker.

Supremacy II

Iron Battle Focus
2m Reflexive
Brawl 2, Essence 1

Remove any Onslaught penalties the Solar currently has.

Force-Rending Strike
4m, 1wp Reflexive
Brawl 4, Essence 2, Iron Battle Focus

The Solar makes a reflexive Brawl Clash against an incoming 
decisive attack.

Wicked Dissolve Dust
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Dragon Coil Technique, Force-Rending 
Strike

When the Solar successfully uses Force-Rending Strike to Clash 
while in control of a Grapple, they may choose to redirect the 
incoming attack to the person Grappled, rather than hitting 
the attacker.

Intercepting Fury Smite
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Force-Rending Strike

If the Solar is using an improvised weapon, they may ignore 
the Willpower cost to use Force-Rending Strike. If so, their 
improvised weapon is destroyed in the process.

Fire-Eating Fist
Permanent
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Force-Rending Strike

If a Clash against an energy attack is successful, the Solar may 
choose to add the Essence of the opponent making the attack 
to the base damage of their Brawl attacks. This is an Obvious 
effect that stacks indefinitely, but ends when the Solar lands a 
successful attack or the end of the scene, whichever comes 
first.

Apocalypse Flare Attack
3m, 3a Simple
Brawl 5, Essence 5, Fire-Eating Fist

The Solar makes a decisive Brawl attack against a target they 
can perceive at any range. Add the bonus damage provided by 
Fire-Eating Fist, multiplied by three, to the damage of this 
attack.

Supremacy II

Reckless Fury Discard
2m Reflexive
Brawl 5, Essence 2, Iron Battle Focus

Used when the Solar successfully defends against an attack 
with their Brawl Parry, the Solar gains Initiative equal to the 
difference between the attack roll and their Parry score.

Dancing With Strife Technique
2i Reflexive
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Reckless Fury Discard

Used when the Solar successfully defends against an attack 
with their Brawl Parry, when the attack has at least 5 
successes, the Solar gains a point of temporary Willpower.



Vigor

Fists of Iron Technique
1m Supplemental
Brawl 1, Essence 1

Add the strength of an applicable Tie or Principle to the base 
damage of this Brawl attack.

Heaven Thunder Hammer
3m Reflexive
Brawl 3, Essence 1, Fists of Iron Technique

Used when succeeding at a decisive Brawl attack, this knocks 
down the target. Every three successes on the damage roll 
knocks back the target one range band, causing them to take 
falling damage as though they had fallen that distance. This 
does not affect very large opponents.

Sledgehammer Fist Punch
Permanent
Brawl 4, Essence 2, Heaven Thunder Hammer

The Solar can use Heaven Thunder Hammer to affect very large
opponents.

Burning Fist Burial
1m & 1i per die Reflexive
Brawl 4, Essence 2, Heaven Thunder Hammer

Used when hitting with a Brawl attack, this allows the Solar to 
add to the base damage of the attack at the cost of one mote 
and one Initiative each, up to double the base damage.

Adamantine Fists Of Battle
5m Supplemental
Brawl 5, Essence 3, Burning Fist Burial

Add the Solar’s Strength to the Overwhelming value of this 
Brawl attack. If this attack hits, the Solar may spend 1 
Willpower to extend this Charm’s duration to a Scene.

Orichalcum Fists Of Battle
8m, 3a, 1wp Simple (Scene) [Obvious]
Brawl 5, Essence 4, Adamantine Fists Of Battle

All Brawl attacks enhanced by Adamantine Fists Of Battle 
ignore Hardness.



Bureaucracy
Management

Deft Official’s Way
2m per dot, 1wp Simple (Project)
Bureaucracy 1, Essence 1

The Solar may start a Leadership Project in excess of their 
normal limit. They cannot start a Project with a higher rating 
than their Essence.

Frugal Merchant Method
3m Simple (Project)
Bureaucracy 4, Essence 1, Deft Official’s Way

Used when adding a Supporting Merit to a Project, this 
prevents the Merit from having its rating reduced – upon 
completion of the Project, or through hostile effects. The Solar
cannot protect a Merit with a higher rating than their Essence.

Enlightened Discourse Method
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Deft Official’s Way

The Solar is aware when someone makes an organisational 
influence against any Organisation they are a member of, and 
may activate Charms to bolster the Organisation's Resolve as 
though they were its leader.

Worshipful Lackey Acquisition
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Enlightened Discourse Method

When someone fails an organisational influence attempt 
against an Organisation the Solar leads, they end up joining 
the Organisation (if they haven’t already) and gaining its 
Principles as though it were their own. These must be decayed
using the normal rules.

Management II

Speed The Wheels
8m Simple [Once/Session]
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 1, Deft Official’s Way

The Solar may make a single Bureaucracy check that ignores 
the normal speed of doing things, and delivers results within a 
scene. This may be used to make a bonus project roll.

Bureau-Rectifying Method
10m, 1wp Simple (Project)
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Speed The Wheels

A Leadership Project to improve a Merit provided by an 
Organisation, or a Cultural Project to increase the 
Organisation’s Magnitude, is reduced by one time increment. 
The Solar may activate Bureaucracy Charms as though they 
were a member of the Organisation, if they aren’t already.

Infinitely-Efficient Register
1wp Simple [Once/Story]
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Bureau Rectifying Method

The Solar instantly completes a Leadership Project that they 
could attempt. The Solar chooses the nature of the Project, 
and then discovers that it has already been done by members 
of their Organisation.

Indolent Official Charm
5m Simple (Indefinite) [Psyche]
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Speed The Wheels

The Solar specifies one action to be taken by an Organisation, 
or a Project that it is providing a Supporting Merit to. This task 
has its time increment increased by two while this Charm is 
active.

Foul Air Of Argument Technique
13m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Psyche]
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Indolent Official Charm

The Solar specifies one action to be taken by an Organisation, 
or a Project that it is providing a Supporting Merit to. While 
this Charm is in effect, progress on this task is impossible.

Politics

Measuring Glance
2m Reflexive
Bureaucracy 3, Essence 1

The Solar makes an immediate read attempt, which will 
always succeed unless contested with magic. This will inform 
them of any Principles the person has in common with an 
Organisation they are a part of, and any they have which 
conflict with them.

Enigmatic Bureau Understanding
Permanent
Bureaucracy 4, Essence 1, Measuring Glance

Whenever the Solar interacts with a member of an 
Organisation they are a member of, they instinctively know all 
Projects the Organisation is contributing to with Supporting 
Merits, and all Cultural Projects that are being made to affect 
it. If the Cultural Project is undetectable, they know that it is 
occurring but not who is performing it.

Bureau-Reforming Kata
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Enigmatic Bureau Understanding

The Solar is automatically made aware when hostile magic is 
used against an Organisation they are a member of, but not its
nature or origin. Using Bureau-Rectifying Method will nullify 
the effects of the hostile magic.



Woe-Capturing Web
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Bureau-Reforming Kata

When hostile magic is nullified by Bureau-Rectifying Method, it
cannot be released by its user while Bureau-Rectifying Method
remains active. The Solar can track the course of interactions 
back to the curse’s originator with a contested 
Wits+Bureaucracy roll.

Taboo-Inflicting Diatribe
13m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Psyche]
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 4, Woe-Capturing Web

Members of an Organisation that the Solar leads treat actions 
against the Principles of the Organisation as unacceptable 
influence, and will never voluntarily perform them.

Order-Conferring Action
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 5, Taboo-Inflicting Diatribe

Any Organisation the Solar leads is considered a ‘Creational 
Bulwark’. Increase the Difficulty of any Hostile or Cultural 
Projects against the Organisation by the Solar’s Essence if they 
are made by creatures of darkness.

Semantic Argument Technique
2m, 1wp Supplemental
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Measuring Glance

This influence attempt treats the target as having the same 
Principles as an Organisation they are a part of, and not their 
own. If they are a member of more than one Organisation, the 
Solar can choose which one they mirror.

Eclectic Verbiage Of Law
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Semantic Argument Technique

Semantic Argument Technique can be used to treat a target’s 
Principles as being the same as the governing body of the 
nation they are within.

Subject-Hailing Ideology
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 4, Eclectic Verbiage Of Law

Semantic Argument Technique can be used to treat all of a 
target’s Intimacies as being the same as they were at a 
specified point in the past. The Solar chooses the time hailed 
back to, which can be reasonably vague (such as ‘when you 
loved me’).

Underling-Promoting Touch
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Measuring Glance

The Solar makes a member of an Organisation they lead into 
their champion: any positive Ties that someone holds toward 
the Solar also apply to their champion, and the champion has 
access to the Solar’s Story Merits. The champion may 
undertake a single Leadership or Cultural Project at a time 
with access to the same dice pools as the Solar.

Prophet-Uplifting Evocation
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Underling-Promoting Touch

A champion made with Underling-Promoting Touch also gains 
the Organisation’s Principles at Defining strength, which 
cannot be decayed while the Charm remains.

Trade

Consumer's Evaluating Glance
3m Reflexive
Bureaucracy 2, Essence 1

Used when someone makes a bargain attempt toward them, 
the Solar immediately becomes aware of whether the bargain 
being offered is as valuable as it seems (including whether the 
bargainer intends to cheat them). If it is not, the Solar can 
automatically resist the attempt without spending Willpower.

Insightful Buyer Technique
3m Supplemental
Bureaucracy 4, Essence 1, Consumer’s Evaluating Glance

This acquisition attempt can be used to purchase an item of 
any Resources rating, even if the market is not large enough to
provide it. If successful, a person from the market will seek out
the item and deliver it to the Solar as quickly as location can 
feasibly allow.



All-Seeing Master Procurer
5m Simple (Project)
Bureaucracy 4, Essence 2, Consumer's Evaluating Glance

Used to support a conversion Project, this reduces the rating 
of the project by 2 for the purposes of determining Difficulty, 
goal numbers, and time increments.

Illimitable Master Fence
3m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, All-Seeing Master Procurer

When activating this Charm, the Solar names a specific item. If 
an effort is made to sell it while the Charm is active, the Solar 
gets a reflexive Manipulation+Bureaucracy bargain attempt 
against the seller, whether or not they are present – if 
successful, the seller will inadvertently approach the Solar as 
the first prospective buyer.

Ungoverned Market Awareness
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 4, Illimitable Master Fence

The Solar is reflexively aware all transactions and bargain 
attempts within the reach of their senses, including who has 
made them and what has been traded. This will often allow 
them to identify the details of secret deals made in any 
setting, without a roll.

Trade II

Irresistible Salesman Spirit
6m Supplemental
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 2, Consumer's Evaluating Glance

Resisting this bargain attempt costs the Solar’s Essence in 
temporary Willpower, rather than just 1.

Empowered Barter Stance
Permanent
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Irresistible Salesman Spirit

Once per day, when making a successful bargain attempt that 
supports one of their Intimacies, the Solar restores a point of 
Willpower.

Silken Salesman’s Snare
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Bureaucracy 5, Essence 3, Irresistible Salesman Spirit

If this bargain attempt is successful, the target can only use 
Defining Intimacies in any Decision Point to resist it.

Soul-Snaring Pitch
4m, 1wp Simple [Psyche]
 Bureaucracy 5, Essence 4, Silken Salesman's Snare

The Solar makes a special convince attempt with 
Manipulation+Bureaucracy, which may be supported by 
Charms that boost bargain attempts. If successful, the subject 
gains a Defining Belief of “(Item) Is The Most Valuable Thing In 
The World”.



Craft
Creation

Tireless Workhorse Method
2m per dot, 1wp Simple (Project)
Craft 1, Essence 1

The Solar may start a Creation Project in excess of their normal
limit. They cannot start a Project with a higher rating than 
their Essence.

Efficient Craftsman Technique
3m, 1wp Simple (Project)
Craft 5, Essence 1, Tireless Workhorse Method

One of the Solar’s Creation Projects has its time increment 
reduced by one while this Charm is active.

Thousand-Forge Hands
2m, 1wp, Simple
Craft 5, Essence 2, Efficient Craftsman Technique

The Solar completes a zero-dot Creation Project in one turn, 
provided they have suitable materials to hand.

Dragon Soul Emergence
8m, 1wp per roll Simple [Once/Session]
Craft 5, Essence 2, Efficient Craftsman Technique

The Solar dedicates a night to burning through a project. They 
may buy as many additional project rolls on a Creation Project 
as they can afford, but may spend no more than one night this 
way each session.

Vice-Miracle Technique
Simple [Once/Story]
Craft 5, Essence 3, Dragon Soul Emergence

The Solar instantly completes a Creation Project that they 
could attempt. The Solar chooses the nature of the project, 
then realises that they had already created the item in their 
sleep, or when otherwise distracted.

Ingenuity

Craftsman Needs No Tools
2m Supplemental
Craft 3, Essence 1

The Solar ignores all penalties to this Creation project roll.

Supreme Celestial Focus
Permanent
Craft 4, Essence 1, Tireless Workhorse Method

The Solar may always choose to make a Creation project roll 
at the end of the session, even if they were not able to devote 
any of their time to progressing it.

Arete-Shifting Prana
4m Simple (Project or task)
Craft 4, Essence 1, Craftsman Needs No Tools

One of the Solar’s Crafts is converted into another Craft, of 
their choice.

Words-As-Workshop Method
2m/dot Simple (Project or task) [Obvious]
Craft 4, Essence 2, Craftsman Needs No Tools

The Solar can start a Creation Project without having a starting
merit of one level lower. They may not start a project with a 
rating higher than their Essence in this way.

Unwinding Gyre Meditation
10m, 3wp Reflexive
Craft 5, Essence 3, Words-As-Workshop Method

The Solar may immediately replace the end product of one of 
their Creation Projects in progress with another of the same 
Merit type. All progress is retained.



God-Forge Within
Permanent
Craft 5, Essence 3
Supreme Celestial Focus, Words-As-Workshop Method

When using Words-As-Workshop Method, the Solar may 
choose to work on the Project entirely within their mind. 
Doing so removes the Obvious keyword, and makes progress 
impossible to interfere with. However, when the Project is 
completed, a single additional project time increment is 
needed to actually bring it to life.

Reforging

Shattering Grasp
1wp Supplemental
Craft 3, Essence 1

The Solar may substitute their Intelligence+Craft for 
Strength+Athletics in a feat of strength to break or destroy an 
object.

Sunfire Furnace Grip
2m, 1wp Simple [Obvious]
Craft 3, Essence 2, Shattering Grasp

The Solar completely disassembles an unattuned item they 
carry. It becomes unrecognisable, and irreparable without the 
use of dedicated magic. Artifacts disassembled this way are 
replaced by a Relic rating one dot lower than the Artifact was.

Crack-Mending Technique
6m, 1wp Simple (Project or task)
Craft 4, Essence 2, Shattering Grasp

The Solar may restore any item that has been damaged to any 
extent, as long as some of the original remains. They will 
produce a perfect replica of the item before the damage has 
been done.

Realising The Form Supernal
Permanent
Craft 5, Essence 3
Crack-Mending Technique, Dragon Soul Emergence

When engaging in a Craft Project to repair a First Age 
mechanism, the basic Difficulty of all project rolls is 1.

Reforging II

Object-Strengthening Touch
6m, 1wp Simple
Craft 5, Essence 2, Shattering Grasp

The Solar reinforces an item to supernatural levels. For the 
remainder of the scene, the difficulty of any attempts to 

damage it are increased by the Solar’s Essence. Thereafter, it 
will never weather or age.

Chaos Resistance Preparation
Permanent
Craft 5, Essence 3, Object-Strengthening Touch

Items the Solar has reinforced with Object-Strengthening 
Touch are also permanently invulnerable to mutation from the
Wyld.

The Art Of Permanence
Permanent
Craft 5, Essence 3, Object-Strengthening Touch

Items the Solar reinforces with Object-Strengthening Touch are
impossible to damage for the remainder of the scene, as long 
as they are being held by a Solar. If the Solar created them, 
they are immediately recognisable as being their handiwork, 
even across incarnations.

Design Beyond Limit
10m, 1wp, 3xp Simple
Craft 5, Essence 2, Object-Strengthening Touch

Given a day to work on an Artifact with all of its Evocations 
unlocked, this allows the Solar to add an additional unlocked 
Evocation to the Artifact. The Artifact’s owner may pay the xp 
cost of this Charm. Each Artifact can only have this Charm used
on it once per story.

Celestial Reforging Technique
Permanent
Craft 5, Essence 3, Design Beyond Limit

The Solar may use Design Beyond Limit to instead replace the 
unlocked Evocations in an Artifact with new unlocked ones of 
the Solar’s choosing.

Dodge
Flexibility

Shadow Over Water
2m Reflexive
Dodge 3, Essence 1

The Exalt ignores all penalties to their Evasion against one 
attack.

Reflex Sidestep Technique
2m Reflexive
Dodge 4, Essence 1, Shadow Over Water

The Solar treats an incoming ambush attack as though it were 
a surprise attack.

Drifting Leaf Elusion
Permanent
Dodge 4, Essence 2, Shadow Over Water



When an incoming dodgeable attack has exactly as many 
successes as the Solar's Evasion, it is dodged.

Flow Like Blood
5m, 1wp Reflexive (Scene)
Dodge 4, Essence 2, Shadow Over Water

The Solar gains (Essence) motes at the beginning of each 
round, which can only be spent on Dodge Charms. If these 
motes aren’t spent by the end of the round, they are lost.

Seven Shadow Evasion
4m, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Dodge 5, Essence 2, Reflex Sidestep Technique

The Solar automatically dodges a single attack, even if it is 
undodgeable; alternatively, they can avoid a source of 
ongoing damage from the environment.

Refinement of Living Shadows
Permanent
Dodge 5, Essence 5, Seven Shadow Evasion

After using Seven Shadow Evasion, the Solar continues to 
automatically dodge all attacks until the beginning of their 
next turn.

Insubstantiality

Reed In The Wind
2i per 1 Evasion Reflexive [Perilous]
Dodge 3, Essence 1

After an attack has been rolled, the Solar may add up to their 
Essence to their Evasion by spending Initiative. This can exceed
the limit of what can be added by Charms.

Vaporous Division
4m/hl Reflexive [Obvious]
Dodge 5, Essence 2, Reed In The Wind

The Solar may negate non-Aggravated health levels of damage
at the point at which they are dealt.

Living Bonds Unburdened
4m, 4i, 1wp Reflexive (Round)
Dodge 5, Essence 3, Vaporous Division

Until the end of their next turn, the Solar is unable to attack. 
They may freely use Vaporous Division to remove damage 
from attacks, without spending motes or requiring a Combo.

Unbridled Shade Attitude
Permanent
Dodge 5, Essence 3, Vaporous Division

The Solar gains a point of Initiative for every health level 
negated by Vaporous Division, unless it was caused by a 
friendly character’s attack.

Mobility

Leaping Dodge Method
1m, 2i Reflexive [Obvious]
Dodge 3, Essence 1

Used when the Exalt successfully dodges an attack, this allows 
them to automatically move one range band in any direction.

Dust Motes Whirling
Permanent
Dodge 4, Essence 1, Leaping Dodge Method

The Solar no longer loses Initiative with disengage actions.

Shadow Dancer Method
Permanent
Dodge 5, Essence 1, Leaping Dodge Method

When the Exalt moves into close range with an opponent after
a successful disengage action, they gain two Initiative.

Fleet Dreaming Image
5m Reflexive [Obvious, Once/Turn]
Dodge 5, Essence 2, Shadow Dancer Method

When an opponent moves into close range, the Solar may 
activate this Charm to immediately make a disengage action.

Sunlight Bleeding Away
Permanent
Dodge 5, Essence 3, Fleet Dreaming Image

The Solar can spend a point of temporary Willpower when 
activating Fleet Dreaming Image to automatically succeed at 
the disengage action.

Tactics

Searing Quicksilver Flight
Permanent
Dodge 4, Essence 1

When the Solar successfully dodges an attack, they gain a 
point of Initiative.

Safety Between Heartbeats
Permanent
Dodge 4, Essence 2, Searing Quicksilver Flight

The Solar gains a point of Initiative each round that they spend
in close range of an opponent without being hit by an attack.

Force-Stealing Feint
5m Reflexive
Dodge 5, Essence 2, Searing Quicksilver Flight

Used when the Solar successfully dodges a decisive attack, 
they may roll the attack’s damage and add any successes to 
their Initiative.

Unbowed Willow Meditation
Permanent
Dodge 5, Essence 3, Force-Stealing Feint



When the Solar uses Force-Stealing Feint against a decisive 
attack, they do not roll the attack’s damage – instead, they 
gain the attack’s full damage in points of Initiative.

Tactics II

Drifting Shadow Focus
3m, 1wp Reflexive (Round)
Dodge 4, Essence 2, Searing Quicksilver Flight

Until the end of the Solar’s next turn, whenever the Solar 
successfully dodges an attack, they may redirect it to another 
target within close range.

Rumor Of Form
3m Reflexive
Dodge 5, Essence 2, Searing Quicksilver Flight

Used when the Solar successfully dodges an attack, the Solar 
gets a reflexive stealth attempt, with automatic successes 
equal to the difference between the attack roll and their 
Evasion.

Hundred Shadow Ways
6m Reflexive (Scene) [Stackable]
Dodge 5, Essence 3, Drifting Shadow Focus

Used when the Solar successfully dodges an attack, they 
become aware of the Charms used to augment it and may 
choose one (other than an Excellency). That Charm has no 
effect when used against the Solar. If an attack is augmented 
by that Charm alone, it is automatically dodged.



Integrity
Determination

Enduring Mental Toughness
5m, 1wp Reflexive (Indefinite)
Integrity 1, Essence 1

The Solar ignores any penalties to their Resolve.

Righteous Lion Defence
Permanent
Integrity 4, Essence 2, Enduring Mental Toughness

The Solar chooses one of their Defining Principles when taking 
this Charm. While it remains a Defining Principle, instil 
attempts cannot weaken it, and any action that violates it is 
considered unacceptable influence.

Eminent Paragon Technique
1wp Reflexive [Once/Story]
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Righteous Lion Defence

The Solar may add five dice to any roll in service of a Principle 
protected by Righteous Lion Defence, ignoring the normal limit
on dice added by Charms. Doing so makes the Principle, and its
strength, obvious to all onlookers.

Divine Mantle
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 4, Eminent Paragon Technique

The Solar may learn spirit Charms that reflect a Principle 
protected by Righteous Lion Defence as though they were 
Solar Charms, but may only use them in service of that 
Principle. They may learn these by instruction, or after having 
witnessed them.

Mind-Cleansing Prana
Permanent
Integrity 4, Essence 2, Enduring Mental Toughness

While Enduring Mental Toughness is active, the Solar ignores 
penalties to any roll that uses a mental Attribute.

Barque Of Transcendent Vision
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Mind-Cleansing Prana

While Enduring Mental Toughness is active, the Solar may 
choose to become immune to influence attempts. If they do, 
they are unable to make any influence attempts until the 
Charm ends.

Body-Restoring Benison
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 4, Barque of Transcendent Vision

While using Enduring Mental Toughness, the Solar has no need
for food, water, or air. They recover from wounds as though 
fully resting.

Inviolable Essence-Merging
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 5, Body-Restoring Benison

While using Enduring Mental Toughness, the Solar can choose 
to become completely immune to harm. If they do, they are 
unable to make any physical actions of their own, but double 
their mental Attributes.

Unhesitating Dedication
Permanent
Integrity 4, Essence 2, Enduring Mental Toughness

When someone succeeds at a persuade attempt on the Solar 
based on one of their Major or Defining Ties, the Solar may 
elect to make any attempt to dissuade or divert them from the
task unacceptable influence. Once chosen, they may not 
change their mind later.

Sharp Light Of Judgement Stance
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Unhesitating Dedication

The Solar may treat anyone they have a negative Major or 
Defining Tie towards as a creature of darkness for the 
purposes of their Charms.

Determination II

Watchful Eyes Of Heaven
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Righteous Lion Defence

The Solar is automatically aware of any action taken, within 
the reach of their senses, that violates a Principle protected by
Righteous Lion Defence. They are also made aware if someone 
is considering such an action, but not who it is or what they 
are intending to do.

Righteous Soul Judgement
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Righteous Lion Defence

Whenever the Solar applies a Principle protected by Righteous
Lion Defence to their Resolve against a genuine threat, they 
are filled with righteous fury. They may make a single free full 
First Solar Excellency with any Ability, at any point in the 
scene, as long as it is in furtherance of that Principle.

Invincible Solar Aegis
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Righteous Lion Defence

Righteous Lion Defence now extends to all of a Solar’s Defining
Principles.

Incorruptibility



Destiny-Manifesting Method
Permanent
Integrity 1, Essence 1

No Shaping effect can remove a Solar’s Abilities or Charms, 
and they cannot apply a greater dice pool penalty than the 
originator’s Essence. The Solar is always made aware of a 
means to lift any Shaping effect they are under.

Legend-Soul Revival
Permanent
Integrity 3, Essence 1

When the Solar breaks a Shaping effect by the means revealed
by Destiny-Manifesting Method, they become permanently 
immune to that effect.

Spirit-Sustaining Manoeuvre
Permanent
Integrity 3, Essence 2, Destiny-Manifesting Method

The Solar may spend 5 motes in the place of 1 Willpower when
resisting Psyche effects.

Spirit-Tempering Practice
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Sustaining Manoeuvre

The Solar may spend 5 motes in the place of 1 Willpower when
resisting any form of influence.

Transcendant Hero’s Meditation
7m, 1wp Simple [Once/Story]
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Sustaining Manoeuvre

When a Psyche effect causes them to act against one of their 
Intimacies, the Solar may activate this Charm to break free of 
the effect. They are immune to the effect for the remainder of 
the story.

Incorruptibility II

Integrity-Protecting Prana
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Integrity 3, Essence 1, Destiny-Manifesting Method

The Solar, and their equipment, becomes immune to Shaping 
effects. This Charm does not remove Shaping effects applied 
before it became active.

Accord of the Unbreakable Sun
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 2, Integrity-Protecting Prana

While Integrity-Protecting Prana is active, the Solar can lead 
others in a ceremony lasting an hour. Participants may accept 
one of the Solar’s Principles at Minor level. If they do, they are 
protected by Integrity-Protecting Prana in the same way as the
Solar for as long as the Principle remains.

Phoenix Renewal Tactic
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 2, Integrity-Protecting Prana

The Solar instinctively knows when a Shaping effect is about to
affect them, even when unconscious, and may activate 
Integrity-Protecting Prana reflexively in response. Doing so 
costs them Willpower equal to the originator’s Essence.

Nobility

Stubborn Boar Defence
Permanent
Integrity 2, Essence 1

Every time the Solar spends a point of Willpower to resist an 
influence attempt, their Resolve is increased by 1 for the 
remainder of the scene. This bonus stacks.

Steel Heart Stance
4m, 1wp Reflexive [Once/Story]
Integrity 4, Essence 2, Stubborn Boar Defence

The Solar may deny the result of a single influence attempt 
against them, treating it as though it were successfully 
resisted.

Undying Solar Resolve
Permanent
Integrity 4, Essence 2, Stubborn Boar Defence

Whenever someone targets the Solar with an influence 
attempt, a Psyche effect, or a Shaping effect, the Solar gains 
motes equal to the initiator’s Essence to spend on social 
Charms. If not used, these disappear at the end of the scene.



Temptation-Resisting Stance
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Integrity 3, Essence 2, Stubborn Boar Defence

The Solar, and all onlookers, adds one to their Resolve against 
any influence attempts that would violate one of the Solar’s 
Intimacies.

Soul-Nourishing Technique
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Temptation-Resisting Stance

The Solar’s may deliver a sermon and make a 
Charisma+Integrity roll to gather food.

Sun-King Radiance
Permanent
Integrity 5, Essence 3, Temptation-Resisting Stance

When the Solar resists an influence attempt, all onlookers 
present share in that conviction. For the rest of the scene, they
may resist any further attempts to influence them in the same 
way without spending Willpower.



Investigation
Analysis

Crafty Observation Method
3m Simple
Investigation 3, Essence 1

The Solar makes a search, case, or profile attempt in a few 
seconds, getting the same detail of information that they 
would from an exhaustive search.

Divine Induction Technique
2m, 1wp Supplemental
Investigation 5, Essence 1, Crafty Observation Method

The successes on this case attempt are also applied as a 
profile attempt against one of the people within it, chosen by 
the Solar.

Miraculous Stunning Insight
Permanent
Investigation 5, Essence 2, Evidence-Discerning Method

The Solar knows when they have failed at an Investigation roll, 
and will never draw incorrect conclusions. After a night’s rest, 
they may return to the scene (or meet the character again) to 
reattempt the check without penalty.

Evidence-Restoring Prana
6m Supplemental
Investigation 5, Essence 3, Miraculous Stunning Insight

This case attempt is made against difficulty 1, regardless of 
decay, tampering, or interference. The Solar perceives all 
evidence as though it was perfectly fresh - including items that
have been removed, destroyed, or defaced since.

Unknown Wisdom Epiphany
10m Supplemental
Investigation 5, Essence 3
Miraculous Stunning Insight, Divine Induction Technique

By psychologically re-enacting the scene as part of a case 
action, the Solar may glean insights that are impossible to 
discern from the evidence alone. If they have met any of the 
people who were at the scene, they will immediately 
recognise who they are and what roles they played within it.

Enlightened Touch Insight
Permanent
Investigation 5, Essence 4, Unknown Wisdom Epiphany

By leading a person through the scene they have re-enacted 
with Unknown Wisdom Epiphany, the Solar can have them 
experience it in the same lucidity (an Obvious effect). They 
infer the same information as the Solar, and can recognise 
anyone they know who was at the scene.

Empathic Recall Discipline
1m, 1wp Supplemental
Investigation 5, Essence 4, Unknown Wisdom Epiphany

If the Solar gets at least as many successes on this case 
attempt as the perpetrators’ Larceny, they are aware of what 
the perpetrator wished to accomplish with the event. 
Compare the results to each perpetrator separately, to 
determine which motives are revealed.

Mind Manse Meditation
12m, 1wp Simple [Once/Story]
Investigation 5, Essence 5, Empathic Recall Discipline

The Solar poses themselves a question, and rolls 
Intelligence+Investigate against difficulty 1. Success means 
they discover the answer, and threshold successes add to the 
detail of the answer. The Solar’s conclusion is composited 
together out of a vast web of circumstantial evidence, but it is 
clear to them in its certainty.

Interrogation

Watchman’s Infallible Eye
Permanent
Investigate 1, Essence 1

The Solar instinctively knows when a case or profile attempt 
would be beneficial, and what it should be focused on.

Inquisitor’s Unfailing Notice
Permanent
Investigate 2, Essence 2, Watchman’s Infallible Eye

The Solar instinctively knows when someone makes a Larceny 
action within reach of their senses. They know what kind of 
action it is, but not who did it or how. They also instinctively 
notice when someone is in disguise if they attempt to perform
an action they could not have done without it (but not who 
they are underneath).

Watchful Justicar’s Eye
Permanent
Investigation 5, Essence 3, Inquisitor’s Unfailing Notice

The Solar is instinctively aware when someone has been the 
recipient of a successful influence attempt or Psyche effect 
since the last time they profiled them. It does not tell them 
the nature of the action or effect, only that they have 
changed.

Ten Magistrate Eyes
Permanent
Investigate 5, Essence 3, Inquisitor’s Unfailing Notice

The Solar immediately recognises anyone that they have 
previously profiled, even if they are in disguise. They cannot 
automatically see through the disguise, but they are certain 
that it is the person in question.



Judge’s Ear Technique
2m Reflexive
Investigation 4, Essence 1, Watchman’s Infallible Eye

The Solar evaluates the honesty of any statement they have 
heard during the scene, automatically discovering where and 
how the speaker is lying or concealing the truth. If the speaker 
is using magic to conceal their intent, the Solar will know the 
overall honesty of the statement but not specifically what is 
being lied about or omitted.

Irresistible Questioning Technique
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Open, Psyche, Once/Scene]
Investigation 5, Essence 2, Judge’s Ear Technique

This persuade, bargain, or threaten attempt is rolled as 
Wits+Investigation: if successful, the Solar may pose one 
question to the subject, plus one per threshold success. These 
must be answered completely truthfully, or not at all. Not 
answering costs one Willpower per question.

Dauntless Inquisitor Attitude
Permanent
Investigation 5, Essence 3, Irresistible Questioning Technique

Whenever someone has a lie identified by Judge’s Ear 
Technique, or resists a question from Irresistible Questioning 
Technique, their Guile is reduced by 1 toward the Solar for the 
remainder of the scene. This penalty stacks.

Judge-General Stance
Permanent
Investigation 5, Essence 4, Dauntless Inquisitor Attitude

While the Solar’s anima is at Bonfire level or greater, the 
difficulty of all influence attempts in the scene that use 
Manipulation is increased by the Solar’s Essence. Everyone 
present has their Guile reduced by the Solar’s Essence.



Larceny
Contingency

Living Shadow Preparedness
4m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Larceny 3, Essence 1

When this Charm is released, the Solar may use Larceny 
Excellencies to enhance one of their Larceny checks after it has
been rolled. Any additional dice are rolled and their successes 
are added to the original count.

Unshakeable Rogue’s Spirit
1wp Reflexive [Once/Story]
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Living Shadow Preparedness

The Solar may immediately make a second attempt at a 
Larceny check, without penalty. If it succeeds, the first attempt
is not considered to have failed. This may be used when 
someone sees through the Solar’s disguise to change the 
Difficulty of doing so – making the person realise for a 
moment, then change their mind.

Fate-Shifting Solar Arete
1wp Reflexive [Once/Story]
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Unshakeable Rogue’s Spirit

The Solar may ignore any negative consequences of failing any 
single roll. This only removes negative consequences - it does 
not act as though the roll succeeded.

Master Plan Meditation
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 2, Living Shadow Preparedness

If the Solar has Living Shadow Preparedness active, they 
become aware of any case or profile attempt to investigate 
them, or active attempts to see through their disguise. They 
may release Living Shadow Preparedness to gain additional 
dice or successes to raise the Difficulty of the attempt.

Night’s Eye Meditation
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Master Plan Meditation

While the Solar has Living Shadow Preparedness active, they 
may freely use their Larceny Excellencies to contest 
investigation attempts against them (as Master Plan 
Meditation) without releasing the Charm.

Unbroken Darkness Approach
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 4, Night’s Eye Meditation

When the Solar applies their Fourth Larceny Excellency to an 
action, any Charms used to support the action do not count 
toward their anima banner, and cannot be detected with 
magic.

Deception

Seasoned Criminal Method
3m Simple (Scene) [Psyche]
Larceny 2, Essence 1

When activating this Charm, the Solar selects a role recognised
by the criminal underworld (“Mark”, “Fence”, “Burglar”, 
“Militia”, “Victim”, “Bystander”, etc). For the purposes of 
influence attempts, anyone with at least one dot in Larceny 
has a Minor Belief that the Solar occupies that role. If they see 
the Solar act in a way that violates this role, the Principle 
disappears immediately.

Preying On Uncertainty Approach
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Seasoned Criminal Method

The Solar can spend one Willpower when activating Seasoned 
Criminal Method. If they do, the Beliefs created by the Charm 
are Major, rather than Minor.

Phantom Hood Technique
Permanent
Larceny 3, Essence 2, Seasoned Criminal Method

The Solar may activate Seasoned Criminal Method reflexively, 
allowing them to adopt a convincing role in response to a line 
of questioning or the sudden arrival of guards.

Doubt-Stealing Heist
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 3, Phantom Hood Technique

The duration of Seasoned Criminal Method is now ‘Indefinite’, 
allowing the Solar to maintain their illusion for as long as they 
keep essence committed to it.

Deception II

Spurious Presence
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Seasoned Criminal Method

While the Solar is in a “Bystander” role, and does nothing that 
would raise suspicion, they cannot be noticed – they appear as
part of the scenery. This does not affect later case attempts, or
attempts to identify them after the fact.

Clever Bandit’s Rook
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Seasoned Criminal Method

While the Solar is in a “Victim” role, they may make a 
persuade attempt to claim that any item in their possession 
belongs to them. This deception cannot be resisted with 
Willpower until after the Charm ends.



Lightning-Hand Sleight
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Seasoned Criminal Method

While the Solar is in a “Mark” role, they may cheat flawlessly 
at any game, or poison the food of anyone they are eating 
with, without fear of detection. Their sleight of hand cannot 
be noticed until after the Charm ends.

Disguise

Flawlessly Impenetrable Disguise
6m Simple (Indefinite)
Larceny 4, Essence 1

The Solar makes a disguise attempt against a Difficulty of 1, as 
long as the changes being made are feasible via mundane 
means. Mundane attempts to see through it automatically fail.

Perfect Mirror
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 2, Flawlessly Impenetrable Disguise

When using Flawlessly Impenetrable Disguise, the Solar may 
impersonate magical effects and changes beyond the scope of 
mundane disguise. If the disguise is pierced with magic, it will 
show only a perfect body double of the original person.

Flashing Ruse Prana
10m Supplemental
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Perfect Mirror

This disguise attempt is instantaneous, and requires no 
materials to perform.

Split Deception Method
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Perfect Mirror

The Solar may stack uses of Flawlessly Impenetrable Disguise 
to create up to (Essence) simultaneous disguises. They may 
choose which disguise each person sees.

Finesse

Flawless Pickpocketing Technique
3m Reflexive
Larceny 2, Essence 1

The Solar makes an attempt to pickpocket, plant, or swipe an 
object that cannot be detected or prevented by mundane 
means. The Solar must still succeed at the roll to acquire or 
place the object.

Stealing From Plain Sight Spirit
Permanent
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Flawless Pickpocketing Technique

An attempt enhanced by Flawless Pickpocketing Technique 
does not count as use of a Larceny action, for the purposes of 
magic that detects such things.

Iron Wolves’ Grasp
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Stealing From Plain Sight Spirit

The Solar may use Flawless Pickpocketing Technique when 
succeeding at a Disarm gambit to immediately and 
automatically acquire the weapon. If it is an Artifact, it is 
immediately deattuned and must be discarded.

Hand-Spear Convocation
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 4, Iron Wolves’ Grasp

When the Solar steals an Artifact using Iron Wolves’ Grasp, 
they may reflexively attune it by spending the motes to do so.

Null Anima Gloves
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 4, Iron Wolves’ Grasp

The Solar may use withering attacks to steal motes of essence,
rather than Initiative, as an Obvious effect. The Solar chooses 
whether to add the stolen motes to their personal or 
peripheral pool.

Dream Ending Gesture
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 5, Null Anima Gloves

The Solar may steal a non-Excellency Charm from their target, 
as a gambit with a threshold equal to the Charm’s minimum 
Essence. Thereafter, they may use the Charm (and the target 
cannot) until either the Solar or their target dies.

Lock-Opening Touch
5m Reflexive
Larceny 3, Essence 1, Flawless Pickpocketing Technique

The Solar immediately opens a lock with a touch. Sorcerous 
locks still require them to make a roll. If failed, the lock still 
opens, but an unwanted occurrence happens in the process.



Swift Gambler’s Eye
5m, 1wp Reflexive
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Flawless Pickpocketing Technique

Confronted with an object that is sealed in an unconventional 
way, the Solar accurately determines exactly what is required 
to unseal it. If it requires a password, object, or specific action 
to open it, the Solar guesses precisely what it is.

Door-Evading Technique
10m, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious]
Larceny 4, Essence 3, Swift Gambler’s Eye

The Solar steps through a doorway or portal of any kind, as 
though it were unlocked and open. They do not trigger any 
alarms, traps, or magic that detects people passing through 
the doorway.

Finesse II

Proof-Eating Palm
1m, 1wp Reflexive (Indefinite) [Stackable]
Larceny 4, Essence 2, Flawless Pickpocketing Technique

The Solar sends an object small enough to be concealed on 
their person Elsewhere, returned when the Charm ends. The 
Solar may store up to their Essence in items this way, 
activating the Charm once for each.

Magpie’s Invisible Talon
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Proof-Eating Palm

When using Flawless Pickpocketing Technique, the Solar may 
spend one Willpower to target any item they are aware of 
within short range, even if there are barriers in the way. This 
does not let the Solar steal items that are attuned, or held in 
someone’s hand.

Phantom Sting Search
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Proof-Eating Palm

When searching or being searched by someone, the Solar may 
reflexively use Flawless Pickpocketing Technique to swap an 
item from one person’s possession to the other. Doing so does
not count as an action, and cannot be detected by magic.

Reversal Of Fortune
Permanent
Larceny 5, Essence 3, Proof-Eating Palm

When the Solar detects a pickpocketing attempt against them,
they are immediately made aware of every item on the 
pickpocket’s person, and may reflexively use Flawless 
Pickpocketing Technique to steal them. Doing so does not 
count as an action, and cannot be detected by magic 



Linguistics
Penmanship

Whirling Brush Method
3m Simple [Obvious]
Linguistics 1, Essence 1

The Solar creates a missive in a matter of seconds. This Charm 
may also be used to precisely copy very large or complex 
documents (such as books or detailed maps) in a matter of 
minutes.

Flawless Brush Discipline
1m Supplemental
Linguistics 4, Essence 1, Whirling Brush Method

This missive yields no information when analysed, such as 
when checked for forgery or scrutinised with Sagacious 
Reading Of Intent. Effects that detect magic will be unable to 
identify what kind of magic has been used in it.

Stolen Voice Technique
4m Supplemental
Linguistics 4, Essence 2, Flawless Brush Discipline

This missive appears to have been obviously written by 
someone else, chosen by the Solar. Treat it as having done so, 
for the purposes of the reader’s Intimacies.

Flashing Quill Atemi
3m, 1wp Simple
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Stolen Voice Technique

At a touch, the Solar rearranges the words in a missive they 
have read, changing either the target or the desired effect. The
missive must remain the same type of influence - bargain, 
inspire, instil, persuade, or threaten.

Moving The Unseen Hand
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 4, Flashing Quill Atemi

The Solar may use Flashing Quill Atemi to amend any missive 
they can see. If they have not read the missive, and try to turn 
it into a different form of influence, the message ends up 
garbled beyond repair and has no further effect.

Perfect Celestial Author
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 4, Flashing Quill Atemi

When using Flashing Quill Atemi, the Solar can add any of their
own non-Excellency Charms to the missive.

Reading

Sagacious Reading Of Intent
2m Supplemental [Open]
Linguistics 4, Essence 1

This read attempt can be done in the target’s absence, as long 
as the Solar has a missive from them to study. If the letter did 
not come from who it purports to be, this is immediately clear 
to the Solar. Each missive allows a single read attempt.

Word-Shield Invocation
4m Reflexive
Linguistics 5, Essence 2, Sagacious Reading Of Intent

Used when reading a missive targeted at them, the Solar 
makes an [Attribute author used]+Linguistics check. If this 
accrues more successes than the missive, the Solar may ignore
the influence attempt on account of its shoddy penmanship.

Swift Sage’s Eye
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Word-Shield Invocation

When receiving a missive, the Solar immediately recognises it 
as as such, and knows instinctively whether or not any magic 
has been used in its inscription. They may choose whether or 
not to start reading it on this basis, even if it has been 
empowered with Essence-Laden Missive.

Discerning Savant’s Eye
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 2, Sagacious Reading Of Intent

The Solar can perceive faded, damaged, or erased text as 
though it were fresh, as long as the medium upon which it was
written still exists.

Vanishing Immersion Stance
1m Simple (Indefinite) [Once/Scene]
Linguistics 5, Essence 2, Sagacious Reading Of Intent

The Solar begins reading; as long as they do not make any 
action that requires a roll, no effect can penetrate their Guile. 
Making any action that requires a check breaks their 
immersion, and ends this Charm. This does not protect them 
against read or profile attempts made in their absence, such 
as by Sagacious Reading Of Intent.

Perfect Recollection Discipline
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Vanishing Immersion Stance

The Solar automatically remembers, in perfect detail, every 
book they have ever read. They may use Vanishing Immersion 
Stance without a book, simply by recalling one. Doing so 
makes them appear obviously distracted.

Subtext



Letter-Within-A-Letter Technique
1m Supplemental
Linguistics 3, Essence 1

This missive appears completely innocuous to everyone 
except its intended target, and no mundane efforts can prove 
otherwise. This may be used to convey mundane messages, as 
well as written influence.

Power-Snaring Image
Permanent
Linguistics 4, Essence 2, Flawless Brush Discipline

The Solar can use non-Excellency Charms from other social 
Abilities while making a missive, committing the motes for 
them in the process. The Charms must match the type of 
influence used. When the letter is read by the target, the 
words are so vivid that they perceive the Solar talking to them 
- the Charms take effect, and the motes are released.

Essence-Laden Missive
1m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche]
Linguistics 4, Essence 2, Letter-Within-A-Letter Technique

If this missive is received by its target, it will automatically be 
read. Individuals targeted by a missive find it overwhelmingly 
compelling, whereas a missive targeted at a group is 
automatically read out loud by any member of the group who 
glances at it.

Cup Boils Over
5m, 1wp Supplemental
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Essence-Laden Missive

The Emotion created by this written inspire attempt is treated 
as a Defining Intimacy, rather than a Major one.

Voice-Caging Calligraphy
2m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche]
Linguistics 5, Essence 2, Letter-Within-A-Letter Technique

This missive also acts as an instil attempt, giving a new 
Defining Principle of “Do Not Repeat The Contents Of The 
Missive”. The reader may only do so only if another Defining 
Intimacy counteracts it, allowing them to pay the Solar’s 
Essence in temporary Willpower in order to break free of the 
compulsion.

Mind-Swallowing Missive
8m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche]
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Voice-Caging Calligraphy

If the reader resists this missive, they can think of nothing 
else. They are unable to attempt any Linguistics checks, or use 
spoken language, until they spend points of temporary 
Willpower and hours in meditation equal to the Solar’s 
Essence.

Tongues

Poetic Expression Method
4m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Linguistics 3, Essence 1

The Solar can communicate themselves reliably (including 
complex information) using body language alone, but cannot 
make influence attempts this way.

Strange Tongue Understanding
Permanent
Linguistics 4, Essence 1, Poetic Expression Method

While using Poetic Expression Method, the Solar can also 
understand what people are saying by body language alone. 
This does not allow people who are speaking a language the 
Solar does not understand to make influence attempts against
them.

Mingled Tongue Technique
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 1, Poetic Expression Method



While using Poetic Expression Method, the Solar is able to 
communicate in multiple languages that they know at the 
same time, and make influence actions against anyone who 
knows at least one of those languages.

Single Voice Kata
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 2, Mingled Tongue Technique

While using Poetic Expression Method, the Solar may choose 
to communicate in a universally understood language, as an 
Obvious effect. This language is despised by spirits and Fair 
Folk, who will immediately gain a negative Major Intimacy 
toward the Solar if addressed in this way.

Heaven-Drawing Discipline
8m, 1wp Supplemental
Linguistics 5, Essence 3, Single Voice Kata

This missive is made using drawings alone, relating complex 
ideas in a way that can be read and understood by anyone.

Excellent Emissary’s Tongue
Permanent
Linguistics 5, Essence 3
Single Voice Kata, Strange Tongue Understanding

While using Poetic Expression Method, the Solar perfectly 
understands and speaks any language that they have been 
exposed to for at least an hour.



Lore
Definition 

Wyld Shaping Technique
5m, 1wp Simple [Obvious, Shaping]
Lore 5, Essence 3, Chaos-Repelling Pattern

Used when standing at the edge of the Deep Wyld, the Solar is 
able to make an immediate project roll with Intelligence+Lore,
toward a Creation Project to create or enhance the Demesne, 
Relics, or Resources Merits. No Supporting Merits can be used 
on this roll - but, if the Project’s goal number is met this way, 
the Solar can ignore its minimum duration. The Solar may not 
complete more than one Project this way each session.

Hero-Induction Method
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 3, Wyld Shaping Technique

The Solar may use Wyld Shaping Technique in Projects to 
create the Followers or Retainer Merits.

Wyld-Called Weapon
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 3, Wyld Shaping Technique

The Solar may use Wyld Shaping Technique in Projects to 
create Artifact merits.

Demiurgic Suspiration
10m Simple (One Project) [Once/Story]
Lore 5, Essence 4, Wyld Shaping Technique

The Solar begins a Creation Project without having a starting 
Merit one level lower. This project may only be progressed by 
using Wyld Shaping Technique.

Sevenfold Savant Mantle
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 4, Wyld Shaping Technique

With an appropriate stunt, the Solar may use Supporting 
Merits on project rolls made with Wyld Shaping Technique.

Definition II

Wyld-Dispelling Prana
5m Reflexive
Lore 2, Essence 1

Uses when the Solar notices something or someone (including 
themselves) under threat by a Wyld Shaping effect, this Charm
allows them to make a [Mental Attribute]+Lore check. If it 
scores more successes than the target’s resistance roll or 
applicable Defence, it can be used instead of it.

Chaos-Repelling Pattern
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Obvious]
Lore 3, Essence 2, Wyld-Dispelling Prana

The Solar, as well as all people and objects out to short range 
from them, are immune to Wyld Shaping effects.

Order-Affirming Blow
15m, 1wp Simple
Lore 5, Essence 3, Chaos-Repelling Pattern

With a touch, the Solar removes all Wyld Shaping effects on a 
target. The touch can be done as a difficulty 4 gambit in 
combat; an opposed Wits+Larceny roll outside of it; following 
a successful seduction; or without a check if the subject is 
willing. If used on a creature of the Wyld, it inflicts a drastic 
transformation based on their Intimacies toward the Solar; 
this is a Shaping effect.



Knowledge

Harmonious Academic Methodology
Permanent
Lore 3, Essence 1

The Solar’s Lore specialities provide automatic successes, 
rather than bonus dice.

Bottomless Wellspring Approach
Permanent
Lore 4, Essence 2, Harmonious Academic Methodology

When the Solar fails at a roll to introduce a fact, they 
immediately get a second roll to put forward an alternative 
theory that accounts for the same thing. This alternative 
theory receives all the benefits of Charms used to enhance the
original roll.

Lore-Inducing Concentration
6m, 1wp Simple [Once/Story]
Lore 5, Essence 3, Bottomless Wellspring Approach

The Solar can automatically introduce a fact without making a 
roll. If the ST vetoes it, no motes or Willpower are spent and 
this Charm does not count as having been used.

Truth-Rendering Gaze
Permanent
Lore 4, Essence 2, Harmonious Academic Methodology

When the Solar successfully challenges a fact, they also know 
the correct version of the truth.

Sacred Relic Understanding
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 3, Truth-Rendering Gaze

The Exalt automatically knows what any Artifact they touch 
does and, if inactive, what needs to be done to activate it. If it 
is an inactive N/A Artifact with multiple activation steps, they 
only know what the next step to activate it is.

Heaven-Turning Calculations
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 3, Truth-Rendering Gaze

With an appropriate stunt, the Solar can apply their Lore 
Specialities to a Leadership project roll made with any Ability.

Prophet Of Seventeen Cycles
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Lore 5, Essence 4
Heaven-Turning Calculations, Lore-Inducing Concentration

The Solar dictates the next Leadership Project that another 
person will begin: they become aware that omens point them 
in this direction. If they initiate the dictated Project, they 
receive bonus dice to all project rolls equal to the Solar’s 
Essence. Any other Leadership Project that they start before 

the dictated Project has concluded has a dice penalty to all 
project rolls equal to the Solar’s Essence.

Tuition

Flowing Mind Prana
Permanent
Lore 3, Essence 1

When the Solar acts as a tutor for another character for at 
least a day, they may also automatically impart one of their 
Intimacies at Minor level. This is not a Psyche effect, but a 
natural product of their shared understanding. If the recipient 
already has the Intimacy, it may be increased in strength 
instead (Minor > Major, Major > Defining).

First Knowledge’s Grace
Permanent
Lore 4, Essence 1, Flowing Mind Prana

When the Solar makes a convince attempt to convince 
someone of a fact that they have introduced, or the corrected 
version of a fact that they have successfully challenged, they 
may choose to make the roll with Intelligence+Lore.

Hidden Wisdom Bestowal
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 2, Flowing Mind Prana

The Intimacies created by Flowing Mind Prana are not known 
by their recipient until they are triggered by an influence 
attempt. While they are still dormant, they cannot be detected
or removed in any way.

Tireless Learner Method
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 2, Flowing Mind Prana

When the Solar acts as a tutor for someone training, both 
participants can spend a point of Willpower to reduce the 
training time to one scene.

Tuition II

Legendary Scholar’s Curriculum
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 2, Flowing Mind Prana

The Solar can act as a tutor for as many people as they like at 
once. They may teach Attributes, Abilities, and Specialities 
above their own level if they have at least one dot in them, 
and Martial Arts Charms if they know at least one Charm in the
Style. They can impart Intimacies using Flowing Mind Prana 
that they do not possess themselves.

Selfsame Master Instructor
Permanent
Lore 5, Essence 3, Legendary Scholar’s Curriculum



The Solar can teach any Charms they know to anyone who 
meets their Minimum and Prerequisite criteria. If the learner 
would not normally have access to these Charms, they are 
never considered Caste or Favoured.

Power-Awarding Prana
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Lore 5, Essence 4, Selfsame Master Instructor

The Solar grants another Lawgiver, that they can perceive, 
access to any single Solar Charm whose Minimum Ability and 
Essence criteria they meet. They may use it as though they 
knew it for as long as this Charm remains active.



Medicine
Benediction

Essence-Lending Method
3m: Simple [Once/Scene]
Medicine 1, Essence 1

The Solar may transfer any number of motes from one of their 
pools to a person touched, and may roll Charisma+Medicine: 
add the number of successes as bonus motes to the recipient. 
If the target cannot accept all of the motes, the excess 
vanishes at the end of the scene.

Will-Bolstering Method
5m, 1wp Simple [Once/scene]
Medicine 2, Essence 1, Essence-Lending Method

The Solar may transfer up to their Essence in Willpower to a 
person touched, who also receives a bonus point of Willpower.
This can be used to raise the recipient’s temporary Willpower 
above their maximum, and above ten.

Essence Font Technique
Permanent
Medicine 4, Essence 2, Will-Bolstering Method

The Solar may make a single Simple action to activate both 
Essence-Lending Method and Willpower-Bolstering Method. If 
they do, they ignore the mote cost of both Charms.

Surging Essence Flow
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Essence Font Technique

The Solar can use Essence-Lending Method and Willpower-
Bolstering Method on recipients at short range, without having
to touch them.

Essence Twining Method
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Essence Font Technique

When the Solar uses Essence-Lending Method, they can also 
move motes between the recipient’s personal and peripheral 
pools. The number of motes that can be transferred this way is
equal to the bonus motes provided by Essence-Lending 
Method.

Benediction II

Wound Accepting Technique
Permanent
Medicine 4, Essence 2, Will-Bolstering Method

When the Solar uses Will-Bolstering Method, they may also 
transfer up to their Essence in health levels of damage from 
the person touched to themselves. If the target has a mixture 

of Bashing, Lethal, and Aggravated damage, the Solar can 
choose which to accept.

Life-Exchanging Prana
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Wound-Accepting Technique

The Solar may accept Lethal health levels rather than pay the 
mote cost of Medicine Charms, at a rate of 1 health level per 3
motes (or part thereof).

Flowing Essence Conversion
5m, 3a Simple [Obvious]
Medicine 4, Essence 2, Will-Bolstering Method

The Solar resets the once per scene use of Essence-Lending 
Method and Will-Bolstering Method.

Power-Restoring Invocation
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Flowing Essence Conversion

When the Solar uses Flowing Essence Conversion, they may 
also roll Charisma+Medicine: add the successes as bonus 
motes to every other character they wish (not including 
themselves) that is present in the scene.



Glorious Solar Benediction
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Flowing Essence Conversion

Whenever the Solar rolls a double (usually a 10) for a Medicine
roll directed at someone else, they may provide the recipient 
with a bonus mote of Essence. If this exceeds their maximum, 
it vanishes at the end of the scene.

Surging Inner Fire
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 4, Glorious Solar Benediction

Whenever the Solar uses Will-Bolstering Method on someone, 
the recipient may immediately roll a number of dice equal to 
their current Willpower value. Each success grants a mote of 
essence, which is lost at the end of the scene if it exceeds their
maximum.

Incalculable Flowing Vitality
Permanent [Once/Story]
Medicine 5, Essence 5, Surging Inner Fire

Once per story, the Solar can allow someone gaining motes 
with Surging Inner Fire to also gain the same amount of 
temporary Willpower. This may increase their temporary 
Willpower to above their maximum, and above 10.

Remedy

Ailment-Rectifying Method
2m, 1wp Supplemental
Medicine 2, Essence 1

This Intelligence+Medicine roll to treat a disease or poison has
its Difficulty reduced by the Solar’s Essence (minimum 1).

Plague-Banishing Incitation
Permanent
Medicine 3, Essence 1, Ailment-Rectifying Method

If a roll enhanced by Ailment-Rectifying Method accrues 
successes equal to a disease’s Morbidity, the disease is 
completely cured at the next interval.

Contagion-Curing Touch
Permanent
Medicine 4, Essence 2, Plague-Banishing Incitation

If a roll enhanced by Ailment-Rectifying Method accrues 
successes equal to a disease’s Morbidity, it is immediately 
cured and the recipient is immune to that disease thereafter.

Body-Purifying Admonitions
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 2, Ailment-Rectifying Method

If a roll enhanced by Ailment-Rectifying Method cures its 
recipient of poison, the recipient is immune to that poison for 
the remainder of the day.

Remedy II

Flawless Diagnosis Technique
1m, 1wp Reflexive
Medicine 5, Essence 1, Ailment-Rectifying Method

The Solar immediately and accurately diagnoses a patient. If 
they are under the effects of a poison or disease, they discover
its full characteristics.

Touch Of Blissful Release
5m Simple (Indefinite)
Medicine 3, Essence 2, Ailment-Rectifying Method

The Solar removes all wound, crippling, and illness penalties 
from someone with a touch. If the recipient makes any roll 
using a physical Attribute, the Charm immediately ends.

Anodyne Of Celestial Dreaming
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Touch Of Blissful Release

If the recipient of Touch Of Blissful Release makes a roll using a
physical Attribute, the Solar may spend a point of Willpower to
continue maintaining the Charm – this only needs to be spent 
once per instance of the Charm. Doing so inflicts a -1 penalty 
to all actions on the Solar, stackable for multiple instances of 
the Charm.

Feit Of Imparted Nature
10m Simple (Indefinite)
Medicine 4, Essence 3, Touch Of Blissful Release

The Solar grants someone bonus -0 health levels equal to the 
Solar’s Essence. When the Charm is released, the health levels 
disappear and take any damage they have suffered with them.



Treatment

Wound-Mending Care Technique
4m Simple
Medicine 3, Essence 1

The Solar provides fifteen minutes’ worth of medical care, and 
makes an Intelligence+Medicine roll: the result is the amount 
of Bashing or Lethal health levels that will be healed if the 
recipient remains in bed for the rest of the day.

Wound-Cleansing Meditation
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 1, Wound-Mending Care Technique

Rather than heal a health level with Wound-Mending Care 
Technique, the Solar can allow the recipient to convert a 
health level of Aggravated damage to Lethal damage. The 
Solar chooses how many health levels to convert, and how 
many to heal.

Body-Sculpting Essence Method
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 2, Wound-Cleansing Meditation

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Wound-Mending Care Technique to attempt to remove 
crippling injuries (or congenital defects). This requires as many 
health levels’ worth of healing as would be normally be 
negated by accepting a crippling injury of that kind, and the 
recipient of their care must rest for a week afterwards.

Wholeness-Restoring Meditation
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Body-Sculpting Essence Method

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Wound-Mending Care Technique to attempt to heal 
Derangements. This requires as many health levels’ worth of 
healing as the Derangement’s strength, and the recipient of 
their care must rest for a week afterwards. After this, the 
Derangement’s strength is reduced by one.

Instant Treatment Methodology
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 2, Wound-Mending Care Technique

The Solar can perform Wound-Mending Care Technique as a 
single action, rather than requiring fifteen minutes.

Anointment Of Miraculous Health
Permanent
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Instant Treatment Methodology

The Solar can spend an additional 5m, 1wp when activating 
Wound-Mending Care Technique to make the recovery of 
health levels instantaneous.

Healing Trance Meditation
1wp Supplemental [Once/Story]
Medicine 5, Essence 3, Instant Treatment Methodology

The Solar may apply the results of this Medicine roll to 
everyone they want within short range. Used outside of 
combat, this allows the Solar to treat any number of people 
present.



Melee
Blade Spirit

Summoning The Loyal Steel
1m Simple (Indefinite) [Obvious]
Melee 1, Essence 1

The Solar sends their weapon Elsewhere, returning it to their 
hand immediately when the Charm is released. A weapon is 
theirs if it is attuned to them or, if a mundane weapon, they 
were the last person to hold it.

Glorious Solar Saber
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene) [Obvious]
Melee 2, Essence 2, Summoning The Loyal Blade

The Solar summons a daiklave from their anima. It should have
custom Evocations designed to match the Solar, the first of 
which is automatically unlocked.

Immortal Blade Triumphant
10m, 1wp, 3a Simple (Scene) [Obvious]
Melee 3, Essence 3, Glorious Solar Saber

The Solar’s weapons cannot be destroyed or disarmed, and 
add any stunt bonuses on their attack rolls to their damage 
rolls. The Solar can end this effect prematurely when initiating 
a decisive attack. If they do, add any bonus dice on the attack 
roll (such as from Excellencies) to the damage roll.

Iron Raptor Technique
5m Supplemental [Obvious]
Melee 4, Essence 2, Summoning The Loyal Blade

The Solar may make this Melee attack against a target at up to 
medium range, without taking an aim action.

Sandstorm-Wind Attack
Permanent
Melee 4, Essence 3, Iron Raptor Technique

When using Iron Raptor Technique against a target at short 
range, the Solar ignores Hardness and cover. They may use the
Charm to allow a clash against an attack from an opponent at 
short range.

Blazing Solar Bolt
Permanent [Once/Scene]
Melee 5, Essence 3, Iron Raptor Technique

Once per scene, the Solar may spend a point of Willpower to 
enhance a use of Iron Raptor Technique. The attack causes 
Aggravated damage to creatures of darkness, and is 
unblockable.

Guard

Dipping Swallow Defence
5m Reflexive
Melee 1, Essence 1

The Solar may apply their full Parry defence to an attack, 
ignoring all penalties. If they succeed in blocking it, they gain a 
point of Initiative. This does not allow them to parry 
unblockable or ambush attacks.

Hail-Shattering Practice
Permanent
Melee 4, Essence 2, Dipping Swallow Defence

Whenever activating Dipping Swallow Defence, the Solar may 
also spend a point of Willpower to allow them to apply their 
Parry to an unblockable attack. This is an Obvious effect.

Bulwark Stance
Permanent
Melee 3, Essence 2, Dipping Swallow Defence

After activating Dipping Swallow Defence, the Solar may 
continue to ignore penalties to their Parry defence until the 
beginning of their next turn.

Fivefold Bulwark Stance
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Melee 5, Essence 3, Bulwark Stance

Dipping Swallow Defence can be activated without spending 
motes.



Heavenly Guardian Defence
4m, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious, Perilous]
Melee 5, Essence 2, Dipping Swallow Defence

An incoming decisive attack deals damage to the Solar’s 
Initiative, rather than their health levels. Outside of combat, 
this can be used to avoid any source of damage from the 
environment - including an ongoing one.

Protection Of Celestial Bliss
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 3, Heavenly Guardian Defence

When the Solar uses Heavenly Guardian Defence, add their 
Essence to their Hardness against the incoming attack.

Guard II

War Lion Stance
Permanent
Melee 4, Essence 1, Dipping Swallow Defence

When the Solar activates Dipping Swallow Defence, they may 
also make a reflexive Defend Other action to apply their Parry 
in defence of someone within close range. The Solar can only 
have one Defend Other action active at any time, but may 
choose a new target every time they activate Dipping Swallow 
Defence.

Guard-Breaking Technique
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 1, War Lion Stance

Whenever the Solar parries an attack directed toward 
someone else with a Defend Other action, the recipient gains 
a point of Initiative.

Calm And Ready Focus
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 2, Guard-Breaking Technique

Whenever the Solar parries an attack directed toward 
someone else with a Defend Other action, the Solar also gains 
a point of Initiative.

Unassailable Guardian Posture
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 2, War Lion Stance

When the Solar is using a Defend Other action, they may 
spend a point of Willpower to redirect any attack that pierces 
their defences toward themselves.

Puissance

Fire And Stones Strike
1m per die Supplemental
Melee 3, Essence 1

If this withering Melee attack hits, up to (Essence) can be 
added to its damage after Soak – even if the attack fails to 
penetrate the target’s Hardness. The Solar decides how many 
motes to spend after making the attack roll and applying 
defences, but must spend at least one.

Excellent Strike
1m per success Supplemental
Melee 3, Essence 1

If this decisive Melee attack hits, up to (Essence) successes 
from the attack roll can be added to its raw damage. The Solar 
decides how many motes to spend after making the attack roll 
and applying defences, but must spend at least one.

Edge Of Morning Sunlight
Permanent
Melee 3, Essence 2, Excellent Strike

Double the bonus raw damage provided by Excellent Strike 
against creatures of darkness.

Rising Sun Slash
Permanent
Melee 4, Essence 2, Excellent Strike, Fire And Stones Strike

Whenever the Solar uses a full First Melee Excellency to 
supplement an attack, they may activate Excellent Strike or 
Fire And Stones Strike without spending motes.

Hungry Tiger Technique
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 3, Rising Sun Slash

Double the bonus damage provided by Excellent Strike or Fire 
And Stones Strike when used against Crashed opponents.



Foe-Cleaving Focus
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 3, Rising Sun Slash

Whenever the Solar uses a full First Melee Excellency to 
supplement an attack, they gain motes equal to the doubles 
(usually 10s) on the attack roll.

Retribution

Solar Counterattack
3m Reflexive [Counterattack]
Melee 4, Essence 1

Used when the Solar is hit by an attack, they may make an 
immediate decisive Melee counterattack.

Flashing Edge Of Dawn
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 2, Solar Counterattack

When the Solar uses Solar Counterattack, they may make it as 
a withering counterattack instead.

Fervent Blow
1m, 1wp Reflexive
Melee 5, Essence 3, Flashing Edge Of Dawn

The Solar makes a reflexive decisive Melee Clash against a 
decisive attack directed toward them.

Over-And-Under Method
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 3, Flashing Edge Of Dawn

When the Solar uses Flashing Edge Of Dawn, they may spend 
one Willpower to also roll  any Initiative damage caused as 
unsoakable health damage.

Ready In Eight Directions Stance
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 2, Solar Counterattack

When the Solar hits with a Solar Counterattack, their Initiative 
does not reset afterwards until the beginning of their next 
turn.

Corona Of Radiance
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene) [Obvious]
Melee 5, Essence 3, Ready In Eight Directions Stance

When the Solar is hit by any attack from a creature of 
darkness, roll (Essence) unsoakable Lethal damage dice 
against them.

Swiftness

One Weapon Two Blows
3m Reflexive
Melee 2, Essence 1

Used when the Solar’s Melee attack drops an opponent’s 
Initiative from above theirs to below it, this Charm to allows 
them to make an immediate reflexive Melee attack against 
that opponent.

Peony Blossom Technique
3a Reflexive [Obvious]
Melee 4, Essence 2, One Weapon, Two Blows

The Solar makes an immediate reflexive Melee attack.

Agile Dragonfly Blade
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 2, One Weapon, Two Blows

Once per scene, the Solar may count their Initiative as being 
(Essence) higher than it actually is, for the purpose of 
triggering One Weapon, Two Blows.



Iron Whirlwind Attack
5m, 1wp Simple [Obvious]
Melee 5, Essence 2, One Weapon, Two Blows

The Solar makes up to (Essence) decisive attacks, distributing 
their Initiative as they please between them, and returning to 
base Initiative as soon as they have all been resolved. Non-
Excellency Supplemental Charms need only be activated once 
to apply equally to all of these attacks.

Invincible Fury Of The Dawn
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 3, Iron Whirlwind Attack

When the Solar activates Iron Whirlwind Attack, they gain one 
Initiative for each attack they are making, distributed as they 
please between their attacks. They may move a range band in 
between each attack.

Heaven Sword Flash
7m, 1wp Simple
Melee 5, Essence 4, Invincible Fury Of The Dawn

The Solar makes a single decisive attack, applied to all 
opponents at close range. The base damage of this attack is 
half the Solar’s current Initiative.

Circle Of Bright Reaving
Permanent
Melee 5, Essence 5, Heaven Sword Flash

If the Solar Incapacitates someone with Iron Whirlwind Attack 
or Heaven Sword Flash, they may reflexively reactivate the 
Charm to make a withering attack following the same rules. If 
this Crashes someone, they may reflexively reactivate the 
Charm to have its original effect. They may repeat this cycle as 
long as they continue to Incapacitate and Crash opponents 
(and have the essence to spend).



Occult
Purgation

Spirit-Cutting Attack
2m Supplemental [Open]
Occult 2, Essence 1

This attack may strike immaterial spirits. It does not provide 
the Solar with the ability to see them.

Phantom-Seizing Strike
Permanent
Occult 4, Essence 1, Spirit-Cutting Attack

When the Solar hits a spirit with Spirit-Cutting Attack, they 
may make it material for (Essence) turns. This does not cost 
the spirit any motes.

Supernal Control Method
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 2, Phantom-Seizing Strike

When the Solar binds a spirit with Phantom-Seizing Strike, 
they also prevent it from using any movement or teleportation
Charms for the same period of time.

Purgation II

Spirit-Slaying Stance
Permanent
Occult 3, Essence 1, Spirit-Cutting Attack

When a Solar hits a spirit with a decisive Spirit-Cutting Attack, 
the damage they cause is Aggravated. If they use Spirit-Cutting
Attack against an Incapacitated spirit, it is destroyed utterly.

All Souls Benediction
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 1, Spirit-Slaying Stance

Rather than destroy a spirit with Spirit-Cutting Attack, the 
Solar may permit it to pass into lethe (if a ghost) or be reborn 
as a new spirit (for gods and elementals). If the spirit chooses 
to do so, the Solar restores a point of Willpower.

Spirit-Draining Stance
Permanent
Occult 4, Essence 2, Spirit-Slaying Stance

When a Solar hits a spirit with withering Spirit-Cutting Attack, 
they also steal motes from them equal to the amount of 
Initiative damage done.

Miracle-Seizing Technique
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Draining Stance

When the Solar destroys a spirit with Spirit-Cutting Attack (or 
allows it to pass on with All Souls Benediction), they gain use of
all the spirit’s Charms for the rest of the scene. They may not 
use Charms with a minimum Essence higher than their own, 
unless Occult is their Supernal Ability.

Sixth Sense

Spirit-Detecting Glance
2m Simple (Scene)
Occult 1, Essence 1

The Solar can perceive immaterial spirits as though they were 
material.

Ancient Tongue Understanding
Permanent
Occult 3, Essence 1, Spirit-Detecting Glance

When the Solar activates Spirit-Detecting Glance, they may 
choose to gain the ability to understand and speak to spirits 
regardless of language. If they do, they lose the ability to 
understand or speak to anyone who is not a spirit for the 
duration of the effect.

Uncanny Perception Technique
Permanent
Occult 2, Essence 1, Spirit-Detecting Glance

The Solar instinctively knows when a spirit is within reach of 
their senses, even if it is immaterial. They do not automatically
know who the spirit is, or where they are.

All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 2, Spirit-Detecting Glance

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Spirit-Detecting Glance to gain essence sight, making all 
Charms Obvious to them (apart from Permanent Charms).



Sorcerer’s Burning Chakra
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight

The Solar automatically receives the benefits of Spirit-
Detecting Glance and All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight 
whenever they are at bonfire or iconic anima level.

Spirit-Drawing Oculus
3a Reflexive [Obvious]
Occult 5, Essence 4, Sorcerer’s Burning Chakra

The Solar may roll Perception+Occult. gaining the successes in 
motes, or in sorcerous motes for a spell they are currently 
shaping.

Burning Eye Of The Deliverer
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight

When using All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight, the Solar 
automatically detects the presence of magical disguises or 
transformations within reach of their senses. They may see 
through these with a successful Perception+Occult roll 
(difficulty equal to successes on the subject’s disguise attempt,
or the minimum Essence of the transformation effect).

Keen Unnatural Eye
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Uncanny Perception Technique,
All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight

When using All-Encompassing Sorcerer’s Sight, the Solar 
automatically notices any spirit within reach of their senses, 
and can identify the kind of spirit with an Intelligence+Occult 
roll (difficulty equal to the spirit’s Essence). It is impossible to 
spirits to hide from them.

Sorcery

Terrestrial Circle Sorcery
Permanent
Occult 3, Essence 1

The Solar learns a Terrestrial control spell, and a shaping 
ritual. The Solar may learn additional Terrestrial spells.

Celestial Circle Sorcery
Permanent
Occult 4, Essence 3, Terrestrial Circle Sorcery

The Solar learns a Celestial control spell, and an additional 
shaping ritual. The Solar may learn additional Celestial spells.

Solar Circle Sorcery
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 5, Celestial Circle Sorcery

The Solar learns a Solar control spell, and an additional 
shaping ritual. The Solar may learn additional Solar spells.

Transubstantiation

Spirit-Manifesting Word
1m, 1wp Simple
Occult 2, Essence 1

The Solar names a spirit and allows it to materialise without 
spending motes. If the spirit is unwilling, the Solar may make a 
warding attempt to force them to do so. If successful, the 
spirit must pay to materialise, and is forced to remain material
for (Essence) turns.

Material Exegesis Prana
10m, 1wp Simple
Occult 4, Essence 2, Spirit-Manifesting Word

The Solar allows all spirits present to materialise, as though 
using Spirit-Manifesting Word on them. If any spirits are 
unwilling, the Solar makes a single warding attempt and 
applies the result to each spirit individually.

Dark-Minder’s Observances
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Material Exegesis Prana

Whenever the Solar forces a spirit to materialise with an 
Occult Charm, that spirit must remain material for the 
remainder of the scene.

Ephemeral Induction Technique
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Occult 5, Essence 4, Dark-Minder’s Observances

The Solar creates a new spirit, which will serve the Solar as 
long as motes are committed to this Charm. Treat it as a 
Demons Merit, with a rating equal to the Solar’s Essence. If the
Solar is an Eclipse Caste, they may learn spirit Charms from it.

Warding

Uncanny Shroud Defence
4m, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious]
Occult 3, Essence 1

The Solar automatically blocks an attack against them made by
an immaterial spirit, even if the attack is unblockable.

Nine Specters Ban
Permanent
Occult 4, Essence 2, Uncanny Shroud Defence

The Solar may use Uncanny Shroud Defence to negate any 
magical effect directed toward them by an immaterial spirit. It
does not protect against social influence.

Burning Exorcism Technique
3m, 1wp Simple
Occult 5, Essence 2, Uncanny Shroud Defence



The Solar targets someone who has been possessed by a spirit,
and makes a warding attempt against the spirit. If successful, 
the spirit is forced out from them, and to materialise. If this 
happens, the subject cannot be possessed by the same spirit 
for the remainder of the story.

Soul Projection Method
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Burning Exorcism Technique

The Solar can use Burning Exorcism Technique to instead 
project themselves into someone’s mind, and making a 
warding attempt to remove any ongoing Psyche or Shaping 
effect inflicted by a spirit.

Immortal Soul Vigil
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 4, Soul Projection Method

When a spirit attempts to use a Psyche or Shaping effect on 
someone that has already been immunised to it with Burning 
Exorcism Technique, the Solar is aware and can 
instantaneously choose to confront the spirit inside the 
recipient’s mind. In this arena, it is impossible for the spirit to 
dematerialise or teleport until the Solar allows them to do so. 
While the confrontation is underway, no time passes from the 
perspective of the outside world.

Warding II

Spirit-Repelling Diagram
10m, 1wp Simple (Scene) [Obvious]
Occult 3, Essence 2, Uncanny Shroud Defence

The Solar creates a circle, one range band across, within 
medium range of themselves. They then make a warding 
attempt, applied to all spirits present. If successful, the spirit 
cannot cross the circle, and must materialise if they are within 
it.

Spirit-Caging Mandala
Permanent
Occult 4, Essence 3, Spirit-Repelling Diagram

Spirits affected by a Spirit-Repelling Diagram cannot make 
attacks across it, except against someone who has already 
attacked them in the same scene.

Wyld-Binding Prana
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Repelling Diagram

The Solar’s use of Spirit-Repelling Diagram applies to Fair Folk 
as though they were spirits.



Spirit-Draining Mudra
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Repelling Diagram

A spirit caught within a Spirit-Repelling Diagram doubles the 
mote cost of all their Charms. The Solar gains motes equal to 
the excess spent this way.

Demon-Compelling Noose
Permanent
Occult 5, Essence 4, Spirit-Draining Mudra

Any spirit caught within a Spirit-Repelling Diagram may be 
compelled into service with a warding attempt, in the same 
way as a summoned demon or elemental. Doing so costs the 
Solar Willpower equal to the spirit’s Essence.

Spirit-Shredding Exorcism
7m, 1wp Reflexive
Occult 5, Essence 4, Spirit-Draining Mudra

The Solar makes a warding attempt against a spirit caught 
within Spirit-Repelling Diagram. If successful, the spirit loses a 
point of permanent Essence until they escape the diagram. If a
spirit’s Essence is reduced to zero in this way, it is unable to 
act or apply Defences.



Performance
Atmosphere

Mood-Inducing Music
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene) 
Performance 4, Essence 1

While the Solar is performing, everyone witnessing or hearing 
the performance are automatically inspired with a temporary 
Minor Emotion of the Solar’s choosing. This Charm, and the 
Emotions it creates, ends if the Solar stops performing.

Battle-Dancer Method
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 1, Mood-Inducing Music

While the Solar is performing, they may add their Essence to 
their Parry and Evasion. If they interrupt their performance in 
any way (usually, any non-reflexive actions), they lose this 
bonus.

Solar Battle Anthem
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 2, Mood-Inducing Music

When using Mood-Inducing Music in battle, the Solar may 
make a Simple action each round to make a (Social Attribute)
+Performance roll. The successes are gained as points of 
bonus Initiative, distributed as the Solar pleases between 
them and their allies.

Heroism-Encouraging Ballad
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 3, Solar Battle Anthem

When using Mood-Inducing Music in battle, the Solar and their
allies are immune to threaten attempts.

Soul-Stirring Cantata
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 3, Solar Battle Anthem

When using Solar Battle Anthem, the Solar’s successes are also
gained as motes of essence, distributed in the same way.

Atmosphere II

Unmatched Showmanship Technique
1m, 1wp Supplemental [Open]
Performance 5, Essence 1, Mood-Inducing Music

An action supplemented by this Charm does not interrupt the 
Solar’s ongoing performance if it is stunted as part of it.

Plectral Harbinger’s Approach
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 2, Mood-Inducing Music

The Solar may end Mood-Inducing Music prematurely to 
suddenly focus on one character - for one action, the Minor 
Emotion provided by Mood-Inducing Music is considered a 
Major Emotion instead.

Shedding Infinite Radiance
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Performance 5, Essence 2, Mood-Inducing Music

The Solar invokes one of their Intimacies in an oration to a 
single target, then makes a (Social Attribute)+Performance 
roll. The recipient gains a banked pool of bonus dice equal to 
the successes (up to a maximum of the Solar’s Essence). These 
bonus dice can only be used in service of that Intimacy.

Empowering Shout
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 3, Shedding Infinite Radiance

The Solar may end Mood-Inducing Music prematurely to add 
the successes from their last Performance roll as bonus dice to
an ally’s action (up to a maximum of the Solar’s Essence).

Favor-Conferring Prana
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 4, Empowering Shout

The Solar may use Empowering Shout once per round, without
ending Mood-Inducing Music.

Brilliance

Masterful Performance Exercise
2m Supplemental
Performance 1, Essence 1

Remove the penalty for multiple targets from this influence 
attempt.

Perfect Harmony Technique
2m, 1wp Supplemental
Performance 3, Essence 1, Masterful Performance Exercise

This influence attempt ignores penalties due to environmental
factors, such as having a loud environment or being 
inappropriate for the circumstances.

Phantom-Conjuring Performance
Permanent
Performance 4, Essence 2, Perfect Harmony Technique

The Solar may conjure illusions when using Perfect Harmony 
Technique, making it Obviously supernatural. If they do, any 
stunt die awarded count as automatic successes instead.

Pivotal Encore Performance
Permanent [Once/Scene]
Performance 5, Essence 3, Phantom-Conjuring Performance

The Solar may use Phantom-Conjuring Performance once per 
scene to immediately reattempt influence, even if the 
circumstances have not changed.



Mimicry

Cunning Mimicry Technique
3m Supplemental
Performance 3, Essence 1

For the duration of this influence attempt, the Solar may 
perfectly imitate the voice of another person or animal, that 
they have listened to for at least an hour. If the listener has no 
way of seeing through the deception, treat the influence as 
having come from the person mimicked for the purposes of 
triggering Intimacies.

Most Excellent Mockingbird
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 2, Cunning Mimicry Technique

When the Solar uses Cunning Mimicry Technique, they may 
continue to impersonate the same subject for the remainder 
of the scene. If they wish to switch voices (besides their own), 
they must reactivate the Charm to do so.

Splendid Magpie Approach
Permanent
Performance 4, Essence 2, Cunning Mimicry Technique

The Solar may use Cunning Mimicry Technique to impersonate 
someone or something that they have heard for only a few 
seconds.

Voice-Hurling Method
2m Reflexive (Scene)
Performance 4, Essence 2, Cunning Mimicry Technique

The Solar may throw their voice, so that it appears to be 
coming anywhere within short range. If speaking while in 
stealth, treat them as not having spoken at all for the 
purposes of detection.

Concerns Cast Aside
5m Reflexive
Performance 5, Essence 3, Voice-Hurling Method

Used when someone else makes an instil or inspire attempt, 
this allows the Solar to immediately Clash it with a 
Manipulation+Performance roll. If the Solar gains more 
successes, a seemingly-unrelated distraction breaks the mood 
and the influence is considered to have failed.

Passion

Soul-Firing Performance
1m, 1wp Supplemental [Once/Scene]
Performance 4, Essence 1

This inspire attempt, if successful, instead creates a Major Tie 
of that emotion toward a specific subject of the Solar’s choice.

Shining Expression Technique
2m Supplemental [Psyche]
Performance 4, Essence 2, Soul-Firing Performance

This inspire attempt imparts an overwhelming urge to talk 
about what the listeners associate with that Emotion. This will 
make any of their Ties with related feelings obvious, unless 
they are silenced before they have the opportunity to speak.

Heart-Compelling Method
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche]
Performance 4, Essence 2, Soul-Firing Performance

This inspire attempt allows the Solar to choose the specific 
task that is necessary to absolve the Emotion. If the task is 
unsuitable to the subject or circumstances, the ST should 
inform the player and allow them to pick a different one. This 
effect can be resisted by spending (Solar’s Essence) Willpower,
allowing the subject to choose normally.

Hypnotic Tongue Technique
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 3, Heart-Compelling Method

When the Solar uses Heart-Compelling Method, they can 
choose to have their subject forget that the Solar’s influence 
compelled them to perform the task. This is a Psyche effect.

Fury-Inciting Speech
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 3, Heart-Compelling Method

When the Solar uses Heart-Compelling Method while inspiring 
Anger, Fury, or similar, they may inspire that Emotion at 
Defining strength, and can choose a Life-Changing Task.

Sensuality

Thousand Courtesan Ways
5m Supplemental
Performance 3, Essence 1

This attempt to inspire Lust appears to be another type of 
influence attempt (according to the Solar’s stunt). Apply 
Intimacies and other defences as though it were the illusory 
action.



Celestial Bliss Trick
3m, 1wp Simple
Performance 4, Essence 1, Thousand Courtesan Ways

Used following a successful seduction, the Solar makes an 
Appearance+Performance instil attempt. If successful, it 
creates a Defining Tie of Lust toward the Solar.

Monk-Seducing Demon Dance
Permanent
Performance 5, Essence 2, Celestial Bliss Trick

The Solar may use a different kind of performance to 
accomplish the same effect as Celestial Bliss Trick on people 
they have not already seduced.



Presence
Awe

Tiger’s Dread Symmetry
6m Simple (Scene) [Psyche]
Presence 3, Essence 1

The Solar makes a threaten attempt, applied equally to all 
non-allies present on the scene (and those arriving later). If 
successful, the targets may not initiate violence against the 
Solar or attempt to threaten them back while the Charm lasts. 
The Solar does not need to articulate their threat – their 
countenance is enough – and using this Charm never causes 
Negative Ties to be formed.

Majestic Radiant Presence
Permanent
Presence 4, Essence 2, Tiger’s Dread Symmetry

Anyone successfully threatened by Tiger’s Dread Symmetry 
cannot make influence attempts that would malign the Solar 
while the Charm lasts.

Authority-Radiating Stance
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Majestic Radiant Presence

While the Solar has Tiger’s Dread Symmetry active, allies who 
can see them are immune to threaten attempts, and may 
ignore the effects of previous threaten actions used against 
them.

Mind-Wiping Gaze
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Majestic Radiant Presence

Anyone successfully threatened by Tiger’s Dread Symmetry 
cannot make influence attempts while the Charm lasts.

Blazing Glorious Icon
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Majestic Radiant Presence

While Tiger’s Dread Symmetry is active, resisting the Solar’s 
threaten attempts costs a number of Willpower to resist equal
to the Solar’s anima level (1 for glowing or below, 2 for 
burning, 3 for bonfire, 4 for iconic).

Terrifying Apparition of Glory
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 4, Blazing Glorious Icon

If the Solar’s anima reaches bonfire level, anyone threatened 
by Tiger’s Dread Symmetry will immediately flee battle.

Countenance Of Vast Wrath
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 5, Terrifying Apparition Of Glory

If the Solar’s anima reaches iconic level, Tiger’s Dread 
Symmetry will work on targets who are incapable of fear, or 
who have been immunised against it.

Gravitas

Respect-Commanding Attitude
5m Supplemental [Psyche]
Presence 2, Essence 1

Targets of this influence attempt must spend 1 Willpower to 
leave before it is complete. Interrupting it with a mundane 
action or Charm costs (Solar’s Essence) Willpower, and must 
be stunted in such a way as to avoid disrupting the flow.



Winding Sinuous Motion
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 2, Respect-Commanding Attitude

When an influence attempt boosted by Respect-Commanding 
Attitude completes, the Solar may immediately begin another 
influence attempt supplemented by the Charm – giving no 
room to leave or interrupt without spending Willpower.

Unbreakable Fascination Method
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Winding Sinuous Motion

When using Respect-Commanding Attitude, subjects and 
bystanders can only leave or interrupt if failing to do so would 
constitute an unacceptable order.

Fulminating Word
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Once/Scene]
Presence 5, Essence 3, Winding Sinuous Motion

This influence attempt is made in a matter of seconds, 
requiring only a handful of words. It is not possible to interrupt
it, or leave before its conclusion.

Soul-Bracing Momentous Power
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche, Once/Scene]
Presence 5, Essence 4, Fulminating Word

If this influence attempt is successful, its effects cannot be 
undone until at least (Solar’s Essence) days have passed, and 
the recipient spends (Solar’s Essence) in temporary Willpower.

Soul Voice
10m, 1wp Supplemental [Once/Story]
Presence 5, Essence 5, Soul-Bracing Momentous Power

This influence attempt cannot be resisted by spending 
Willpower, or with a Decision Point.

Persuasion

Listener-Swaying Argument
3m Supplemental
Presence 3, Essence 1

If the subject of this persuade or convince attempt has their 
Resolve boosted by any means, roll a number of dice equal to 
the boost and add the successes to the Solar’s roll.

Excellent Friend Approach
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 1, Listener-Swaying Argument

When the Solar uses Listener-Swaying Argument on someone 
who has a positive Defining Tie to the Solar, to get them to 
perform an Inconvenient task, the persuasion cannot be 
resisted by any means.

Thought-Sowing Method
6m, 1wp Supplemental [Psyche]
Presence 4, Essence 2, Listener-Swaying Argument

If this persuade or convince attempt succeeds, the Solar may 
later reflexively cue its target (who must be able to see the 
Solar) to make an identical persuade or convince attempt 
against another target of the Solar’s choice. The mirrored 
attempt uses the same dicepool as this one, but does not gain 
the benefit of any other Charms.

Memory-Reweaving Discipline
10m, 1wp Supplemental
Presence 5, Essence 2, Thought-Sowing Method

If this convince attempt to create a Belief is successful, it is 
impossible to weaken that Belief without direct evidence to 
the contrary. Even then, a successful convince attempt (to 
which Resolve must be applied) is required.

Blinding Counter Argument
6m, 1wp Simple
Presence 5, Essence 3, Memory-Reweaving Discipline

The Solar makes a convince attempt, against which Resolve 
must always be applied. If successful, the subject believe that 
a previous persuade attempt against them was actually asking 
for something different. The Solar may change the nature of 
the Task to another one appropriate in the circumstances.

Impassioned Discourse Technique
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Presence 4, Essence 2, Listener-Swaying Argument

Treat the subject of this persuade attempt as having one of 
the Solar’s own Principles, chosen by the Solar. If the Solar is 
making a persuade attempt based solely on this Principle, any 
of the subject's native Principles will override it in a Decision 
Point.



Dogmatic Contagion Discipline
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Impassioned Discourse Technique

When the Solar succeeds at a persuade attempt enhanced by 
Impassioned Discourse Technique, treat the subject as keeping 
the Solar’s Principle for the remainder of the scene. This is a 
Psyche effect.

Infectious Zealotry Approach
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 4, Dogmatic Contagion Discipline

When the Solar succeeds at a persuade attempt enhanced by 
Impassioned Discourse Technique, treat all witnesses present 
as having the Solar’s Principle for the remainder of the scene. 
This is a Psyche effect.

Demon-Wracking Shout
10m, 1wp Simple [Once/Scene]
Presence 5, Essence 3, Impassioned Discourse Technique

The Solar makes a special persuade attempt against a creature
of darkness, which does not need to evoke one of the target's 
Intimacies. Rather than its usual effects, roll the successes as 
dice of Aggravated damage.

Vibrance

Threefold Magnetic Ardor
5m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Presence 4, Essence 1

The Solar may convert up to (Essence) of the bonus dice 
provided by their Appearance advantage into automatic 
successes.

Awakened Carnal Demiurge
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 2, Threefold Magnetic Ardor

While Threefold Magnetic Ardor is active, increase the Solar’s 
Appearance by one. They may exceed Appearance 5 in this 
way.

Rose-Lipped Seduction Technique
Permanent
Presence 5, Essence 3, Awakened Carnal Demiurge

While Threefold Magnetic Ardor is active, the Solar may 
seduce targets that would normally consider this 
unacceptable influence. The Red Rule still applies.



Resistance
Durance

Spirit Strengthens The Skin
Permanent
Resistance 2, Essence 1

The Solar may use their First Resistance Excellency to increase 
the Soak they apply to a single withering attack, increasing 
their Soak at a rate of one per mote spent.

Durability Of Oak Meditation
6m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Resistance 4, Essence 1, Spirit Strengthens The Skin

The Solar rolls Stamina+Resistance, adding the successes to 
their Soak against all withering attacks for the remainder of 
the scene. This additional Soak does not stack with armour - if 
the Solar is armoured, take only the highest value.

Iron Kettle Body
Permanent [Perilous]
Resistance 4, Essence 2, Durability Of Oak Meditation

If the Solar is struck while using Durability Of Oak Meditation 
but does not lose any health levels, they gain Initiative equal 
to their Essence.

Iron Skin Concentration
Permanent
Resistance 3, Essence 2, Spirit Strengthens The Skin

If the Solar spends a point of Willpower when using Spirit 
Strengthens The Skin, the bonus Soak is also added to their 
Hardness against decisive attacks, and can be applied to 
unsoakable attacks.

Diamond-Body Prana
Permanent
Resistance 4, Essence 3, Iron Skin Concentration

When the Solar activates Iron Skin Concentration, they may 
ignore the Overwhelming quality of an opponent’s weapon.

Adamant Skin Technique
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 3, Iron Skin Concentration

When the Solar activates Iron Skin Concentration, any damage 
from an attack that would take them beyond their -4 health 
level is ignored. This is an Obvious effect.

Ruin-Abasing Shrug
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 4, Adamant Skin Technique

When the Solar avoids incapacitation with Adamant Skin 
Technique, they ignore the wound penalty to their next roll.

Aegis Of Invincible Might
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 5, Ruin-Abasing Shrug

When the Solar avoids Incapacitation with Adamant Skin 
Technique, it continues to be impossible to Incapacitate them 
until the beginning of their next turn.

Fury

Essence-Gathering Temper
1i Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Resistance 3, Essence 1

Used when struck by an attack, the Solar gains motes equal to 
its damage before Soak is applied.

Willpower-Enhancing Spirit
2i Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Resistance 4, Essence 2, Willpower-Enhancing Spirit

Used when damaged by a decisive attack, the Solar gains 
Willpower equal to the number of health levels inflicted (to a 
maximum of their Essence).

Fury-Fed Ardor
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 3, Willpower-Enhancing Spirit

When the Solar uses Willpower-Enhancing Spirit, they also 
gain Initiative equal to the amount of Willpower gained.

Battle Fury Focus
5m Simple (Scene)
Resistance 5, Essence 2, Essence-Gathering Temper

The Solar ignores -2 in wound and crippling penalties, and is 
immune to threaten attempts. They cannot make influence 
attempts other than threaten, and they cannot flee combat. 



This Charm cannot be ended prematurely, unless all 
opponents are either Incapacitated or fleeing.

Bloodthirsty Sword-Dancer Spirit
10m, 1wp Simple (Scene)
Resistance 5, Essence 3, Battle Fury Focus

The Solar ignores -4 in wound and crippling penalties, and is 
immune to all influence. They cannot make influence 
attempts other than threaten actions provided by Charms, and
cannot be persuaded to stop combat. This Charm cannot be 
ended prematurely, unless all opponents are incapacitated.

Immunity

Poison-Resisting Meditation
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Resistance 3, Essence 1

If the Solar succeeds at this Resistance roll against a toxin, they
are immediately cured.

Illness-Resisting Meditation
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Resistance 4, Essence 2, Poison-Resisting Meditation

If the Solar succeeds at this Resistance roll against a disease’s 
Morbidity, they are immediately cured.

Immunity To Everything Technique
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 3, Illness-Resisting Meditation

The Solar is completely immune to any toxin or disease they 
have previously overcome.

Resilience

Ox-Body Technique
Permanent
Resistance 1, Essence 1

The Solar gains additional health levels with this Charm, 
exactly as described in the EX3 main rulebook.

Body-Mending Meditation
8m Simple
Resistance 2 Essence 1, Ox-Body Technique

The Solar rolls Stamina+Resistance: the resultant successes are
the number of Bashing or Lethal health levels that the Solar 
heals at the end of the day, if they rest for at least the 
remainder of the scene. This effect stacks with Wound-
Mending Care Technique.

Front-Line Warrior’s Stamina
4m Simple (Once/Scene)
Resistance 3, Essence 1, Ox-Body Technque

The Solar gains Initiative equal to the number of damaged 
health levels they have.

Tiger Warrior’s Endurance
1wp Reflexive [Once/Scene]
Resistance 4, Essence 2, Front-Line Warrior’s Stamina

Used when recovering from Initiative crash, the Exalt 
instantaneously recovers (Essence) non-Aggravated health 
levels. Lower-level health levels are recovered first (starting 
from -4 and working upwards).

Wound-Knitting Exercise
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 3, Tiger Warrior’s Endurance

When the Solar activates Tiger Warrior’s Endurance, they 
continue to heal one health level per turn until either they are 
fully healed, or they take additional health damage.

Unbreakable Warrior’s Mastery
Permanent
Resistance 5, Essence 4, Wound-Knitting Exercise

When the Solar activates Tiger Warrior’s Endurance, they may 
ignore crippling penalties until they take additional health 
damage. If they heal all of their health levels with Tiger 
Warrior’s Endurance, any crippling damage suffered previously
in the scene is also healed.

Second Skin

Whirlwind Armour-Donning Prana
2m Simple
Resistance 1, Essence 1



The Solar dons a suit of armour to hand, and a shield if 
available. This does not allow the Solar to don a suit of artifact 
armour attuned to somebody else.

Armored Scout’s Invigoration
2m/point of mobility penalty Reflexive (Indefinite)
Resistance 3, Essence 1, Whirlwind Armour-Donning Prana

The Solar removes the mobility penalty from their armour.

Hauberk-Summoning Gesture
3m Reflexive (Indefinite) [Obvious]
Resistance 3, Essence 2, Whirlwind Armour-Donning Prana

The Solar sends an equipped set of armour (and a shield, if 
also equipped) Elsewhere, returning it fully equipped when 
the Charm is released.

Glorious Solar Plate
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Obvious]
Resistance 4, Essence 3
Hauberk-Summoning Gesture, Armoured Scout’s Invigoration

The Solar summons a suit of artifact heavy armour from their 
anima, with no mobility penalty. If the Solar is already wearing 
armour, it is upgraded to these statistics. The armour provides 
custom Evocations designed to match the Solar, the first of 
which is automatically unlocked.



Ride
Cavalier

Master Horseman's Eye
Permanent
Ride 2, Essence 1

The Solar is always able to make a Cavalry strategy roll before 
a land battle while mounted (and sea or air battles, if they 
have a flying Mount) even if they were not expecting an 
attack. They may not implement a Stratagem if they do not 
otherwise qualify for the roll, but they can prevent opponents 
from implementing theirs.

Grizzled Cataphract’s Way
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 2, Master Horseman's Eye

If the Solar’s  commander makes an Infantry strategy roll, the 
Solar may make a Cavalry strategy roll, and allow the 
commander to use whichever result they prefer.

Rapid Cavalry Approach
6m Supplemental [Command]
Ride 4, Essence 2, Master Horseman's Eye

If this Cavalry strategy roll succeeds, the Solar’s side gains 
bonus dice to their Join Battle roll equal to the Solar’s 
threshold successes.

Seasoned Beast-Rider’s Approach
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 3, Rapid Cavalry Approach

If the Solar spends a point of Willpower when activating Rapid 
Cavalry Approach, the bonus dice on the Solar's own Join 
Battle roll are converted to automatic successes.

Cavalier II

Phantom Rider’s Approach
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Command]
Ride 4, Essence 2, Master Horseman's Eye

If the opposing commanders do not have supernaturally keen 
senses, the threshold for any stratagem used with this Cavalry 
strategy roll is reduced to 1.

Untouchable Horseman’s Attitude
6m Supplemental [Command]
Ride 5, Essence 2, Master Horseman's Eye

Add the Forces Merit dice of the opposing commander(s) to 
this Cavalry strategy roll, even if this would bring the Solar 
above five Merit dice.

Hero Rides Away
5m, 1wp Supplemental [Command]
Ride 5, Essence 3, Untouchable Horseman’s Attitude

If this Cavalry strategy roll succeeds at implementing a ‘Not 
Today’ Stratagem, the opposing force loses a dot from their 
highest Forces, Mount, or Ship Merit. The difficulty of any 
attempt to track and re-engage the Solar’s forces is increased 
by the Solar’s Essence.

Horsemanship



Single Spirit Method
1m Reflexive
Ride 2, Essence 1

While mounted, the Solar may use this Charm to raise them 
and their mount from prone.

Spirit-Steadying Assurances
Permanent
Ride 3, Essence 1, Single Spirit Method

The Solar’s steed ignores all threaten attempts that the Solar 
resists.

Horse-Healing Technique
6m, 1bhl/dot Simple [Obvious]
Ride 4, Essence 2, Spirit-Steadying Assurances

The Solar may heal a Mount, restoring any Merit rating 
damaged by battle or hostile projects. If their Mount is killed, 
activating this Charm within a round will allow it to cling to life.

Wrathful Mount Invigoration
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 3, Horse-Healing Technqiue

After the Solar has used Horse-Healing Technique to heal an 
injured Mount, the Mount contributes its Merit dice to all 
attack rolls for the remainder of the scene.

Saddle-Staying Courses
4m, 3i, 1wp Reflexive
Ride 4, Essence 2, Single Spirit Method

Used when the recipient of a successful Unhorse gambit, this 
allows the Solar to immediately recover and remount their 
steed.

Horse-Stealing Leap
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 3, Saddle-Staying Courses

The Solar may make Unhorse gambits from short range. If they
succeed, they may reflexively mount the orphaned steed.

Immortal Charger’s Gallop
2m Supplemental
Ride 3, Essence 1, Single Spirit Method

This rush action is made as a Charisma+Ride roll. If it succeeds,
allows the Solar to follow the target a number of range bands 
equal to the extra successes on the roll.

Coursing Firebolt Flash
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 2, Immortal Charger’s Gallop

When the Solar uses Immortal Charger’s Gallop before 
attacking, they may also add the additional successes from the
rush action to the raw damage of the first attack they make on
that turn.

Immortal Rider’s Advantage
5m, 2i Supplemental [Open]
Ride 5, Essence 3, Coursing Firebolt Flash

This mounted attack cannot be Clashed, or allow 
counterattacks, by unmounted opponents.

Horsemanship II

Elusive Mount Technique
2m Supplemental
Ride 3, Essence 1, Single Spirit Method

This mounted disengage action is made as a Charisma+Ride 
roll. If chased, the Solar may continue to move back range 
bands equal to the extra successes on their roll.

Harmonious Tacking Technique
1m, 2i Reflexive
Ride 4, Essence 2, Elusive Mount Technique

Used while mounted, the Solar may roll their Mount Merit 
dice and add the successes to their Parry and Evasion against 
one attack. This does not count against the limit of bonuses 
added by Charms.

Woe And Storm Evasion
3m, 1wp Reflexive
Ride 4, Essence 2, Elusive Mount Technique

The Solar makes a Charisma+Ride roll, and may replace their 
current Evasion with the number of successes (ignoring any 
onslaught or similar penalties). Their Evasion cannot be 
reduced below this value until their next turn.

Seven Cyclones Rearing
3a, 2m, 1wp Reflexive [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Ride 5, Essence 3
Woe And Storm Evasion, Harmonious Tacking Technique

The Solar makes a Charisma+Ride roll, adding the successes to 
their current Initiative, and to all of their Defences (including 
Resolve) until their next turn. They also gain motes equal to 
the number of successes rolled.

Unity

Master Horseman’s Techniques
2m/success Supplemental [Open]
Ride 1, Essence 1

The Solar may convert up to (Essence) of the bonus dice from 
their Mount merit into automatic successes.

Phantom Steed
Permanent
Ride 4, Essence 1, Master Horseman’s Techniques



The Solar may use any of their Stealth Charms while mounted, 
applying them equally to their mount. The Solar uses Ride in 
the place of Stealth for any Stealth rolls while mounted.

Flashing Thunderbolt Steed
Permanent
Ride 4, Essence 1, Master Horseman’s Techniques

The Solar may use any of their Athletics Charms while 
mounted, applying them equally to their mount. The Solar 
uses Ride in the place of Athletics for any Athletics rolls while 
mounted.

Untouchable Loyal Steed
Permanent
Ride 3, Essence 2, Master Horseman’s Techniques

If the Solar is ever separated from their mount, they may call 
their mount from any distance, at any time. Any attempt by 
others to dissuade, tame, or ride the mount while they are 
returning is treated as unacceptable influence.

Glorious Solar Steed
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Obvious]
Ride 5, Essence 3, Untouchable Loyal Steed

The Solar summons a supernatural mount from their anima, 
providing a non-flying Mount merit equal to their Essence. If 
they are riding a mundane mount, they are upgraded to this 
standard if they are not already above it.

Sometimes Horses Fly Approach
Permanent
Ride 5, Essence 4, Glorious Solar Steed

The mount summoned (or enhanced) by Glorious Solar Steed 
may be made as a flying mount, and does not receive the usual
Merit dice penalty for flying mounts.



Sail
Dominion

Blood And Salt Binding
1m Simple (Indefinite)
Sail 2, Essence 1

This anoints a willing person as a member of the Solar’s crew, 
allowing them to use the Solar’s Sail ability instead of their 
own while aboard a ship with the Solar.

Ship-Claiming Stance
Permanent
Sail 3, Essence 1, Blood And Salt Binding

The Solar may use Blood And Salt Binding to anoint a Ship they
possess, allowing the Solar and their anointed crew to 
reflexively draw (Ship Merit rating) motes from it once per 
day. If anyone else steals the ship, it does not provide them 
any Merit dice.

Hull-Preserving Technique
8m, 1wp Reflexive (Indefinite)
Sail 5, Essence 2, Ship-Claiming Stance

Any effect that would destroy the Solar’s anointed Ship 
instead removes its Merit dice until repairs can be made, and 
inflicts (Ship rating) unsoakable Bashing health levels against 
the Solar. Releasing this Charm (or becoming Incapacitated) 
while the ship is being held together in this way will result in 
its collapse.

Chaos-Cutting Galley
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Hull-Preserving Technique

While Hull-Preserving Technique is active, the Solar’s claimed 
ship - and all who sail upon her - are immune to the effects of 
the Wyld. They may still be affected by directed Shaping 
effects.

Ship-Sustaining Spirit
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Hull-Preserving Technique

While Hull-Preserving Technique is active, the ship is treated as
being at its full Merit rating even if it has been damaged in 
battle, or is held together solely by the Charm.

Dominion II

Orichalcum Letters Of Marque
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 1, Blood And Salt Binding

Creatures of darkness that the Solar has anointed as crew are 
not considered creatures of darkness for the purposes of any 

influence attempt (including warding attempt) that treats 
such entities differently.

Ocean Conquering Avatar
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 2, Blood And Salt Binding

If the Solar resists any form of Psyche effect or threaten 
attempt while at sea, their anointed crew may also choose to 
resist the effect without cost.

Indomitable Voyager’s Perseverance
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3
Ocean Conquering Avatar, Ship Claiming Stance

The Solar’s marked crew gain additional -2 health levels equal 
to their claimed ship’s Merit rating, as long as they have sailed 
upon it in the last month.

Sea Devil Training Technique
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 4, Indomitable Voyager’s Perseverance

Members of the Solar’s anointed crew receive the full benefit 
of all of the Solar’s permanent Sail Charms.

Hunting

Hungry Siaka Attitude
1m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Sail 2, Essence 1, Superior Positioning Technique

The Solar names a mark, who they must have met before and 
have a negative Tie (or applicable Principle) against. The Solar 
always knows the direction to their mark when at sea 
(automatically succeeding at naval tracking attempts), and is 
always aware of their approach for the purposes of making 
Naval strategy rolls.

Ocean-Conquering Avatar
Permanent
Sail 3, Essence 2, Hungry Siaka Attitude

The Solar may reflexively resist any kind of influence from 
their mark by spending a single point of Willpower, even if this
would not normally be possible.

Blue Fathoms Blessed
Permanent
Sail 4, Essence 3, Ocean-Conquering Avatar

While the Solar is actively hunting or fighting their mark at sea,
they may choose to ignore any hostile weather or shipping 
hazards: both part to allow them through. This is an Obvious 
effect.

Immortal Mariner’s Advantage
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 4, Ocean-Conquering Avatar



While the Solar is actively hunting or fighting their mark at sea,
they have no need for food, water, sleep, or oxygen.

Naval Combat

Superior Positioning Technique
Permanent
Sail 2, Essence 1

Whenever the Solar succeeds at a Naval strategy roll, they can
freely dictate the distance and disposition of their ship and 
opponents’ ships, as long as they are no more than three 
range bands apart.

Ship-Rolling Juggernaut Method
4m, 1wp Supplemental
Sail 4, Essence 1, Superior Positioning Technique

If this Naval strategy roll succeeds at implementing a Ram 
Stratagem, all opponents begin the battle knocked prone. If 
their ship has been destroyed by the Stratagem, they begin 
the battle in the ocean instead.

Deck-Sweeping Fusillade
6m Supplemental
Sail 4, Essence 2, Superior Positioning Technique

If this Naval strategy roll to implement a ‘Fusillade’ Stratagem 
is successful, all opponents are hit by an undodgeable, 
unblockable decisive attack with raw Lethal damage equal to 
(extra successes on strategy roll + Solar’s Ship merit rating) 
and an Overwhelming value of (extra successes on strategy 
roll).

Sea Ambush Technique
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3
Deck-Sweeping Fusillade, Ship-Rolling Juggernaut Method

When the Solar succeeds at using Ship-Rolling Juggernaut 
Method, they may spend a point of Willpower to reflexively 
activate Deck-Sweeping Fusillade.

Rail-Storming Fervor
6m Supplemental
Sail 4, Essence 2, Superior Positioning Technique

If this Naval strategy roll succeeds, the Solar’s side gains bonus
dice to their Join Battle roll equal to the Solar’s threshold 
successes.

Invincible Admiral Method
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Rail-Storming Fervor

The Solar may add the dice from any number of allied Ships to 
their Naval strategy rolls, even if this would take them above 
five Merit dice.

Naval Combat II

Ship-Breaker Method
8m, 1wp Supplelemental [Command]
Sail 5, Essence 2, Ship-Rolling Juggernaut Method

If this Naval strategy roll succeeds at implementing a Ram 
Stratagem, and the Solar’s Ship has a higher Merit rating than 
its target, the target ship is completely destroyed.

Deadly Ichneumon Assault
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Ship-Breaker Method

The Solar may use Ship-Breaker Method to employ a Ram 
Stratagem against monstrous sea creatures, rolling (threshold 
successes on strategy roll + Ship Merit rating) as unsoakable 
Lethal damage against the target.

Ship-Razing Renewal
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Ship-Breaker Method

Whenever the Solar destroys at least one ship with the 
outcome of a Naval strategy roll, they immediately regain a 
point of Willpower.



Burning Anima Sails
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 4, Deadly Ichneumon Assault

The Solar can ignite their sails with their anima when 
activating Ship-Breaker Method, as an Obvious effect. This 
makes it impossible for opposing commanders who are 
creatures of darkness to use Charms to enhance their strategy
roll, and the damage done when ramming a sea creature of 
darkness is Aggravated.

Seamanship

Hull-Taming Transfusion
2m/die Supplemental [Open]
Sail 1, Essence 1

The Solar may convert up to (Essence) of the Merit dice from 
their Ship Merit into automatic successes. 

Perfect Reckoning Technique
4m Supplemental
Sail 3, Essence 1, Hull-Taming Transfusion

The difficulty of this roll to navigate dangerous waters, or 
avoid a shipping hazard, is reduced by the Solar’s Essence.

Weather-Anticipating Intuition
Permanent
Sail 4, Essence 2, Perfect Reckoning Technique

The Solar has an instinctive sense of weather in their area, and
is never caught in freak weather unless it is caused 
supernaturally. When they succeed at implementing a Naval 
Stratagem, they may choose the weather conditions for the 
battle.

Tide-Carried Omens
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 3, Weather-Anticipating Intuition

While at sea, the Solar knows instinctively at the beginning of 
each scene if violence, or other threat, is likely to be 
introduced later in it (i.e. the ST has plans to). If they are 
ambushed at sea, attacks against the Solar are considered 
surprise attacks, rather than ambush attacks.

Storm-Weathering Essence Infusion
10m, 1w Simple (Indefinite)
Sail 5, Essence 3, Weather-Anticipating Intuition

The Solar, and all of their anointed crew, ignore all penalties 
caused by weather while they are at sea.

Sea Serpent Flash
12m, 1wp Simple [Command, Obvious, Once/Scene]
Sail 5, Essence 3, Weather-Anticipating Intuition

The Solar calls forth a giant wave, and makes a Wits+Sail roll. If
they accrue more successes than the opposing commander’s 

strategy roll did, their ship (and all upon it) immediately leaves
the scene.

Seamanship II

Salty Dog Method
Permanent
Sail 3, Essence 1, Hull-Taming Transfusion

The Solar can never be knocked back off a ship, or knocked 
prone upon it, unless they want to be.

Shipwreck-Surviving Stamina
Permanent
Sail 5, Essence 1, Salty Dog Method

Increase the amount of time a Solar can go without food, 
water, and oxygen by one time increment.



Socialise
Dialectic

Culture Hero Approach
2m per dot, 1wp Simple (Project)
Socialise 1, Essence 1

The Solar may start a Cultural Project in excess of their normal 
limit. They may not start a Cultural Project to affect an 
Organisation with a Magnitude higher than their Essence.

Understanding The Court
Permanent
Socialise 3, Essence 1, Cultural Hero Method

The Solar may undertake a Cultural Project to discern the 
norms of an Organisation. Once completed, they may make a 
read attempt against the leader’s Guile: if successful, they 
discover all of the Organisation’s Principles, how recently 
those Principles have been imparted, and by whom.

Harmonious Presence Meditation
5m, 1wp Simple (Project)
Socialise 4, Essence 2, Culture Hero Approach

This Cultural Project has its time increment reduced by one, 
and cannot be slowed through use of Charms.

Flashing Soul Reform
10m, 1wp Simple [Once/Story]
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Harmonious Presence Meditation

The Solar automatically completes a Cultural Project with only 
a scene's worth of effort, allowing them to make an 
organisational influence attempt at the end of the scene. This 
may not be used on an Organisation with a Magnitude higher 
than the Solar's Essence.

Dialectic II

Mastery Of Small Manners
Permanent
Socialise 3, Essence 1, Culture Hero Approach

While undertaking a Cultural Project on an Organisation, the 
Solar is considered a native of that Organisation by its 
members. Any xenophobic Intimacies the Organisation or its 
members might have are inapplicable to the Solar. All of the 
Organisation’s members gain a Minor Tie of respect toward 
the Solar while the Project is in progress.

Humble Servant Approach
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3
Mastery Of Small Manners, Harmonious Presence Meditation

The leader of an organisation that the Solar is influencing 
cannot use Charms to boost the Organisation's Resolve. If they
wish to stop the Solar's efforts, they must confront them in 
person and make them abandon the project.

Unimpeachable Discourse Technique
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Humble Servant Approach

The Solar’s Cultural Projects are undetectable until they are 
completed, except by Charms that specifically watch for such 
influence.



Endless Obsession Feint
5m, 1wp Simple (Project) [Psyche]
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Humble Servant Approach

The leader of an Organisation that the Solar is influencing with
a Cultural Project becomes obsessed with the Solar’s actions, 
to the active detriment of their duties. They may not apply 
Merit dice gained from their Organisation until the Project 
concludes. If the Solar’s actions are concealed with 
Unimpeachable Discourse Technique, the leader instead 
becomes obsessed with the strange and inexplicable effect on 
their subordinates.

Wise Counsellor Stance
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Humble Servant Approach

While undertaking a Cultural Project on an Organisation, the 
Solar may use Charms to affect the Organisation as though 
they were its leader. This does not work on Organisations with 
a higher Magnitude than the Solar’s Essence.

Crowned King Of Eternity
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 5, Wise Counsellor Stance

Each time the Solar succeeds at an organisational influence 
attempt, they may choose to gain a dot in Backing from the 
organisation (up to the normal limit of the organisation’s 
Magnitude).

Insight

Motive-Discerning Technique
3m Reflexive
Socialise 2, Essence 1

This read attempt is made reflexively. If it determines that 
someone making an influence attempt is not being honest, the
Solar may choose to resist the influence without spending 
Willpower.

Cunning Insight Technique
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 1, Motive-Discerning Technique

The Solar instinctively knows whenever someone they can see 
uses an Intimacy to boost their Resolve, but not what that 
Intimacy is.

Intent-Tracing Stare
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Cunning Insight Technique

The Solar instinctively knows whenever someone they can see 
makes a read attempt, and who it is directed against.

Discretionary Gesture
3m, 1wp Reflexive
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Intent-Tracing Stare

The Solar makes a Manipulation+Socialise roll in response to 
an attempt to pierce someone else’s Guile. The recipient may 
replace their Guile with the successes on the Solar’s roll.

Seen And Seeing Method
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Intent-Tracing Stare

Whenever the Solar becomes aware of a read attempt on 
them, they may activate Motive-Discerning Technique on the 
initiator without spending motes.

Insight II

Knowing The Soul’s Price
Permanent
Socialise 3, Essence 1, Motive-Discerning Technique

The Solar may make a read attempt to determine the suitable 
enticement needed for the subject to accept a specific barter 
or intimidate attempt they have in mind.



Quicksilver Falcon’s Eye
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Motive-Discerning Technique

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Motive-Discerning Technique to make their analysis 
uninterruptible. Their subject cannot activate Charms to 
protect them from the attempt, but ongoing Charms work as 
normal.

Umbral Eyes Focus
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Motive-Discerning Technique

When the Solar identifies an Intimacy with a read attempt, 
they know whether or not it was created by a Psyche effect.

Wise-Eyed Courtier Method
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Quicksilver Falconer’s Eye

When the Solar activates Motive-Discerning Technique, they 
may spend a point of Willpower to apply the roll to everyone 
present in the scene.

Nuance

Subtle Speech Method
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Socialise 2, Essence 1

Only the intended recipient(s) understand this influence 
attempt. Influence cloaked this way cannot be resisted or 
affected by the Charms of people other than the intended 
recipient(s). This Charm can also be used to convey a complex 
piece of information in the same way.

Penultimate Unity Of Form
Permanent
Socialise 4, Essence 2, Subtle Speech Method

With an appropriate stunt, the Solar may make one kind of 
influence (bargain, inspire, etc) appear to be another. They 
may use Abilities and Charms based on the actual type of 
influence, but it is resisted based on its apparent type.

Friend Of A Friend Approach
3m, 1wp Supplemental
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Penultimate Unity Of Form

For the purpose of triggering Intimacies on this influence 
attempt, treat the Solar as being someone else that has a 
positive Tie to the Solar.

Innocent Proposition Method
6m Supplemental
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Penultimate Unity Of Form

The Solar’s words are disarming - no Intimacies can be used to 
increase Resolve against this influence attempt, unless the 
target spends a point of temporary Willpower per Intimacy.

Pretence

Guarded Thoughts Meditation
5m, 1wp Reflexive (Indefinite)
Socialise 3, Essence 1

The Solar ignores all penalties to their Guile. This Charm ends 
immediately if the Solar enters Limit Break, and cannot be 
activated while they are in Limit Break.

Master Thespian’s Technique
3m Reflexive (Scene)
Socialise 4, Essence 1, Guarded Thoughts Meditation

The Solar chooses a false intention. If anyone makes a read 
attempt against them to determine their goal for the 
interaction, but is defeated by their Guile, they believe they 
have succeeded and read their false intention instead.

Deep-Eyed Soul Gazing
6m Simple [Psyche]
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Master Thespian’s Technique

The Solar makes a Manipulation+Socialise roll against the 
target’s Guile: if successful, they will make a read attempt 
against the Solar at the soonest opportunity (outside of 
combat). Resisting this effect costs Willpower equal to the 
Solar’s Essence.



Easily-Discarded Presence Method
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Master Thespian’s Technique

The solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Master Thespian Method. If they do, anyone failing to read 
their intentions will consider them irrelevant: they may not 
make any further influence or read attempts against the Solar 
for the remainder of the scene, unless the Solar attempts 
influence against them first.

Soul-Blind Kata
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Easily-Discarded Presence Method

Rather than its normal effects, the Solar may choose to show a
person affected by Easily-Discarded Presence Method a 
blinding fathom of light. This renders them unable to make 
any further influence or read attempts against anyone for the 
remainder of the scene, unless those people attempt 
influence against them first. This is an Obvious Psyche effect, 
but will only be recognised as such after the scene has ended.

Selfsame Master Facilitator
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Easily-Discarded Presence Method

Rather than its normal effects, the Solar may choose to make a
person affected by Easily-Discarded Presence Method 
convinced that the Solar is the only way of accomplishing their 
goals. This renders them unable to make any influence 
attempts against anyone other than the Solar for the 
remainder of the scene.

Pretence II

Penumbra Self Meditation
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Guarded Thoughts Meditation

When the Solar activates Guarded Thoughts Meditation, they 
may suppress any Emotions they are experiencing, by 
accepting a point of Limit per Emotion. Suppressed Emotions 
have no effect, and cannot be detected, while the Charm is 
active.

Inverted Ego Mask
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 2, Guarded thoughts Meditation

When the Solar activates Guarded Thoughts Meditation, they 
may suppress any of their Intimacies, by accepting a point of 
Limit per Intimacy. Suppressed Intimacies have no effect, and 
cannot be detected, while the Charm is active.

Heart-Eclipsing Shroud
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3
Inverted Ego Mask, Penumbra Self Meditation

When the Solar activates Guarded Thoughts Meditation, they 
may transform any of their existing Intimacies into different 
ones, of the same level and type 
(Tie/Principle/Emotion/Belief), without accruing Limit. Each 
time they apply a transformed Intimacy to raise their Resolve, 
however, they gain a point of Limit. This is a Shaping effect.

Draw The Curtain
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Heart-Eclipsing Shroud

The Solar may apply a transformed Intimacy to their Resolve 
as many times as they like while Guarded Thoughts 
Meditation is active, gaining Limit only on the first time that 
Intimacy is applied.

Legend Mask Methodology
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Heart-Eclipsing Shroud

When the Solar is attempting an action in service of an 
Intimacy transformed by Heart-Eclipsing Shroud, they may roll 
the Intimacy’s strength in lieu of the normally applicable 
Ability. They gain a point of Limit each time they do so.

Hundred-Faced Stranger
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 4, Heart-Eclipsing Shroud

The Solar may transform Intimacies reflexively while Guarded 
Thoughts Meditation is active, gaining a point of Limit each 
time they do so.



At Your Service
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 5, Hundred-Faced Stranger

The Solar may choose to become a mirror of someone’s 
fantasies when activating Guarded Self Meditation. Their 
Intimacies are transformed to become whatever the other 
person wants most (determined by the ST for non-player 
characters). Until they act against one of those Intimacies, or 
the Charm ends, the Solar’s influence attempts against that 
character cannot be resisted with Willpower or Decision 
Points.

Pretence III

Elusive Dream Defence
Permanent
Socialise 5, Essence 3, Inverted Ego Mask

If the Solar suppresses all of their Intimacies with Inverted Ego 
Mask, add their Guile to their Resolve while the Charm is in 
effect.



Stealth
Assassination

Blinding Battle Feint
3m Supplemental [Open]
Stealth 3, Essence 1

This Join Battle roll is made with Dexterity+Stealth, and may 
also be applied as a stealth attempt.

False Image Feint
3m, 1wp Reflexive [Perilous]
Stealth 4, Essence 2, Blinding Battle Feint

Used when attacked, this allows the Solar makes a 
Dexterity+Stealth roll, replacing their Evasion with the number
of successes. If this dodges the attack, it may also be applied 
as a stealth attempt.

Shadow Victor’s Repose
3m, 1wp Simple [Once/Scene]
Stealth 4, Essence 1, Blinding Battle Feint

Used when the Solar is in stealth, they may make a Join Battle 
check and add the result to their current Initiative.

Flash-Eyed Killer’s Insight
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 2, Shadow Victor’s Repose

Whenever the Solar Incapacitates an opponent, they refresh 
their use of Shadow Victor’s Repose.

Hidden Snake Recoil
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 2, Blinding Battle Feint

Whenever the Solar Incapacitates an opponent, they may 
spend a point of Willpower to reflexively make a stealth 
attempt.

Mind Shroud Meditation
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 2, Flash-Eyed Killer’s Insight

When the Solar uses Shadow Victor’s Repose after it has been 
refreshed by Flash-Eyed Killer’s Insight, their next unexpected 
attack is considered an ambush attack.

Assassination II

Smoke And Shadow Cover
3m Supplemental
Stealth 5, Essence 2, Blinding Battle Feint

This Take Cover action is made with Dexterity+Stealth, and 
allows the Solar to treat Concealment as Cover - providing a 
Cover bonus equal to its normal visual penalty.

Shadow-Crossing Leap Technique
5m, 1wp Reflexive
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Smoke And Shadow Cover

Once per turn while in stealth, the Solar may move up to one 
range band to any form of Cover they can see as part of their 
movement, without traversing the space between or 
disturbing Blurred Form Stance.

Flashing Nocturne Prana
10m, 1wp Reflexive [Perilous]
Stealth 5, Essence 4, Shadow-Crossing Leap Technique

Used when in stealth, the Solar anchors themselves to a point.
When the Charm is released, they may immediately move up 
to three range bands back to the point without traversing the 
space between. When they do this, they become undetectable
until after their next turn.

Camouflage

Blurred Form Stance
5m Reflexive (One Scene)
Stealth 2, Essence 1

The Solar may make stealth attempts without Cover or 
Concealment, as long as they do not move quickly. If they 
attack, move a range band, or are struck by an attack, their 
stealth is broken.

Stalking Wolf Attitude
Permanent
Stealth 4, Essence 2, Blurred Form Stance

While using Blurred Form Stance, the Solar may move a single 
range band each turn without incurring the penalty for 
movement, or breaking their stealth.

Ten Whispers Silence Meditation
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Stalking Wolf Attitude

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Blurred Form Stance to make themselves completely 
undetectable by sound or touch while they are protected by it.

Scent Banishing Attitude
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Stalking Wolf Attitude

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Blurred Form Stance to make themselves completely 
undetectable by taste or smell while they are protected by it.



Perfect Shadow Stillness
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 4
Ten Whispers Silence Meditation, Scent Banishing Attitude

When the Solar has Blurred Form Stance active and has 
activated both Ten Whispers Silence Meditation and Scent 
Banishing Attitude, their stealth rolls cannot be contested. 
They may only be spotted if they break the protection 
provided by Blurred Form Stance, or by people who can detect 
essence.

Fivefold Shadow Burial
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 5, Perfect Shadow Stillness

While they qualify for Perfect Shadow Stillness, the Solar 
cannot be spotted by people who can detect essence. Effects 
that automatically notice their presence or actions detect a 
presence or action in the vicinity, but not where it is.

Camouflage II

Invisible Statue Spirit
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 1, Blurred Form Stance

While the Solar is using Blurred Form Stance, they are 
completely undetectable by sight as long as they remained still
on their previous turn.

Sun Swallowing Practice
2m, 1a Reflexive
Stealth 5, Essence 2, Invisible Statue Spirit

The Solar hides their anima.

Dazzling Anima Flare
Permanent
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Sun Swallowing Practice

When the Solar activates Sun Swallowing Practice, they may 
instead release a gout of flame that imposes a stackable -1 
penalty to sight-based Awareness checks until the next round.

Guardian Fog Technique
3m Supplemental
Stealth 3, Essence 1, Blurred Form Stance

The result of this stealth attempt is also applied to another 
willing character within close range of the Solar.

Dark Sentinel’s Way
Permanent
Stealth 4, Essence 2, Guardian Fog Technique

The Solar may use the Defend Other action without breaking 
the protection afforded by Blurred Form Stance.

Imperceptibility

Easily-Overlooked Presence Method
5m Simple (One Scene) 
Stealth 3, Essence 1

The Solar makes a Manipulation+Stealth roll, applied equally 
to the Resolve of all people present. As long as the Solar does 
not use any Obvious Charms or Join Battle, they cannot be 
spotted by anyone whose Resolve they defeat.

Mental Invisibility Technique
Permanent
Stealth 4, Essence 2, Easily-Overlooked Presence Method

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Easily-Overlooked Presence Method to allow them to use 
Obvious Charms without being spotted.

Vanishing From Mind’s Eye Method
10m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Psyche]
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Mental Invisibility Technique

The Solar makes a Manipulation+Stealth roll, applied equally 
to the Resolve of all people they meet: anyone whose Resolve 
is beaten is unable to recognise the Solar, and cannot recall 
what they were like. While this Charm is active, the Solar may 
not make use of any Story Merits based on their reputation or 
position.

Shadow Replacement Technique
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite) [Shaping]
Stealth 5, Essence 3, Mental Invisibility Technique

The Solar makes a Manipulation+Stealth roll against someone 
within close range: if successful, the Solar imperceptibly 
disappears into their shadow, and cannot be detected by 
anything except magic that specifically detects Shaping effects.
They are unable to make physical actions, but may freely 
observe events from their subject’s perspective and speak as a
disembodied voice.



Survival
Bushcraft

Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit
5m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Survival 1, Essence 1

The Solar ignores all environmental penalties to Survival rolls, 
is immune to exposure, and does not need to sleep.

Food-Gathering Exercise
3m Supplemental
Survival 3, Essence 1, Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit

This Survival roll to gather food yields enough to feed a group 
of Magnitude equal to the Solar’s Essence. If there is no food 
available whatsoever, the Solar will still gather enough to feed 
one person.

Trackless Region Navigation
Permanent
Survival 4, Essence 2, Food-Gathering Exercise

While Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit is active, the Solar 
(and a group of Magnitude up to their Essence) can cross any 
terrain as quickly as they would open plains. If the Solar is 
looking for a specific location or terrain feature, they may 
always find it. If it has been hidden by magic, the Solar 
receives an opposed roll using Perception+Survival.

Element-Resisting Prana
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 3, Trackless Region Navigation

While Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit is active, reduce the
raw damage of all environmental elemental effects against the
Solar by the Solar’s Essence. This does not work against 
directed attacks.

Unshakeable Bloodhound Technique
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 2, Food-Gathering Exercise

While Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit is active, If the Solar
is tracking someone, they may always find them. If the trail 
has been hidden by magic, the Solar receives an opposed roll 
using Perception+Survival.

Traceless Passage
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 2, Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit

While Hardship-Surviving Mendicant Spirit is active, If the Solar
is covering their tracks, they cannot be tracked by mundane 
means - if the tracker is using dedicated magic, the Solar 
receives an opposed roll using Wits+Survival.

Eye-Deceiving Camouflage
3m Simple
Survival 5, Essence 3, Traceless Passage

The Solar makes an Intelligence+Survival roll to conceal a 
person (taking one action), or a group of things no larger than 
a house (a fifteen-minute dramatic action). As long as it 
doesn’t move, mundane attempts to notice it automatically 
fail, and magic-enhanced effects must beat the Solar’s roll.

Kinship

Beast-Mastering Behaviour
2m/die Supplemental
Survival 1, Essence 1

The Solar may convert up to (Essence) Merit dice from a 
Familiar into automatic successes.

Friendship With Animals Approach
6m Simple (Indefinite)
Survival 4, Essence 1, Beast-Mastering Behaviour

Small animals around the Solar act toward them as though 
domesticated, granting the Solar access to a Familiar merit 
with a rating equal to their Essence (if there is any wildlife 
nearby). Larger animals will ignore them, but supernatural 
creatures will not.



Spirit-Tied Pet
2i Simple [Once/Day]
Survival 3, Essence 2, Beast-Mastering Behaviour

The Solar may draw a point of Willpower from the bond they 
share with a Familiar, as well as motes equal to the Familiar’s 
rating.

Spirit-Hunting Hound
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 3, Spirit-Tied Pet

The Solar’s Familiar gains the ability to perceive immaterial 
spirits, and relate their location: treat the Solar as having the 
ability to perceive immaterial spirits as long as they are with 
their Familiar.

Phantom-Rending Fangs
3m, 1wp Simple
Survival 5, Essence 4, Spirit-Hunting Hound

The Solar rolls Charisma+Survival at a difficulty equal to a 
spirit’s Evasion: if successful, the Solar’s familiar grabs the 
spirit and holds it still for a number of rounds equal to the 
bonus successes. During this time, it is visible and vulnerable 
to physical attacks.

Sense-Riding Discipline
6m, 1wp Simple (Indefinite)
Survival 4, Essence 3, Spirit-Tied Pet

The Solar may take over their Familiar, acquiring its senses and
controlling its actions. While this Charm is active, the Solar is 
unable to sense or control their own body, and the Solar’s 
Familiar may be targeted directly with attacks.

Familiar-Honing Instruction
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 4, Sense-Riding Discipline

While the Solar is controlling their Familiar with Sense-Riding 
Discipline, they may use Charms through their Familiar.

Deadly Predator Method
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 2, Beast-Mastering Behaviour

The Solar’s Familiars grow large and fearsome: the Solar may 
add their Familiar Merit dice to threaten attempts.

Saga Beast Virtue
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 3, Deadly Predator Method

The Solar’s Familiars grow further, and become immune to all 
fear effects and threaten attempts.

Life Of The Aurochs
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 4, Saga Beast Virtue

The Solar’s Familiars grow further still, and become immune to
any effects that would cripple, stun, or otherwise deny their 
benefit to the Solar.

Kinship II

Bestial Traits Technique
Permanent
Survival 3, Essence 1, Beast-Mastering Behaviour

The Solar’s Familiar learns (Essence) Latent or Magical talents. 
These may be used by the Solar, if stunted appropriately. If the
Solar’s Essence increases, so do the number of talents known 
by their Familiar. 

Ghost Panther Slinking
Permanent
Survival 3, Essence 1, Beast-Mastering Behaviour

Any Stealth Charms that affect the Solar also extend to their 
Familiars.

Force-Building Predator Tactic
3m, 2i Supplemental [Open]
Survival 5, Essence 3, Deadly Predator Method

This grapple control check is made with Charisma+Survival, 
and the Solar’s Familiar Merit dice can be added to the roll. If 
it succeeds, the Solar does not receive any penalties to their 
Parry or Evasion while controlling the ensuing grapple. This 
Charm can only be used if the Solar has access to their 
Familiar.

Deadly Onslaught Coordination
3m, 2i Supplemental [Open]
Survival 5, Essence 3, Deadly Predator Method

This attack roll is made with Charisma+Survival, and the Solar’s
Familiar Merit dice can be added to the roll. This Charm can 
only be used if the Solar has access to their Familiar.

Red-Toothed Execution Order
6m, 2i Reflexive [Open, Once/Scene]
Survival 5, Essence 4, Deadly Onslaught Coordination

Used when a Solar hits with a decisive attack, the Solar 
immediately adds their Familiar’s Merit dice to the raw 
damage of the attack. This Charm can only be used if the Solar 
has access to their Familiar.

Ambush Predator Tactic
3m, 1wp Supplemental [Open]
Survival 5, Essence 3, Deadly Predator Method

This Join Battle roll is made with Charisma+Survival, and the 
Solar’s Familiar merit dice can be added to the roll. This Charm
can only be used if the Solar has access to their Familiar.



Crimson Talon Vigor
Permanent
Survival 5, Essence 4, Deadly Onslaught Coordination

Whenever an attack made with Deadly Onslaught 
Coordination hits, the Solar gains a point of Initiative.



Thrown
Disruption

Flying Steel Ruse
2m Supplemental
Thrown 2, Essence 1

The Solar does not need to name a beneficiary for this Thrown 
distract gambit. If successful, the first ally to make a decisive 
attack against the target receives the benefits of it.

Observer-Deceiving Attack
3m Supplemental
Thrown 4, Essence 2, Flying Steel Ruse

If this Thrown attack scores more threshold successes than its 
target’s Guile, it will not break stealth.

Empty Palm Technique
2m Supplemental
Thrown 4, Essence 1, Flying Steel Ruse

If this Thrown disarm gambit is successful, the opponent’s 
weapon is thrown to short range. Add any threshold successes
to the Solar’s Initiative.

Shadow Thrust Spark
3m, 2i Reflexive [Once/Turn]
Thrown 5, Essence 2, Empty Palm Technique

Used when a weapon is thrown away by a disarm gambit, this 
immediately moves the weapon a range band in any direction 
chosen by the Solar.

Fallen Weapon Deflection
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 3, Shadow Thrust Spark

The Solar may use Shadow Thrust Spark on any weapon not 
currently being held, not just when it is initially disarmed. If 
used in response to someone retrieving the weapon, this 
becomes a contested Dexterity+Thrown vs Dexterity+Athletics 
roll. If the Solar wins, the retrieval fails and the movement is 
wasted.

Savage Wolf Attack
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 4, Fallen Weapon Deflection

When the Solar wins an opposed roll granted by Fallen 
Weapon Deflection, their opponent loses Initiative (which the 
Solar gains) equal to the number of threshold successes.

First Strike

Flashing Draw Mastery
3m Supplemental [Open]
Thrown 2, Essence 1

If the Solar beats all opponents in this Join Battle roll, they 
may make their first Thrown attack in the first round of 
combat as an ambush attack. This can be done even if the 
opposing forces have successfully enacted an Ambush 
Stratagem.

Steel Storm Descending
2m Supplemental
Thrown 3, Essence 1, Flashing Draw Mastery

This decisive Thrown ambush attack adds the difference 
between the Solar’s Initiative and their target (if the Solar has 
more) as bonus raw damage.

Mist-Gathering Practice
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 2, Steel Storm Descending

When the Solar uses Steel Storm Descending to enhance an 
aimed attack, they also add the difference in Initiative as 
bonus dice on its attack roll.

Falling Icicle Strike
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 3, Mist-Gathering Practice

When the Solar uses Steel Storm Descending from stealth, 
they may also ignore their opponent’s Hardness if it is lower 
than the difference in Initiative.

Inescapability



Precision Of The Striking Raptor
1m Supplemental
Thrown 1, Essence 1

The accuracy of this Thrown attack is calculated as though it 
were at close range. This does not allow the Solar to make an 
attack beyond the maximum range of their weapon.

Angle-Tracing Edge
3m Supplemental
Thrown 4, Essence 2, Precision Of The Striking Raptor

This Thrown attack completely ignores Cover. It can be made 
against a target in Full Cover, if they are within range of the 
weapon and the Solar’s senses.

Triple Distance Attack Technique
Permanent
Thrown 3, Essence 2, Precision Of The Striking Raptor

When the Solar uses Precision Of The Striking Raptor, their 
weapon’s maximum range is increased by one band.

Fiery Solar Chakram
5m, 1wp, 3a Simple [Obvious]
Thrown 5, Essence 3
Triple Distance Attack Technique, Angle-Tracing Edge

The Solar unleashes a decisive Thrown attack. Against 
creatures of darkness this is unblockable, undodgeable, and 
has a range limited only by the Solar’s senses.

Shower Of Deadly Blades
5m, 1wp Simple [Obvious, Once/Scene]
Thrown 4, Essence 2, Precision Of The Striking Raptor

The Solar makes an undodgeable withering Thrown attack as a
hail of projectiles; any Initiative lost by the target is also lost by
every opponent within short range of them. The Solar does 
not gain the Initiative lost by secondary targets.

Cascade Of Cutting Terror
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 3, Shower Of Deadly Blades

The Solar may use Shower Of Deadly Blades as a decisive 
attack instead. If they do, the health levels lost by the target 
are also applied as base damage to every opponent within 
short range of them.

Cutting Circle Of Destruction
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 4, Cascade Of Cutting Terror

After the Solar uses Shower Of Deadly Blades, the original 
target is automatically hit again. The raw damage of this 
second attack is equal to the Initiative or health levels lost by 
the original attack’s secondary targets.

Pinning

Joint-Wounding Attack
3m Supplemental [Crippling]
Thrown 3, Essence 1

This decisive Thrown attack inflicts a crippling penalty equal to
the amount of health levels of damage it deals. If the target is 
hit by successive Joint-Wounding Attacks, apply only the 
highest crippling penalty.

Mist On Water Attack
2m, 1wp Supplemental [Crippling]
Thrown 4, Essence 2, Joint-Wounding Attack

If this decisive Thrown attack hits, the target is silenced for 
(Essence) turns. If they are Incapacitated, they make no sound 
and cannot be discovered for (Essence) turns.



Crimson Razor Shrike
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 2, Joint-Wounding Attack

The Solar may spend a point of Willpower when activating 
Joint-Wounding Attack. If they do, and the attack deals more 
health levels than the target’s Stamina, the target will be 
pinned against (or on, or under) a piece of scenery. The target 
is knocked down and must succeed at a Strength+Athletics roll
(difficulty: health levels done by the attack) to rise from 
prone.

Shadow Wind Slash
Permanent
Thrown 5, Essence 3, Crimson Razor Shrike

When the Solar activates Crimson Razor Shrike, the health 
levels dealt by the attack are also considered successes against
the threshold for a disarm attempt.



War
General

Immortal Commander’s Presence
Permanent
War 2, Essence 1

When their troops’ Morale is threatened, the Solar may use 
their own Resolve in place of their Forces Merit.

Rout-Stemming Gesture
3m Reflexive [Command]
War 4, Essence 1, Immortal Warlord’s Presence

The Solar may make a rally attempt as a reflexive action. If 
successful, their troops return to the fray at the beginning of 
the next round.

League Of Iron Preparation
5m Simple (Indefinite) [Command]
War 4, Essence 2, Immortal Warlord’s Presence

While the Solar’s troops are with them, all progress on hostile 
projects made against their Forces Merit(s) is halted.

Tiger Warrior Training Technique
Permanent
War 5, Essence 3, League Of Iron Preparation

When the Solar’s anima is at bonfire or greater, convert all 
their Forces Merit dice to automatic successes when used 
against creatures of darkness. This does not affect strategy 
rolls made before battle begins.

Magnanimity Of The Unstoppable Icon
Permanent [Command]
War 5, Essence 3. League Of Iron Preparation

When an opposing commander has a higher Forces Merit than 
the Solar and is defeated in battle, the Solar adds one to the 
rating of their own Forces Merit. This reflects acquiring 
deserters from the fleeing army.

General Of The All-Seeing Sun
10m, 1wp Simple [Command, Once/Story]
War 5, Essence 4, Magnanimity Of The Unstoppable Icon

The Solar may restore a Forces Merit that has been depleted 
by battle or hostile projects. Civilians, animals, and elementals
flock to the Solar, restoring the Merit to its highest previous 
value by the next dawn.

Strategist

War God Descendent
2m/die Supplemental [Open]
War 1, Essence 1

The Solar may convert up to (Essence) Forces Merit dice into 
automatic successes.

Rousing Backlash Assault
10m, 1wp Simple [Command]
War 5, Essence 1, War God Descendent

The Solar makes an Charisma+War roll. If it accrues more 
successes than the opposing commander’s strategy roll, the 
opposing commander’s Stratagem is removed. This may only 
be used if the opposing commander has a Stratagem in place.

March Of The Returner
Permanent
War 5, Essence 2, Rousing Backlash Assault

The Solar may choose a Stratagem when using Rousing 
Backlash Assault. If their Charisma+War roll accrues as many 
threshold successes as the Stratagem’s threshold, they may 
immediately implement it. This must be stunted in a way that 
makes sense in the context of the battlefield.

Supremacy Of The Divine Army
4m Supplemental [Command, Open]
War 4, Essence 2, War God Descendent

If this strategy roll successfully implements the Solar’s desired 
Stratagem(s), they may immediately implement an additional 
Stratagem with a threshold no higher than the original.

Transcendent Warlord’s Genius
Permanent
War 5, Essence 3, Supremacy Of The Divine Army

When the Solar uses Supremacy Of The Divine Army, it is 
impossible for opponents to determine the Solar’s planned 
Stratagem(s) with magic.

Four Glories Meditation
10m, 1wp, Supplemental [Command, Open]
War 5, Essence 4, Transcendent Warlord’s Genius

The Solar does not need to choose a stratagem when making 
this strategy roll. Instead, they may allocate their threshold 
successes freely between up to (Essence) different Stratagems,
and may implement as many as they qualify for. The 
Stratagems must make sense when used together.

Strategist II
Battle-Visionary’s Foresight
2m Supplemental [Command, Open]
War 4, Essence 1, War God Descendent

The Solar ignores all penalties on this strategy roll for lack of 
familiarity with the opposing forces or commander.

Redoubt-Raising Gesture
8m, 1wp Reflexive [Command, Open]
War 4, Essence 2, Battle-Visionary’s Foresight

The Solar may make a strategy roll reflexively, in response to 
an unexpected assault.



Ideal Battle Knowledge Prana
Permanent
War 5, Essence 2, Battle-Visionary’s Foresight

When the Solar uses Battle-Visionary’s Foresight, they also 
know which Stratagem(s) the opposing commander(s) intend 
to implement.

Holistic Battle Understanding
Permanent
War 5, Essence 3, Ideal Battle Knowledge Prana

When the Solar uses Battle-Visionary’s Foresight, apply their 
successes on the strategy roll as a read or profile attempt 
against the opposing commander(s). If successful then, 
alongside the normal effects, the Solar will be able to uniquely 
identify the opposing commander if they have fought before.

Tactician

Immortal Warlord’s Tactic
1m, 2i Supplemental [Command, Open]
War 2, Essence 1

With an appropriate stunt, the Solar may apply their Forces 
Merit dice to this physical action.

Implacable Dawn Assault
2m, 1i Simple [Command]
War 4, Essence 1, Immortal Warlord’s Tactic

The Solar chooses a direction, makes a Charisma+War roll. 
Each opponent with an Evasion lower than the number of 
successes is forced a range band in that direction.

Storm-Wracked Steel Ocean
3m, 2i Reflexive [Command]
War 4, Essence 2, Implacable Dawn Assault

The Solar may contest a movement by their opponent, making
an opposed Charisma+War vs their Dexterity+Athletics or 
Dexterity+Dodge roll. If the Solar succeeds, the movement has
no effect.

Brave Protector’s Call
6m, 2i Reflexive [Command]
War 5, Essence 2, Immortal Warlord’s Tactic

The Solar rolls their Forces Merit dice, and adds the successes 
to the Parry or Evasion of a friendly character against one 
attack. They may improve their own defences this way.



Thousand Sunlit Blades
6m, 2i Simple [Command]
War 5, Essence 3, Brave Protector’s Call

The Solar makes a Charisma+War roll, and distributes the 
successes as stackable -1 onslaught penalties amongst their 
opponents. No single opponent can receive more penalties 
this way than the Solar’s Essence.

Falling Heavens Fusillade
8m, 2i Simple [Command, Once/Scene]
War 5, Essence 3, Brave Protector’s Call

The Solar makes a Charisma+War roll as a withering attack 
against all opponents. This attack has a raw damage and 
Overwhelming value equal to the Solar’s Forces Merit rating.



Combat Cheatsheet
Rolling Dice
Any result of 7, 8 or 9 is a success. 10 is two successes.
You must get at least as many successes as the Difficulty.

Stunts
Describing actions in a cool way gets you Stunt bonus dice:

Descriptive: +2d OR +1 to Value (Evasion/Parry/Resolve/Guile)
Brilliant: +2d, +1 success OR +2 to Value; +1 willpower
Exemplary: +2d, +2 successes OR +2 to Value, +2 willpower

Calculated Numbers
 Evasion: [Dexterity+Dodge]/2, -armour’s Mobility

 Parry: [Dexterity+Ability]/2, + weapon’s Defence 

 Soak: Stamina +armour’s Soak 

 Withering Attack: [Dexterity+Ability], +weapon’s 
Accuracy, +range modifier

 Withering Damage: [Strength+weapon’s Damage],
+threshold successes on attack, -target’s Soak

 Decisive Attack: [Dexterity+Ability]

 Decisive Damage: Your current Initiative.
Do not apply the double 10s rule

Statuses
Crashed: At 0 Initiative or less. Cannot use Perilous Charms. 
Cannot apply Hardness. Can’t make decisive attacks.
Incapacitated: Lost all health levels. Cannot act.
Knocked Down: -1 Parry, -2 Defence, -3 to attacks, cannot 
make movement actions other than Rise From Prone.

Combat
1. Strategy
If you are commanding forces before the battle begins, you 
may choose a Stratagem and make a strategy roll of 
[Intelligence+Ability+Merits]. If you get the Stratagem’s 
threshold in successes over your opponent, it works. 

2. Join Battle
Roll [Wits+Awareness+3] to determine starting Initiative.

3. ACTION!
Each round, characters take turns in order of highest Initiative 
to lowest. During your turn, you may make one action and one
movement. You may make an additional action or movement 
by doing a flurry, which gives you a -3 penalty to all rolls and    
-1 Defence until your next turn.

Actions
Withering Attack: Make a withering attack.

Decisive Attack: Make a decisive attack. If it misses, lose 2 
Initiative (or 3, if your Initiative is above 10).

Aim: Pick a target. You get +3 dice on your next attack against 
them, or are able to attack beyond medium range.

Defend Other: An ally within close range can use your Parry 
instead of theirs until the beginning of your next turn. Decisive
attacks reduced by 1 damage per 2 points of Parry provided.

Full Defence: Gain +2 to your Defences until your next turn. 
Lose 1 Initiative. Cannot be used while Crashed.

Simple Charm: Activate a ‘Simple’ type Charm.

Miscellaneous: Other stuff.

Movements
Move: Move one range band, unless opponents are within 
close range.

Rush: Opposed [Dexterity+Athletics] roll against a target in 
close or short range. If successful, if they move away from you 
before your next turn, you may follow them one range band.

Disengage: Lose 2 Initiative. [Dexterity+Dodge] roll opposed by
[Dexterity+Athletics] of opponents in close range. If successful,
you may move one range band. If they follow, you may move 
another range band away.

Rise From Prone: if you have been knocked down, get up. 
Requires [Dexterity+Dodge] at Diff 2 if an opponent is in close 
range.

Draw/Ready Weapon: -1 Defence until next turn. Change your
weapons & shields, or draw them if Ambushed.

Take Cover: Roll [Dexterity+Dodge] to find Cover against 
attacks, improving your Defences while you remain.

Withdraw: When at medium+ range from all opponents, move
one range band, then make extended [Dexterity+Athletics] 
roll, goal number 10. Success means escape from combat. 

4. RESOLUTION!
A successful withering attack gains you 1 Initiative, plus the 
Initiative lost by your opponent. If this Crashes them, gain 5 
additional Initiative.

If you Crash the person who Crashed you, instead reset your 
Initiative to its base value (usually 3) and roll Join Battle again.

A successful decisive attack resets your Initiative to its base 
value (usually 3).

Clashes
If two people attack each other on the same tick, both make 
their attacks as an opposed roll. The successor rolls damage 
with the following modifiers:

+ threshold successes for withering attacks
+1 automatic health level damage for decisive attacks

The loser receives -2 to Defences until their next turn.



Influence Cheatsheet
Calculated Numbers
Resolve: [Wits+Integrity]/2
Guile: [Manipulation+Socialize]/2

If your Appearance is over someone’s Resolve, you get a bonus
on all influence against them.

Intimacies
You have four kinds of Intimacies:

Principles: Values that you uphold.
Beliefs: Things that you hold firmly to be true.
Ties: Feelings toward other people.
Emotions: Temporary feels.

Intimacies affect your Resolve against influence:

Minor: +2 if it opposes/-1 if it agrees
Major: +3 if it opposes/-2 if it agrees
Defining: +4 if it opposes/-3 if it agrees

Modifiers
+2 difficulty if you don’t share a language
+2 difficulty if you are targeting a group
+/- circumstantial modifiers (from ST)

Changing Intimacies
Convince: Use [(Social)+Presence] to create or remove a 
Minor Belief of your choice, or change the strength of an 
existing one by one step.

Inspire: Use [(Social)+Performance] to create a Major 
Emotion. The Emotion will remain until they perform a Task to 
express it.

Instil: Use [(Social)+Performance] to create or remove a Minor
Principle or Tie of your choice, or change the strength of an 
existing one by one step.

Exploiting Intimacies
Bargain: Use [(Social)+Bureaucracy] to get someone to do 
something, after having offered sufficient incentive.

Persuade: Use [(Social)+Presence] to get someone to do 
something, justified by one of their Intimacies.

Threaten: Use [(Social)+Presence] to get someone to do 
something…or else! They will not like you.

Tasks
You can only persuade someone to do something if the 
Intimacy evoked is strong enough:

- Trivial tasks are always allowed.
- Minor Intimacies allow Inconvenient tasks (dodgy/tiresome).
- Major Intimacies allow Serious tasks (illegal/hazardous).
- Defining Intimacies allow Life-Changing tasks (likely 
death/exile).

Bargain and threaten attempts must instead provide a greater
incentive or disincentive than the task being asked for.

Resisting Influence
If an influence attempt:

- Would result in certain death
- Would force you to completely abandon a Defining Intimacy
- Is a seduction attempt against your character’s orientation
- Is a seduction attempt that you as a player don’t want

It is unacceptable influence, and can be resisted for free.

Otherwise, it can be resisted by spending a point of Willpower.
If your Resolve against the attempt has been reduced by an 
Intimacy, you must have an Intimacy of equal strength that 
opposes the influence in order to do this (a Decision Point).

Overturning Influence
Attempting to overturn a previous persuade, bargain, or 
threaten action costs a point of Willpower, and the target is at
+3 Resolve.

Reading People
Read: [(Mental)+Socialise] vs Guile. Success reveals one of:
- Their goal for the current interaction.
- Emotions they are experiencing.
- Their Ties toward you or your group.
- Any Intimacies they used to resist an influence attempt.
- How honest they were being about a statement.

Profile: [(Mental)+Investigation] vs Guile. Must have a 
conversation/search their stuff/shadow them first. Success 
gives you interesting background information, and a banked 
Insight pool that can be used on a read action.

Other Influence
Written Influence
Written influence always uses Linguistics. It cannot use 
Charms from other Abilities. It creates a missive, which must 
be received and read for it to take effect. Any Charms you use 
must remain committed until it is read.

Organisational Influence
Organisational influence always uses Socialise. It requires a 
successful Cultural Project before you can attempt it. 
Organisations cannot gain Emotions, Ties, or Beliefs.

Seduction
Seduction is handled as a persuade or bargain attempt. 
Afterwards, each person involved may make a single influence
attempt against another, that cannot be resisted by spending 
Willpower.
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